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full color, hardcover

R. Klanten, A. Sinofzik, F. Schulze

Originality is the guiding principle of art and culture. The visual communi-
cation of museums, theaters, and other cultural institutions is no less pio-
neering. One would be hard pressed to find another area of graphic design 
in which the work is so fresh and experimental and so often blazes trails for 
future visual trends.

Young designers often get their first breaks working for cultural institutions, 
where they can prove themselves creatively. Through work for these types 
of clients, established studios can also remain agile and experiment with 
new forms of visual expression. Today, cultural institutions are proving to be 
extraordinarily open to breaking new ground where art meets logos, culture 
meets commerce, and design meets curation. In this way, they are becoming 
catalysts for cutting-edge design concepts and innovative styles produced 
by designers who are often as visionary as the clients for whom they work.

Introducing: Culture Identities is a collection of outstanding design work 
for international cultural institutions. The book features poster campaigns, 
publications, and corporate design—much of which is designed to function 
across various media platforms. Extensive features introduce relevant topics 
and lend insight from two key perspectives. On the one hand, the book gives 
voice to designers such as Bureau Mirko Borsche or the New York-based 
studio 2x4 who are especially active in the cultural field. On the other hand, 
readers hear from notables on the client side including MoMA, the Barbican , 
Van Abbemuseum, and documenta.

With its collection of stunning visual examples, Introducing: Culture Iden-
tities reveals what is state-of-the-art in today’s graphic design. The book 
inspires designers and cultural institutions to understand each other better 
and continue to push the limit of what is possible creatively.

category

Graphic Design available
release

An inside look by designers and clients at graphic design’s main playground and proving 
ground—working for cultural institutions.

Design for Museums, 
Theaters and Cultural 
Institutions

Introducing: 
Culture Identities
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full color, hardcover

Antonis Antoniou, R. Klanten, 
S. Ehmann, H. Hellige

Graphic Design

Drawing a map means understanding our world a bit better. For centuries, 
we have used the tools of cartography to represent both our immediate 
surroundings and the world at large—and to convey them to others. On the 
one hand, maps are used to illustrate areal relationships, including dis-
tances, dimensions, and topographies. On the other, maps can also serve 
as projection screens for a variety of display formats, such as illustration, 
data visualization, and visual storytelling. In our age of satellite navigation 
systems and Google Maps, personal interpretations of the world around 
us are becoming more relevant. Publications, the tourism industry, and 
other commercial parties are using these contemporary, personal maps 

to showcase specific regions, to characterize local scenes, to generate 
moods, and to tell stories beyond sheer navigation.

A new generation of designers, illustrators, and mapmakers are currently 
discovering their passion for various forms of illustrative cartography. A Map 
of the World is a compelling collection of their work—from accurate and sur-
prisingly detailed representations to personal, naïve, and modernistic inter-
pretations. The featured projects from around the world range from maps 
and atlases inspired by classic forms to cartographic experiments and edi-
torial illustrations.

Maps help us understand the world. This book features the most original and sought-after 
map illustrators whose work is in line with the zeitgeist.

The World According to 
Illustrators and Storytellers

A Map of the World
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978-3-89955-465-6

€ 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60

24 × 28 cm256

full color, hardcover, incl. free downloads

Graphic Design

Every graphic designer and advertising professional knows the drill. After a 
logo or corporate design has been created, it needs to be presented and 
sold to a client. Showing preliminary drafts on paperboard isn’t adequate. In 
order to communicate the idea behind the design, it is much more effective 
to present it in the application for which it is meant—whether on a shopping 
bag, on a company car, in a brochure, or on a variety of other products. This 
method of presentation makes designs come to life and gives the client a 
real idea of how they will work and why.

Blank Slate is a compilation of 400 photographic dummies of everyday 
objects that are depicted in the book and can also be downloaded for free 

as digital files. With the help of these dummies, any designer can present his 
or her work in the way that gives clients the most concrete grasp of how their 
corporate designs will function in the real world.

Until now, hardly any suitable dummies existed for creating such presenta-
tions. The few that did exist were of moderate quality and high prices. In a 
similar fashion to our bestseller Neubau Welt, the handbook Blank Slate pro-
vides designers with inspiring examples and practical digital tools that will 
make the implementation, presentation, and sale of their work much easier.

Blank Slate provides graphic designers and advertisers with photographic dummies for the 
true-to-life and convincing presentation of their corporate designs.

A Comprehensive Library 
of Photographic Dummies

Blank Slate
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full color, hardcover

S. Ehmann, R. Klanten

Style

Riding a bike is easy. Once someone can do it, they will never forget how. 
Riding a bike can be addictive—in the best cases for life. Understanding the 
subtleties of contemporary bicycle culture can be challenging. Like it or not, 
choosing to ride a particular bike—whether an old-fashioned city bicycle, 
a high-tech machine, a mountain bike, a touring bike, a fixie, or a beach 
cruiser—means being associated with a certain lifestyle.

Velo—2nd Gear explores these diverse bicycle scenes and reveals their his-
tories, relationships, and insightful details. Alongside its presentation of 
especially attractive and unusual bicycles, the book documents how rid-
ers’ accessories and styles vary just as widely as the bikes’ tires and other 
equipment. It explains how each scene cultivates its own distinct codes 
through the choice of certain jerseys, caps, or bags or by visiting specific 
events or key establishments.

The examples in Velo—2nd Gear span the globe. Tours in traditional costumes 
and on historical paths in Belgium or Italy are not only appealing as athletic 
challenges, but also as adventures for cosmopolitan  travelers. In urban cen-
ters at night, bicycle messengers hold races on city streets. Specialized bike 
boutiques focus on details such as customized paint jobs. Frame builders in 
Oregon, Paris, or southern Germany create highly coveted bikes tailored to 
individuals or in very limited editions with long waiting lists.

Velo—2nd Gear makes abundantly clear that contemporary bicycle culture 
is more alive and well than ever before. The book celebrates its healthy, 
environmentally-friendly, discerning, and slightly obsessive scenes and 
their protagonists. It shows why, for a young generation, bicycles have now 
replaced cars as the vehicles that best express its identity.

Choosing a particular bicycle conveys an attitude and a way of life. For a young generation, bicycles 
have now replaced cars as the vehicles that best express its identity and this book shows why.

Bicycle Culture and Style

Velo—2nd Gear
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S. Ehmann, S. BorgesBranded Architecture 
and the Future of 
Retail Design

Brand Spaces

category release € 39.90 {D} £ 35 $ 60

full color, hardcover

Brand communication is becoming increasingly sophisticated and diversified. 
Today, the consistent implementation of a corporate design is not enough to 
keep a brand relevant. More and more companies are discovering the benefit 
of spatial brand experiences for communicating their messages effectively 
on an emotional level. Until recently, uniformity was the rule. Today, how-
ever, an impressive range of ideas, concepts, variations, and experiences for 
effective spatial brand communication are being developed. The results are 
locations with character that are a far cry from the excessively ornate brand 
temples of the past.

Brand Spaces shows how trailblazers are creating branded worlds, event 
locations, flagship stores, and pop-up shops to continually surprise and 
inspire their target audiences. In the first part of the book, decision makers 

from global brands such as Camper, Aesop, Freitag, Gaggenau, and Nokia 
share their concepts and strategies. Case studies illustrate striking applica-
tions from around the world that communicate overall brand identity while 
respecting local specifications. In this context, innovators, including Audi, 
Starbucks, and Nike, are represented with their most unusual projects.

The second part of Brand Spaces offers a cutting-edge showcase of inter-
national trends in interior design for stores. This section not only presents 
the unconventional application of colors, forms, and materials, but also the 
compelling use of sculptural elements as well as thematic and dramatic 
stagings. Here, the work of smaller brands and local retailers is as ground-
breaking as that of larger global players.

The future of spatial brand experiences. New concepts for communicating brands via archi-
tecture, trade show presentations, shops, and interior design.

Architecture available

Jo Nagasaka
Aesop Ginza
Client: Aesop
Tokyo, Japan, 2011

This Japanese branch conveys a sense of weight and 

mass through the incorporation of heavy, dark, and re-

petitive brickwork. Bold, pragmatic, and poetic, the shop 

mixes traditional materials with contemporary detailing 

to create a memorable and austere shopping experience.

—aesop—
Interview with Dennis Paphitis, Director of Aesop

Aesop stores seem to be very much about location. Could you describe 
how you choose your locations (cities and places within those cities) 
and how each store’s surrounding context informs your approach to 
the design?
 Aesop is first and foremost about sincerity and authenticity and we 

try to balance these principles with our choice of locations. In an ideal 

world, these would all be under-the-radar, picturesque streets in in-

teresting neighborhoods. In the real world, we need to balance this 

with what is actually on offer in terms of retail real estate and this oc-

casionally requires us to consider shopping malls in addition to those 

neighborhoods that we are naturally more comfortable in. For street 

front stores, we work hard to retain and celebrate original façades and 

the spirit of the street. When we need to enter a shopping mall we of-

ten think about ourselves as providers of some sort of psychological 

sanctuary to counteract all the gloss, reflectivity, and fake veneers. If 

we can provide solace and respite to our customers through discreet 

signage, flattering lighting and understated design then we’re doing our 

job.

The use of Aesop products as key design features in each of your shops 
creates legibility and brand recognition as each space changes, how 
does this concept of product showcasing influence the evolution of 
how you develop the design and packaging for your cosmetics?
 Aesop products are designed independently of how they will present 

in our stores, our product criteria are built around our aesthetic sig-

nature, efficacy, and functionality. The stores, however, need to com-

municate many chapters of the same novel so it is the stores that are 

configured to do this, rather than the product being designed to fit in the 

stores. An example of this is the way we segment different categories 

of our offer so that customers can distinguish between these, however 

our preference is to do this without screaming signage announcing 

what is skin and what is hair care and so on. Successful stores need 

independent areas to explore so that customers can have the option of 

either guided consultations or independent discovery.

You collaborate with a number of artists and design studios, how do 
you source this talent and what inspired your decision to look outside 
the company for this support rather than consolidating the process in-
house? What features/aesthetics are you looking for within their work 
and how do they relate to your product?
 We need to be evolved and confident enough as a group to respect 

and understand what place art and design holds in our world. We are 

not artists, we are merchants and therefore our decisions are filtered 

through a complex commercial lens. The work with external artists and 

architects is an extension of our thinking, however this arm’s length 

execution allows for multiple reinterpretations of who we are as a 

company and, often, from a perspective that we are not in a position 

to consider or execute. It’s not a particular aesthetic that we look for 

when seeking out external parties but rather a specific dignity and dili-

gence in the work that they create. Under the right circumstances we 

can provide inspiring conditions for these people to do their job and for 

both parties to feel enriched and fulfilled.

How do you deal with the transfer of your brand into a spatial experi-
ence and how do these designs relate to and/or expand on your brand 
identity?
 We control and labor over every sensory aspect in our spaces. The 

tactility of our floors, the texture of the walls, the levels of lighting, the 

temperature, the aroma, the acoustics, the way staff walk and occupy 

the space. Some of these qualities are perhaps more suited to explor-

ing on a film set than in a commercial space, however when everything 

is flowing and connecting in the correct way, Aesop becomes more of 

a ballet than a circus. The separate spaces need to speak with each 

other in the same way that different rooms in the same house should. 

Aesop is the house, each store is a room within this. Commercial 

constraints around timing, budget, immediacy are of course consid-

erations but when they come to the forefront of decision making the 

results will always be compromised.

You produce temporary as well as permanent spaces, does the longev-
ity of the project influence your approach to its design? If so, in what 
ways?
 Temporary spaces can actually consume more energy and resources 

than a permanent one and I’m increasingly disinterested in these and 

the cliché term ‘pop up store’ In the same way that we are not a one 

night stand brand, we are, at the very least, a meaningful relationship 

and, at best, a marriage, our stores and efforts are not so readily trans-

ferrable into attention-grabbing sound bites. It takes time for a store 

to ‘ferment’ and find its own commercial ‘pH’. I’m violently opposed 

to rushing or compromising this process and feel that any responsible 

retailer ought not to approach what they produce without consider-

ing whether these spaces will have shelf life of five to ten years and 

still delight and engage customers. Perhaps the only solution here is a 

store on wheels that can be transferred from state to state and set up 

as required.

58 59

Sarah Illenberger
Parade
Client: Hermès
Berlin, Germany, 2011

Ten shop windows for Berlin’s famous 

KaDeWe department store present a striking 

and fantastical sequence of dream narra-

tives. The eye-catching and high contrast 

displays incorporate stylized horses, flamin-

gos, drums, and less immediately identifiable 

figures and objects. The unconventional com-

positions lure passersby into the whimsical 

miniature worlds where the imagined and 

the real harmoniously intertwine.

200 201

Scholten & Baijings
Colour One
Client: Mini
Milan, Italy, 2012

For Salone del Mobile 2012, this installation explores 

the design of a MINI One by artfully deconstructing it. 

By dissecting the design process, the project offers a pro-

voking interpretation of automotive design by isolating 

the elements of the car based on color and material. Here, 

the MINI One is literally peeled like an onion, with each 

layer and component exposed for analysis. This disman-

tling process inspired the creation of “Art Parts”—com-

ponents extracted from the car that then transform into 

something unexpected, like transparent tires cast from 

resin. The doors are removed and displayed separately 

with three-dimensional golden textures or matte porce-

lain paint finish. The landscape views in the exhibited 

windows offer special perspectives on mobility, with each 

direction representing the past, present, or future. The 

exhibits are joined by showcases of color and material 

samples along with inspiring objects, images, and snap-

shots from the project’s creative process.

226 227

Wilson Brothers
Nike Stadium
Client: Nike/NSW
London, UK, 2010

To celebrate the launch of Nike Stadium in London, 

the designers added a number of new elements to their 

original Raise Your Game installation. The second 

phase of the project begins in the exterior courtyard 

where an illuminated running track rises up the wall to 

meet the neon typography above the store’s entrance. 

As visitors enter the main retail space, they encoun-

ter PIXARAMIC—a large-scale wall cladding system. 

Comprising 6,000 manually positioned pixel cubes, each 

piece presents six different colored faces in red, green, 

yellow, blue, black, and white. Referencing the aesthetic 

of traditional sporting scoreboards, the system enables 

the environment at the 1948 retail space to change peri-

odically, displaying color, content, messages, statements, 

and pictures. Six modular seating units inspired by the 

pitch-side dugout area complete the new look. The in-

novative shape features a bench-like area where custom-

ers can try on shoes, as well as a more casual option for 

relaxing and socializing. 

—nike—

In recent years, the image of Nike has undergone significant changes 
in its spatial branding strategies while still producing arguably the 
most recognizable shoes on the market. During the late 1990s and ear-
ly 2000s, the rise of the Niketown and other flagship locations instated 
Nike as a permanent landmark and activity hub present within most 
major metropolitan cities. Understanding the growing importance of 
maintaining a presence both widespread and constantly adaptable, 
Nike has since updated its branding approach from the permanent 
to the temporary landmark in order to uphold its influence as the key 
trend-defining sport and athletic wear company. Now, a constant in-
flux of international pop-up stores, special events, and themed hap-
penings has made the increasingly ephemeral and bespoke image of 
Nike stronger and more desirable than ever. Collaborating with numer-
ous emerging and experimental artists and design studios, this new 
generation of Nike spaces may appear dazzling in their diversity but all 
work together to underscore the brand’s commitment to innovation, 
high-tech, and refined materials, and of course the cultivation and at-
traction of the peak athlete. These dramatically different aesthetic ap-
proaches and their rapid turnovers allow Nike to engage as diverse a 
clientele as possible. Distinctive projects from the likes of ...,staat and 
Hotel Creative operate on a number of levels from understated store-
front to glamorous event space and everything in between. From its 
eye-catching window displays and temporary retail and event spaces 
for the 2012 London Olympics to its ongoing community-activating 
projects, including the digital Facebook campaign turned physical Run 
House in Amsterdam, Nike showcases its agility for public outreach 
and marketing through the cultivation of overlapping campaigns and 
design approaches. Nike’s exceptional resources enable the company 
to craft a branding agenda that allows them to not only keep up with the 
rapidly shifting looks and trends of the contemporary retail market but 
to in fact define them.

6 7

Sigurd Larsen
Pop-Up Store in Weinmeisterstrasse
Client: Zalando Collection
Berlin, Germany, 2012

Inspired by the large wooden crates used in the ship-

ping industry, the design for a pop-up store for Zalando, 

an online fashion store, features three freestanding 

boxes, each revealing a separate collection. The boxes 

are placed at angles to the surrounding concrete walls, 

guiding the visitors through the space as they discover 

the assorted rooms of furniture. Concrete stools echo the 

materiality of the walls and act as counterweights for the 

hangers of a fourth collection. Prior to its opening, stacks 

of white boxes used by the company to distribute goods 

covered the windows. Over time, the façade of white 

boxes will disintegrate, revealing the contents of the shop 

day by day. 

2.01

›Work-
shop‹
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Annette Spillmann/Harald Echsle
Freitag Store Zurich
Client: Freitag
Zurich, Switzerland, 2006

Built from 19 recycled shipping contain-

ers, this tower of retail boldly reaches for 

the sky. The imposing form manifests as an 

unexpectedly impressive composite of the 

rusty freight containers. Trucks provide the 

basic material for the Freitag bags visible 

in the interior, which is situated next to a 

motorway. Low enough to conform to the 

official guidelines for high-rise structures 

and tall enough to impress visitors, the store 

utilizes a simple, repetitive, and utilitarian 

object to create a completely unexpected 

spatial experience.

—freitag—
 Interview with Pascal Dulex, Brand Manager

How do you deal with the transfer of your brand into a spatial experi-
ence and how do these designs relate to and/or expand on your brand 
identity?
 Our brand identity is strongly reflected in our stores. Giving used ma-

terials a new life and context are two essential ideas behind FREITAG 

bags. In the stores, these crucial values of our brand are transferred 

into to a spatial experience – e.g. by using an old work bench from a 

nearby thrift shop as a cash desk in the NYC Store. Ideally, this transfer 

of the brand into spatial experience can be achieved reciprocally – like 

the FREITAG Flagship Store with its rusty, discarded freight containers 

piled up to a tower, which became the most prominent visual and sym-

bolic landmark of the brand.

What do you see as the key, fixed aspects/architectural strategies that 
make a Freitag store recognizable to the public and what are the ele-
ments that can change?
 All nine FREITAG Stores, be it in Zurich or Tokyo, are equipped with 

a very distinct sales rack. Even though the store locations can be quite 

different, this shelving system provides a high recognizability. On the 

other hand, we always try to preserve the local character of a store 

location and sometimes even restore it to its origins – like the shop 

window in Vienna which we stripped down to how it used to look in the 

fifties.

Your custom designed shelving has become a reoccurring feature 
within your stores. Can you speak a bit about how the system was de-
veloped and how its design informs your approach to each space?
 Every FREITAG bag is unique. Our experience is that the bigger the se-

lection, the more likely people will fall in love with one of the individual 

bags. Therefore, we were looking for a rack system able to display the 

largest possible range of bags, yet take up little room. Colin Schaelli, at 

that time a FREITAG employee, developed the custom-made and prize-

winning V30 FREITAG SKID for us, made from recyclable materials 

only and perfectly suiting our POS needs thanks to its modularity and 

its industrial, raw look. It perfectly reflects the FREITAG brand while 

helping FREITAG store and retailers stock up on even more individual 

recycled freewaybags.

How do you see the difference between a shop space and an event 
space in terms of communicating / experiencing the brand?
 We do not think that that there is a need to draw a strict parting line 

between shop and event space.  Consequently, we host intimate events 

in our stores, like the „FREITAG am Donnerstag“ lecture series. And 

from time to time we also have sales activities with event characters 

outside of our stores, e.g. a sales on the Hardbrücke, the highway 

bridge just next to the FREITAG Flagship Store and our old factory, 

with the location referring to the origin of our raw material: used truck 

tarpaulins.

Who would you describe as your clientele and what steps do you take 
to attract them to your stores?
 We have realized that demographics and statistics are not a big help 

when it comes to the description of our clients. You simply can not 

break it down to gender, age or income. People who buy a FREITAG 

bag rather seem to share a certain attitude towards consumption. They 

do not only appreciate the individual design and the functionality of 

FREITAG products, but also the fact that they do not have an indistinct 

mass product made in China in their hands.  

Are the designs of your stores developed in-house or externally? What 
are the benefits of this approach?
 The concept and design of every FREITAG Store is developed to a 

large extent in-house by our Visual Merchandising & Interior Design 

team, together with longtime architectural partners spillmann echsle 

architekten. Like this, we ensure that our stores really breathe the 

FREITAG spirit. 
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Andrew Losowsky, R. Klanten, 
M. Hübner, S. Ehmann

€ 44 (D) £ 40 $ 65

24 × 30 cm272

978-3-89955-464-9

Graphic Design

full color, hardcover

Digital media are disappointing for books. All books look the same on an iPad, 
for example. On a monitor, a book isn’t thick or thin, big or small. Features 
such as a Japanese binding, embossing, letterpress printing, or gilt edging 
are only possible in print. Consequently, it isn’t surprising that young, con-
temporary designers, publishers, typographers, illustrators, and editors are 
enthusiastically ringing in a new era for printed books.

Fully Booked: Ink on Paper is a collection of books, magazines, and other 
printed products that celebrate the distinctiveness of design, materials, 
techniques, workmanship, and production methods—and push their limits. 
It showcases publications whose innovative printing and binding befit their 
unconventional subject matter or radical editorial and design concepts. 

The tactile experience is as indispensable for the included editors, authors, 
and designers as it is for their readers. Examples range from personal projects 
with the smallest print runs to premium artist books or brand publications.

Featuring work by groundbreaking design studios, such as A Practice for 
Everyday Life, Akatre, Joost Grootens, Julia Hasting, Konst & Teknik, Niessen 
& de Vries, Raffinerie AG, Studio Laucke Siebein, and Two Points.Net, this 
book documents current experiments and future possibilities for printed 
publications. Its stunning range of visual examples are put into context 
by texts from print expert Andrew Losowsky, who is also co-editor. Fully 
Booked: Ink on Paper makes clear that the most exciting phase in the history 
of printed matter has just begun.

Young designers and publishers are ringing in a new era for printed books—one that is likely to 
be the most exciting in their entire history.

Design and Concepts 
for New Publications

Fully Booked: 
Ink on Paper

texts

Andrew Losowsky 
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Francesco Franchi is one of the most exceptional talents working in informa-
tion graphics today. Although relatively young and new to the field, Franchi 
has already received worldwide acclaim for his distinctive graphic and edi-
torial design of IL—Intelligence in Lifestyle, an Italian magazine now widely 
considered to be a modern classic.
 
With Designing News, Franchi conveys his vision for the future of news and 
the media industry. Based on personal insight and experience, he offers 
valuable analysis and perspectives on the fundamental changes that are 
taking place in the way media is being used. Franchi explores consumer 
behaviors and expectations that represent the biggest challenges facing 
traditional publishing houses and broadcasting companies as well as jour-
nalists and designers.

For Franchi, reporting is not merely filing a story once, but rather telling a 
continuous narrative in a way that is most relevant for a broad range of tra-
ditional and digital media—from breaking news to analysis, from interviews 
to commentaries, and from photo essays and illustrations to information 
graphics and interactive visualizations of data. In this book, Franchi explains 
the ramifications of this development and how newspapers can become 
credible, comprehensive news brands.
 
In Designing News, Franchi also outlines a new, integrated approach for edi-
torial designers. If they show enough dedication, creativity, and talent for 
interdisciplinary teamwork, Franchi sees editorial designers as playing a key 
role in advancing the evolution of media.

Francesco Franchi’s perceptive book about the design of media and information graphics. In it, 
Franchi also envisions the future of news reporting by publishing companies and on the internet.

category

August
release

Francesco Franchi

full color, hardcover

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

978-3-89955-468-7

224 18.6 × 30 cm

Changing the World of 
Editorial Design and 
Information Graphics

Graphic Design

Designing News

sample cover
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118 capitolo SECONDO — IL REDESIGN DI UN QUOTIDIANO 119IL NEWSPAPER DESIGN CONTEMPORANEO

autorevole poteva avere solo due colori, 
il bianco e il nero.
A smuovere le acque è stata la decisio-
ne di Repubblica di passare al full color, 
attraverso un processo graduale che si 
è concluso alla fine del 2004. Potendo 
offrire agli inserzionisti avvisi pub-
blicitari a colori in ogni pagina, la Re-
pubblica minacciava pesantemente la 
raccolta dei concorrenti, che dovevano 

correre ai ripari. Per stampare a colori 
bisognava cambiare le rotative. 
Il colore, oltre che a un beneficio sul 
piano degli introiti pubblicitari ha 
portato alla Stampa, a la Repubblica e 
al Corriere un maggior dinamismo 
nel design delle pagine, e un maggior 
implemento della grafica di informa-
zione. Nel 2006, un anno caratterizzato 
da eventi sportivi importanti come 

THE NEW PAPER WOULD PUT 
INTO PRINT SOME OF THE 
EXCITEMENT, SOME OF 
THE COLOR, SOME OF 
THE GRAPHICS, THAT 
PEOPLE ARE USED TO 
SEEING ON TV SCREENS. 
Allen j. neuhart, editore di USA Today, annunciandone l'uscita nel settembre del 1982

Is designed and edited to be: enlightening and enjoyable  
to the nation's reader; informative and impelling to 
the nation's leaders; challenging and competitive to 
the nation's journalist; refreshing and rewarding to the 
nation's advertisers.

Tratto dalla prima edizione di USA Today, del 15 settembre 1982

Is designed to fit the life style  
of the 90s. It is increasing readership  
in an age where TV exists. 
jay taylor, Success Stories? Quill, 1993

le Olimpiadi invernali di Torino e i 
Mondiali di calcio, le pagine a colori di 
Corriere e Repubblica facevano sembrare 
i giornali in bianco e nero - per quanto 
buona fosse la copertura giornalistica 
degli eventi - vecchi di un secolo.1
I massicci investimenti effettuati 
dalle società editrici e stampatrici 
di quotidiani negli ultimi anni, che 
hanno messo il nostro Paese all'avan-

guardia quanto capacità di stampa in 
quadricomia, devono adesso comin-
ciare a dare il loro ritorno in termini 
economici e di quote di mercato pub-
blicitario. I primi segnali sono certo 
incoraggianti: i dati contenuti nel 
Rapporto Annuale sull'industria italiana 
dei quotidiani 2005-2006 a cura di FCP 
(Federazione Concessionarie Pubblici-
tà) e fieg (Federazione Italiana Editori 
Eiornali) sembrano suggerire che il 
mercato degli investitori, soprattutto 
a livello nazionale, ha accolto positiva-
mente la novità. In appena due anni, 

1. Vittorio Sabadin, L'ultima copia del «New York 
Times», pag.34 

dal 2004 al 2006, gli annunci pubblici-
tari a colori sono cresciuti ad un ritmo 
del 30% annuo, ed il relativo fatturato 
di oltre il 20%, sempre su base annua. 
Certo, non mancano i punti critici che 
occorre affrontare per poter liberare 
a pieno le potenzialità degli investi-
menti realizzati. In primo luogo i dati 
indicano come a livello locale la novità 
non sia stata ancora ben assimilata 
ed apprezzata, come dimostra il fatto 
che i prezzi di vendita degli annunci 
locali a colori sono pressoché iden-
tici a quelli in bianco e nero, laddove 
a livello nazionale il differenziale è 
superiore al 50%. In secondo luogo, ed 
è la considerazione più importante, 
occorre che l’imponente capacità di 
stampa a colori disponibile venga 
sfruttata in tutto il suo potenziale. La 
saturazione degli impianti costituisce 
certamente, dal punto di vista produt-
tivo, la sfida più importante che il set-
tore si trova ad affrontare. Il mercato 
richiede sempre più stampati a colori 
su carta di bassa grammatura: si pensi 
alle brochure degli ipermercati o dei 
centri commerciali. Per servire questi 
clienti e fronteggiare la concorrenza 
di società da sempre orientate a questi 
mercati occorrerà ripensare a fondo i 
modelli organizzativi e i flussi di la-
voro, e qualora necessario adeguare 
anche i modelli di relazioni indu-
striali. Stampa full color e sofisticati 
collage visuali sono ormai all'ordine 
del giorno sulle pagine dei quotidiani. 
L'infografica, seppur ancora impegna-
tiva da produrre e da usare effica-
cemente, ha visto enormi progressi 
ed una rapida diffusione. Gli attuali 
redattori tracciano le pagine diretta-
mente sul monitor del loro computer 
e lì scelgono le immagini attingendole 
dalle agenzie; inviando successiva-
mente il tutto direttamente in stampa. 
Si rivela importante, al fine di aver un 
prodotto di qualità, che la scelta delle 
fotografie segua rigorosi criteri e se 
non è predisposto un foto editor che 
adempie a questo compito, è bene che 

Fatturato pubblicita-
rio generato dal colore  
sul totale del fatturato 
pubblicitario dei  
quotidiani italiani.

La pubblicità  
a colori continua  
ad accrescere  
il suo peso sul totale

2005

2004

2006

46%

63%54%

FONTE: Dati Osservatorio FCP-FIEG

incidenza del colore 
sul reddito pubblicitario
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Stadio: Martelli          Spett: 8.000  
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BRESCIA: Zambrella → 67’→ Del Nero  
Stankevicius → 73’→ Zambelli — Cerci → 88’→ Hamsyk
JUVENTUS: Marchionni → 46’→ Camoranesi  
Palladino → 59’→ Balzaretti  —  Bojinov Balzaretti  —  Bojinov → 77’→ Zebina
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Arbitro: Stark (Germania)
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Collaboratori:
J.H. Salver, S. Glindemann
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Allenatore
Sanchez Flores
Panchina
Butelle, Curro Torres, 
Navarro, Del Horno, Joaquin, 
Hugo Viana, Vicente

INTER
4-3-1-2
Allenatore
Roberto Mancini
Panchina
Toldo, Samuel, Grosso, 
Solari, Figo, Gonzalez, Cruz

VALENCIA INTER

0(0) 0(0)

0’

30’

VALENCIA

INTER

Nervosismo

nervosismo. Ibra entra con il piede a martello su 
Ayala. Canizares lo a� ronta a muso duro e il direttore 
di gara ammonisce entrambi

RIGORE NEGATO. Crespo in spac-
cata anticipa Albiol. Ayala, quasi 
sulla linea, ferma la corsa 
del pallone con la mano.

35’ Rigore negato 42’ Entra Figo

occasione mancata. Mancini cerca l’arrembaggio 
fi nale. Dentro Figo fuori Dacourt, per garantire più 
palloni alle punte Ibra e Cruz, antrato 5 minuti prima 
al posto di Crespo

3’

0

28’   Ibraimovich

1° Tempo

14:30 Calcio d’inizio

SEMIFINALE RITORNO CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

Bel cross dalla destra di Miguel 
che pesca Moretti in area di rigore. 
Il colpo di testa dell’italiano è 
troppo centrale. Julio Cesar blocca

13’ Palla gol Valencia
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L’ANALISI IL COEFFICIENTE DIECI

È il racconto della gara: le formazioni di partenza, i fatti salienti, le statistiche. Il tutto corredato da un grafi co che descrive l’andamento delle due squadre nel 
corso della partita sulla base della tabella dei valori (qui accanto). I valori sono rilevati ogni cinque minuti e la loro somma genera il Coe�  ciente Dieci. 
Sotto il grafi co sono segnati i momenti più importanti e indicativi del match. Un modo semplice e intuitivo per capire il gioco espresso dalle due squadre.

LEGENDA
R

Gol
Rigore
Autorete A

Ammonizione
Espulsione
Sostituzione 

È il valore che indica il volume di gioco espresso 
dalle due squadre, estratto dalla somma dei 
singoli coe�  cienti rilevati ogni cinque minuti.
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I 54’ Cruz che errore!

cruz che errore. L’attaccante si ritrova solo 
davanti a Canizares. Perde l’attimo giusto e si fa 
anticipare da Ayala

73’ Rissa fi nale
Marchena pesta il 
piede di Burdisso che, 
tenuto dai compagni, 
non si accorge di 
Navarro. Il giocatore 
del Valencia arriva 
da dietro e rifi la, da 
vigliacco, un destro a 
Burdisso. Setto nasale 
rotto per l’interista e 
fuga di Navarro, inse-
guito da Cruz, Cordoba 
e Maicon

36’  → Viana
← Baraja 

28’   Canizares

56’  → Cruz
← Crespo 

63’  → Figo
← Dacourt 

74’  → Grosso
← Maxwell 

76’  → Joaquin
← Angulo 

67’   Angulo

   Materazzi  73’ 79’   Cordoba 88’   Maicon

→ Vicente
← Morientes 

66’

Palla filtrante di Maicon per 
Crespo che spreca con un destro al 
volo troppo alto sulla traversa

58’ Occasione Crespo
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I playoff virtuali di A

Dieci

TESTE DI SERIE
Prime 4 in classifica

Il percorso ipotetico delle otto squadre al vertice delle serie A verso lo scudetto. 
Sono tre i derby possibili in finale.

1ª INTER

SAMPDORIA8ª

5ª EMPOLI

LAZIO4ª

3ªPALERMO

MILAN

7ªFIORENTINA

ROMA 2ª

LE SFIDANTI
Seconde 4 in classifica

Campione d’Italia
2006/07

6ª

Rischio derby in Semifinale

Dieci

MILAN

BAYERN
MONACO

1

2

AndataAndataAndata  Martedì 3 aprile 2007Martedì 3 aprile 2007
RitornoRitornoRitornoRitorno  Mercoledì 11 aprile 2007Mercoledì 11 aprile 2007

CHELSEA

VALENCIA

7

8

AndataAndata  Mercoledì 4 aprile 2007Mercoledì 4 aprile 2007
RitornoRitorno  Martedì 10 aprile 2007Martedì 10 aprile 2007

PSV

LIVERPOOL

5

6

Andata  Martedì 3 aprile 2007Martedì 3 aprile 2007
Ritorno  Mercoledì 11 aprile 2007Mercoledì 11 aprile 2007Mercoledì 11 aprile 2007

ROMA

MANCHESTER
UNITED

3

4

Andata  Mercoledì 4 aprile 2007Mercoledì 4 aprile 2007
RitornoRitorno  Martedì 10 aprile 2007Martedì 10 aprile 2007Martedì 10 aprile 2007

QUARTI DI FINALE SEMIFINALI FINALE

AndataAndata  24 - 25 aprile 200724 - 25 aprile 2007
RitornoRitorno  1 - 2 maggio 20071 - 2 maggio 20071 - 2 maggio 20071 - 2 maggio 2007

AndataAndata  24 - 25 aprile 200724 - 25 aprile 2007
RitornoRitorno  1 - 2 maggio 2007 1 - 2 maggio 2007

ATENEATENE
Olympic StadiumOlympic Stadium
23 maggio 2007

Vincente 1 VS 2
Vincente 3 VS 4

Vincente 5 VS 6
Vincente 7 VS 8

➇➈���� 
Infografiche calcio

➆
 Testata interna — sezione calcio
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96 capitolo primo — le trasformazioni nel mondo dell'informazione 97cambiare o morire

L’Economist, che dopo 163 anni continua a volersi definire solo un giornale, ha un 
ruolo unico nel mondo dei settimanali.
In un periodo in cui molti concorrenti devono far fronte al crollo delle vendite e su-
biscono pressioni per abbassare il loro profilo, l’Economist gode ancora di ottima sa-
lute e continua a offrire analisi pungenti sull’economia e la politica internazionale. 
Tutto questo rimanendo fedele agli ideali del libero commercio in cui credeva il cap-
pellaio scozzese che l’ha fondato, James Wilson. L’Economist è letto dai leader più 
influenti del mondo, eppure i suoi collaboratori restano rigorosamente anonimi. 
Le critiche alla rivista non mancano. Alcuni ritengono che abbia uno stile troppo 
compiaciuto. Altri credono che la sua attenzione alla politica internazionale l’abbia 
resa più superficiale e meno influente, soprattutto in patria, in Gran Bretagna.  
Ma sotto la direzione di Bill Emmott1 le copie vendute sono passate da 500mila 
all’importante traguardo psicologico di un milione, di cui circa quattro quinti fuori 
dalla Gran Bretagna. L’Economist appartiene per il 50 per cento al gruppo Pearson, 
che possiede anche il Financial Times. La strada di Emmott per arrivare all’Economist 
non è stata lineare. Sostenne un colloquio al giornale poco prima di laurearsi al 
Magdalen college, a Oxford, ma non fu assunto. L’unica altra testata che l’aveva chia-
mato per un colloquio era stata la rivista finanziaria Investors Chronicle, dove si era 
presentato insieme a quello che poi sarebbe diventato il direttore dell’Observer, Will 
Hutton. Nessuno dei due ottenne un lavoro. Allora Emmott, che ha una barba stile 
Lenin, si imbarcò in un dottorato sul partito comunista francese. Ma poco prima di 
partire per Parigi, nel 1980, l’Economist lo chiamò per offrirgli un lavoro – il suo tutor 
del Magdalen college lo aveva segnalato – e quello stesso anno entrò a far parte 

1. Bill Emmott, nato nel 1956 a Londra, conseguì una laurea in economia politica al Magdalen College di 
Oxford nel 1980 e due anni dopo divenne corrispondente dell'Economist in Giappone e Corea. Nel 1993 venne 
nominato direttore dell'Economist e nel 2006 annunciò le sue dimissioni per dedicarsi alla professione di 
scrittore.

Questo articolo è tratto dal Financial Times del 21 febbraio 2006 «Emmott bows out at The Economist» 
di Ruth Sullivan e Emiko Terazono — Pubblicato su Internazionale numero 634 del 24 marzo 2006

BILL EMMOTT:
IL MIO ECONOMIST

Nei tredici anni in cui ha diretto
il settimanale le vendite sono raddoppiate
raggiungendo un milione di copie
Nel 2006 ha sorpreso tutti 
e ha annunciato le sue dimissioni

breve caso studio

della redazione. Nel 1993, a 36 anni, è diventato direttore.
Emmott pensa che la posizione più difficile mai presa dal settimanale, che ha spac-
cato in due la redazione e i lettori, è stata il sostegno alla guerra in Iraq: «Poi siamo 
passati abbastanza velocemente a una posizione critica, ma comunque abbiamo 
sottovalutato l’incapacità dell’amministrazione Bush di gestire la situazione».
Una delle copertine più imbarazzanti per Emmott è quella del marzo del 1999 sul 
prezzo del petrolio, un argomento che doveva essere pane quotidiano per l’Eco-
nomist. Il contenuto dell’articolo derivava da una discussione che si era svolta 
durante un pranzo con il manager di un’azienda petrolifera, in cui tutti avevano 
cominciato a chiedersi cosa sarebbe successo se il prezzo del petrolio fosse sceso 
da dieci dollari a cinque. Subito dopo pubblicarono quella copertina in cui si diceva 
che il mondo stava affogando nel petrolio, e che si ventilava la possibilità di una 
caduta dei prezzi. Ma prima della fine dell’anno il costo del petrolio era più che rad-
doppiato. «Fu molto imbarazzante», ricorda con sincerità. Emmott dice anche che 
il giornale è stato troppo lento nel chiedere un intervento nei Balcani: «Li abbiamo 
lasciati fare troppo a lungo. A posteriori, credo che sia stato uno sbaglio».
Inoltre sostiene che la sua più grande conquista come direttore è stata “attirare più 
lettori e creare nelle persone una dipendenza dal giornale”.
Una delle sue migliori decisioni, secondo lui, è stata opporsi alla pubblicazione di 
un supplemento regolare di commercio elettronico nel periodo del boom della new 
economy. «È stata una delle poche volte in cui abbiamo ricevuto forti pressioni 
dall’amministrazione. Ma io ero convinto che fosse meglio lanciare qualcosa di più 

dati sulle vendite 

diffusione GEOgrafica
Fonte: ABC UK/USA January - June 2007

distribuzione delle copie
Fonte: ABC UK/USA January - June 2007

1.260.457
Tiratura media  domenicale 
Fonte: ABC UK/USA January - June 2007

tasso di crescita delle vendite
Fonte: ABC UK/USA
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To show his solidarity with the people of 
divided Berlin in 1961, President Kennedy 
claimed that he, too, was a citizen of 
Berlin. “I am a Berliner,” he said. “Ich bin ein 
Berliner.” He didn’t know that in German 
he was saying, “I’m a jam doughnut” (in 
Frankfurt he would not have said that he 
was a Frankfurter). He could also have been 
laying claim to being a newspaper size. 
The Berliner format has been around a long 
time, one of the three in continental Europe 
when vast rotary presses were built for 
printing newspapers before the first world 
war. The alternatives to the Berliner — or 
more correctly, the Berlin — were the so-
called North German and the French sizes. 
Presses were built to a newspaper’s specific 
needs. The format was important, not just 
to the finished product, but to its produc-
tion. The bigger the format the slower the 
printing. There is a limit to the tremendous 
speed which a long reel of paper can snake 
through the press without tearing. The 
Guardian’s printed area is now 287x443mm 
and the paper’s page size 315x470mm. 
Ironically, Berliners have every size except a 
Berliner: their papers are less standardized 
than their doughnuts. Die Welt and Berliner 
Morgenpost share a size with the other Ger-
man national broadsheets — 374x528mm; 
the evening Berliner Abendblatt is smaller, 
but still big. The Berlin Daily Sun has never 

heard of the Berliner format. But that’s not 
surprising. It’s published in Berlin, New 
Hampshire. There are Berliners elsewhere, 
though. Barcelona’s La Vanguardia and La 
Repubblica, which is published in Rome, 
both use the format. The 40,000 daily 
copies of the Guardian international edition 
will be printed on presses in Paris, Mar-
seilles, Frankfurt and Madrid. Berlin was 
the home of the German Standards Com-
mittee which established the paper sizes we 
use now — A4 and so on. Their proportion, 
recommended by the Nobel prize-winning 
chemist Wilhelm Ostwald in the early 
1900s, is a rectangle which, when folded 
in half across its length, retains the same 
proportion, and forms the next smallest 
size. In halving their size, the broadsheets 
which have become tabloids have taken on 
new proportions. And there is a three-
dimensional aspect to the newspaper. The 
folded newsprint becomes an object. Apart 
from taking the ink without its spreading or 
showing through, the sheet of dried wood-
pulp and recyled fibre must flex and fold 
to make up something substantial at the 
newsagent, in the letterbox, in the hand. 
Because Berliners — that is, the people of 
Berlin — read on buses, they have become 
experts in folding their broadsheets to read 
a few columns at a time. Yet, with their 
shrinking size, European papers have lost 
some of their versatility. Folded under the 
arm, the newspaper added sophistication 
to the silhouette of the urban male. Sticking 
from the pocket it was a sign of serious-
ness, on the dog track and on the way to 
the Bourse. They are now less comfortable 
to snooze under and much less practical 
for concealment at the breakfast table. But 
the format does not threaten its use as a 
signal: “I shall be wearing a black Tshirt and 
carrying a copy of the Guardian”. The same 
size as the reduced Le Monde and the Neue 
Zürcher Zeitung, the Berliner format will be 
handier than the old Guardian. And it won’t 
be mistaken for a doughnut.

IL FORMATO

↓ Testo originale tratto da Preview edition actual size 
allegato alla primo numero Berliner del Guardian

How we got 
the measure  
of a Berliner
Richard Hollis, graphic designer

La vecchia testata composta in Garamond Italic 
e Helvetica Bold disegnata da David Hillman  
a confronto con la nuova testata composta 
in Guardian Egyptian

����
  Prove di stampa della testata effettuate 
con differenti caratteri tipografici e 
differenti pesi

��
  L'ultima pagina dell'edizione del Guardian 
dell'11 settembre 2005 riportava la scritta 
TheEnd composta con i caratteri della 
vecchia testata. Era la fine per formato 
broadsheet nel Regno Unito.

la TESTATA
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sostenibile nel tempo, per cui abbiamo introdotto un supplemento trimestrale di 
tecnologia». Ci sono state obiezioni di tipo commerciale anche quando ha intro-
dotto una pagina settimanale con il profilo di una persona scomparsa, perché 
«riguardava gente morta».
Tra le tradizioni dell'Economist c’è la riunione del lunedì mattina, quando i quaran-
tacinque giornalisti di Londra si accalcano nell’ufficio del direttore.
Gli articoli sono anonimi, per delle buone ragioni. L’assenza delle firme ha permes-
so all’Economist di mantenere uno stile coerente e particolare, che è fondamenta-
le: «In un mercato affollato, rinunciare ai propri tratti distintivi è molto pericoloso». 
Una delle sfide lasciate da Emmott al suo successore è stata quella di portare la 
rivista su internet. Il passaggio online ha rischiato di incidere sullo stile, l’atteg-

giamento e la voce del giornale – un 
compito molto delicato per il nuovo 
direttore. Per l’Economist la cosa più im-
portante è rimanere fedele alle analisi. 
La presenza online può far nascere la 
pericolosa tentazione di spostarsi sulle 
notizie e i dati, e questo sarebbe un 
suicidio, secondo Emmott: «Dovremmo 
rallegrarci del fatto che la rete mette a 
disposizione le notizie, aumentando il 
valore delle nostre analisi». •

L 'assenza di firme negli 
articoli ha permesso 
all'Economist di mantenere 
uno stile coerente: «In un 
mercato affollato rinunciare 
ai propri tratti distintivi è 
molto pericoloso»

breve caso studio — The Economist

PRO PUBLICA:
JOURNALISM
IN THE PUBLIC
INTEREST

Nasce negli Stati Uniti un gruppo 
specializzato in  giornalismo investigativo
La struttura comprende 24 giornalisti
e reporter di grande esperienza 
cercherà di vendere ai vari giornali
i suoi reportage 

breve caso studio

Mentre continua la battaglia dei giornali contro i tagli al lavoro di inchiesta, un 
nuovo tipo di giornalismo di prima linea spera di poter colmare il gap.
Paul E. Steiger, uno dei principali redattori del Wall Street Journal per 16 anni, e una 
coppia di imprenditori californiani stanno costituendo un gruppo di giornalisti 
investigativi che metteranno a disposizione dei media il loro lavoro.
Il gruppo non ha fini di lucro ed è stato chiamato Pro Publica1. Sottoporrà le varie 
ipotesi di inchiesta a quei giornali o settimanali (ma anche ad altri media, eventual-
mente) a cui quel tipo di servizi dovrebbero interessare di più. Il piano prevede dei 
progetti a lungo termine per analizzare e scoprire malefatte e retroscena in campo 
politico, amministrativo ed economico. Non è stata mai tentata una cosa del gene-
re e quindi Pro Publica partirà come un esperimento, inventando a mano a mano 
le sue pratiche in maniera empirica. Resta da vedere se riuscirà ad attrarre talenti 
giornalistici e a vincere la cooperazione dei mainstream media.
«Sarà un lavoro in profondità e aggressivo quello a cui punta il progetto» spiega 
Steiger, che sarà presidente e direttore di Pro Publica. La struttura è stata creata dai 
coniugi  Herbert e  Marion Sandler, ex amministratori delegati della Golden West 
Financial Corporation (California), una delle maggiori finanziarie del paese. I due in-
vestiranno 10 milioni di dollari all’anno nel progetto e varie altre fondazioni hanno 
investito somme inferiori. I Sandler sono anche dei grossi finanziatori del Partito 
democratico e dei forti ciritici di Bush. L’ anno scorso hanno venduto la Golden West 
alla Wachovia Corporation per circa 26 miliardi di dollari: un affare da cui personal-
mente hanno ricavato 2,4 miliardi di dollari. Pro Publica stabilirà la sua redazione 
a New York City e assumerà 24 giornalisti, fra i maggiori esperti del settore, e una 
dozzina di altri addetti. Steiger prevede un misto di professionisti (reporter e redat-
tori) con vasta esperienza e di giovanni di talento, in maniera che il gruppo abbia 
anche una funzione di training per il giornalismo investigativo. 

1. Per approfondire: www.propublica.org

Questo articolo è tratto dal New York Times del 15 ottobre 2007 «Group plans to provide investigative journalism» 
di Richard Pérez-Peña — Traduzione di Pino Rea per www.lsdi.it
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FONTE: INNOVATION Media-Consulting Group — YouTube, The Daily Telegraph Case: multimedia newsroom integration — rielaborazione di una infografica di Pablo MaRamirez

Modello della redazione del «Daily Telegraph»

MEDIA GROUP

OPEN SPACE
6.200 m²

RADIAL SYSTEM

Al 111 Buckingham Palace Road, è l'Open Space 
più grande presente nel centro di Londra.

Concetto più ampio di newsroom
che integra al suo interno
il Newspaper Group
ed il Web Group

Disposizione a raggiera che si 
dimana dal superdesk centrale
per facilitare la comunicazione 
tra i vari desk minori.

Mostrano il sito web 
del quotidiano, i 
telegiornali, le agenzie 
e mostrano i continui 
aggiornamenti

Studio integrato nella 
redazione per i video 
notiziari online, i 
podcast e le dirette 
online.

Disposti a raggiera 
dall'hub centrale.
Raggruppano le 11 
sezioni del giornale.
Integrano grafici, 
personale del web 
e redattori

Superdesk centrale
dove risiedono
vicedirettori e 
caporedattore

digital walls

mini studio

HUB

caposervizio

salotti
coffe shop

schermi televisivi

desk integrati

breve caso studio — Hub and Spokes Newsroom
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FONTE: ABC

analisi dei dati quantitativi: le vendite
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-5,6 % 
calcolato sulle vendite nel mese di agosto 2005 e 2006

14,1 % 
di share su tutti i quotidiani di qualità britannici

+6,8 % 
calcolato sulle vendite nel mese di agosto 2005 e 2006

1.226.000
Tiratura media giornaliera del guardian 
Fonte: ABC UK  Aprile- Settembre 2007

diffusione geografica del guardian
Fonte: ABC UK  Ottobre 2007

mercato britannico dei quotidiani di qualità
Fonte: ABC UK

diffusione interna del guardian
Fonte: ABC UK  Aprile- Settembre 2007

vendite del guardian un anno dopo il redesign
Fonte: ABC UK

età dei lettori del guardian
Fonte: NRS

media di lettori giornalieri del guardian 
Fonte: NRS  Giugno 2006 - Marzo 2007

The GUARDIAN vs quality market, 2007
Fonte: Mark Porter
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Nell'ottobre 2002 il Guardian 
vendeva 404.949 copie  
Fonte: ABC UK

65+ anni
14%

55-64 anni
12%

45-54 anni
18%

35-44 anni
20%

25-34 anni
20%

15-24 anni
17%

il guardian weekly

������������
 Il Guardian Weekly raccoglie settimanalmente i migliori articoli di 
Guardian e Observer così come di altre testate liberali come Le Monde e 
il Washington Post. É un prodotto internazionale che propone analisi, 
contestualizzazione e approfondimento ed è complementare al suo 
sito web www.guardianweekly.co.uk 
Stampato su un formato che è la metà del Berliner usuale del Guar-
dian, produce supplementi speciali durante l'anno e risulta essere un 
prodotto che richiama audience più giovani.
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preservare l’integrità di un progetto 
all’interno dello spietato clima della 
società moderna e l’integrità spesso 
diventa negoziazione; si cede a forti 
condizionamenti per ottenere altri 
lavori e maggiori introiti, ma talvolta 
quando un designer crede profonda-
mente in un progetto è anche disposto 
a investire tutto se stesso in cambio di 
scarne ricompense economiche.
Ci sono leggi che prevengono azioni 
fraudolente, specifiche offese al copy-
right o pratiche poco professionali.
Il design è un’attività sociale e come 
tale ha delle conseguenze sociali.Il de-
signer che segue una condotta morale 
svolgerà meglio la sua mansione di chi 
invece non si atterrà a regole e linee 
guida durante la propria condotta 
professionale. Negli ultimi anni sono 
nate molte associazioni nel tentativo 
di imporre un codice etico a questo 
mestiere.
L'integrità nel design è anche nutrire 
passione per ciò che si fa, così che que-
sto possa trasparire dai propri lavori; il 
design diviene qualcosa di più che un 
espediente professionale.
Se un designer non crede in nulla, allo 
stesso modo non riuscirà a conqui-
stare la fiducia dei propri clienti. E 
non solo nel proprio lavoro egli deve 
mostrare integrità, ma anche rap-
portandosi al lavoro di altri designer, 
fotografi e persone con cui condivide 
le fasi progettuali, rispettando le loro 
figure ed il loro apporto al progetto. 
Secondo Neville Brody: •If you have 
integrity, you say no to things. You must 
say no to things that are morally wrong. 
Personal integrity in design is what 
differentiates the good from the bad.• 
Sostendo se stessi e credendo nelle 
proprie capacità (creative ed etiche) e 
soprattutto domandandosi quale sia il 
proprio ruolo nelle diverse occasioni 
si raggiunge l'auto-rispetto, che è il 
primo passo per guadagnare il rispetto 
dei clienti e degli altri designer. Brody 
sottolinea la difficoltà nel mantersi 
ligi verso questa rettitudine, e afferma 

che il prezzo è alto, ma comunque 
sempre inferiore a quello dell'auto-
rispetto.
Peter Saville in un'intervista al Times 
di Londra dichiarò: •The trouble with 
graphic design today is: when can you 
believe it? It's not the message of the 
designer anymore. Every applied artist 
ends up selling his or her soul at the same 
point. I haven't done it and look at me. 
People call me one of the most famous 
designer in the world and I haven't got 
any money.•9

Privo di un bagaglio culturale, di abili-
tà comunicative e di integrità profes-
sionale, un designer non può crescere.
Un designer necessita però anche di 
talento per svolgere la sua professione. 
Talento che nel graphic design si 
personifica in una miriade di forme 
differenti. Il design è una matrice 
generosa di opportunità, certamente 
serve talento per differenziarsi, ma il 
talento può anche crescere lungo il 
cammino professionale se supportato 
dagli attributi sopra elencati; quest'ul-
timi possono essere iniziati da una 
buona formazione didattica oppure in 
altri casi vengono acquisiti esercitan-
do la professione.

3.2.1.3 — La formazione di un 
newspaper designer oggi

Sebbene le analisi finanziarie dicano 
che i quotidiani siano un settore va-
cillante; si sta verificando un incre-
mento della domanda di art-director, 
designer, graphic editor e personale di 
produzione.
Le ragioni di questa richiesta di 
personale, dotato di maggior indole 
creativa, sono abbastanza semplici. 
Un tempo, molti quotidiani (edizioni 
pomeridiane, mattutine o serali) erano 

9. Articolo del 15 settembre 2004

in competizione sullo stesso territorio 
per lettori e pubblicità. Il numero di 
quotidiani si è radicalmente ridotto 
nel tempo. Questo significa che i rima-
nenti quotidiani hanno incrementato 
il volume delle loro pagine offrendo 
una copertura più estesa. Inoltre, negli 
ultimi vent’anni, i quotidiani hanno 
seguito i gusti del pubblico aumen-
tando il numero di notizie “leggere”, 
su costume e società, a scapito di 
commenti, approfondimenti e notizie 
di carattere più culturale. Allo stesso 
tempo, le tecniche di stampa sono sta-
te interessate da una forte evoluzione 
tecnologica, arrivando al full-color.
Nel passato la composizione dei quoti-
diani era molto tecnica e poca creati-
vità rientrava in questo processo; ora, 
invece, art director e designer sono 
i responsabili del look dei maggiori 
quotidiani.
Un ulteriore paradosso che rende i 
quotidiani un mercato molto appeti-
bile professionalmente  per i giovani 
designer è il declino numerico di art 
director e designer formati per questo 
media. A dispetto di tutto questo, 
infatti, sono poche le scuole di design 
nel mondo che offrono corsi specializ-
zanti in newspaper design; e le poche 
esistenti, si basano su una formazione 
sommaria ed estesa ad ampio raggio 
sul settore editoriale in genere.
Molti di coloro che lavorano nelle 
redazioni dei maggiori quotidiani, 
non hanno mai formalmente studia-
to nozioni, riguardo questa branca 
del design, a scuola o all’università e 
la loro formazione è ristretta a tutto 
quello appreso sul campo professio-
nale; avendo iniziato come giovani 
grafici presso riviste o piccoli giornali 
o essendo stati a loro volta assistenti 
di altri progettisti e disegnatori di 
quotidiani. Di qui l’attuale richiesta di 
personale esclusivamente formato nel 
settore dei quotidiani, che si destreg-
gi tra competenze di design grafico 
e competenze invece propriamente 
giornalistiche. Varie scuole di gior-

nalismo hanno avviato corsi di news 
design, ma ottenere un posto di lavoro 
in un quotidiano ed apprendere sul 
campo, lavorando e facendo esperien-
za diretta, resta ancora il modo miglio-
re per iniziarsi a questa professione. 
Avere delle solide basi accademiche 
aiuta però nell'ambire a posizioni di 
maggior rilievo.
Inoltre l'aggiornmento professionale 
attraverso corsi specilistici è fonda-
mentale.
Negli ultimi dieci anni, i quotidiani 
hanno introdotto nuove categorie 
professionali, specifiche per il proprio 
settore. Un ingresso rilevante è stato 
il graphic editor, una figura ibrida che 
si colloca a metà tra un redattore ed 
un designer e che si occupa dell’infor-
mation graphic (infografica, tabelle, 
diagrammi e mappe) che appare 
ormai con una certa consuetudine 
nelle pagine dei principali quotidiani. 
Questo nuovo sub-genere è divenuto 
essenziale per presentare sui giornali 
alcuni contenuti che ben si prestano 
a queste forme rappresentative più 
affrontabili, per immediatezza ed intu-
itività, di un testo.

3.2.1.4 — le figure creative 
all'interno  
di una redazione

Come abbiamo visto, l'industria dei 
quotidiani, ed una redazione di un 
giornale in modo particolare, si è 
sempre caratterizzata per la forte im-
pronta gerarchica che verticalmente e 
molto rigidamente classifica il perso-
nale che vi lavora. Ogni quotidiano ha 
però una propria ripartizione con ruoli 
e descrizioni dei compiti differenti.
In linea di massima, procedendo dal 
basso, il modo migliore per comin-
ciare a lavorare in un quotidiano è 
come interno. Le assunzioni stagionali 
nella redazione di un quotidiano sono 
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S. Ehmann, S. Borges

For the first time in the history of humankind, more people live in cities than 
in the country. Yet, at the same time, more and more city dwellers are yearn-
ing for rural farms, mountain cabins, or seaside homes. These kinds of ref-
uges offer modern men and women a promise of what urban centers usually 
cannot provide: quiet, relaxation, being out of reach, getting back to basics, 
feeling human again.

Rock the Shack is a survey of such contemporary refuges from around the 
world—from basic to luxury. The book features a compelling range of spar-
ingly to intricately furnished cabins, cottages, second homes, tree houses, 
transformations, shelters, and cocoons. The look of the included struc-
tures from the outside is just as important as the view from inside. What 
these diverse projects have in common is an exceptional spirit that melds 
the uniqueness of a geographic location with the individual character of the 
building’s owner and architect. 

From weekend homes to get-away cabins in the mountains, by the sea, or in the woods, this 
architecture embodies our longing for lounging in nature.

The Architecture of Cabins, 
Cocoons and Hide-Outs

Rock the Shack

18 19

Fragile sHelTer
HideMi nisHida sTudio
jaPan

But I must explain to you how all this mistaken idea of denounc-
ing pleasure and praising pain was born and I will give you a 
complete account of the system, and expound the actual teach-
ings of the great explorer of the truth, the master-builder of hu-
man happiness. No one rejects, dislikes, or avoids pleasure itself, 
because it is pleasure, but because those who do not know how to 
pursue pleasure rationally encounter consequences that are ex-
tremely painful. Nor again is there anyone who loves or pursues 
or desires to obtain pain of itself, because it is pain, occasionally 
circumstances occur in which toil and pain can procure him 
some great pleasure. To take a trivial example.

42 43
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€ 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60

24 × 28 cm

978-3-89955-472-4

240

full color, hardcover

Emma Fexeus, S. Ehmann

Style, Architecture

If the goal were to build a house in which everyone would like to live, the archi-
tect would likely be Italian, the engineer maybe German, the gardener probably 
British, and the craftspeople either Swiss or Japanese. The interior designer of 
that house, though, should—beyond any doubt—be from Scandinavia.

Hardly any other interior or product design is so timeless, so functional, 
so aesthetic, and of such high quality as that of Sweden, Norway, Finland, 
Iceland, and Denmark. Throughout the years, countless pieces of furniture, 
objects, and buildings from Scandinavia have become icons of international 
design and architecture. A current generation of designers from these coun-
tries is consciously building upon local sustainable design traditions and 
further developing them in a way that is consistent, intelligent, and reflects 
an unerring sense of style.

In Northern Delights, design classics meet young talents, individual prod-
ucts meet skillfully staged living spaces. The book’s stunning selection of 
work reveals what makes Scandinavian design so exceptional. The included 
examples show how the grains of different woods, the clarity of colored 
glass, the cheery colors of fabrics and patterns, and the overall quality of 
craftsmanship contribute to creating simple, inviting, and very comfortable 
living spaces. 

Northern Delights offers inspiration to designers, architects, and individuals 
in equal measure. In a Scandinavian dwelling, everyone feels at home.

Its timeless beauty, premium quality, and humane functionality make Scandinavian interior design 
ideal for homes, restaurants, offices, and any other rooms in which people should feel comfortable. 

Scandinavian Homes, 
Interiors and Design

Northern Delights
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full color, hardcover

Marie LeFort, S. Ehmann, R. Klanten

978-3-89955-467-0

€ 38 (D) £ 35 $ 55

240 21 × 26 cm
Food & Beverage

Creative young people who used to want to work at start-ups, advertising 
agencies, or investment banks are now increasingly likely to become organic 
farmers, beekeepers, speak-easy bartenders, or owners of mom-and-pop gro-
cery stores. Inspired by heartfelt passion and an uncompromising commitment 
to quality, a new generation of entrepreneurs from around the world is putting 
their skills to work at preserving local culinary traditions, brewing the best beer, 
preparing exceptional marmalades, or rescuing heirloom varieties of apples.

A Delicious Life presents the protagonists of this new food movement and 
offers a look into their world as well as their kitchens, gardens, stores, and 
workshops. While some are rediscovering long forgotten ingredients or 

cooking methods, others are researching and developing inventive new rec-
ipes. The book features designers who are integrating food and culinary ritu-
als into their creations as well as publishers of so-called foodzines who are 
documenting the latest innovations in charming ways.

In addition to introducing the aforementioned personalities, A Delicious Life 
also showcases the changing visual culture of today’s foodists, including a 
selection of packaging design. The book also features a broad spectrum of 
locations for cooking, eating, and shopping, as well as kitchen utensils and 
surprising events that encourage readers to become a part of this new food 
movement themselves.

Whether they are cooking, baking, brewing, making chocolate, or rescuing heirloom varieties 
of apples, young creatives are increasingly turning their love of quality foodstuffs into ways of 
life and lucrative business ideas.

New Food 
Entrepreneurs

A Delicious Life
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August

full color, hardcover

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

978-3-89955-470-0

320 24.5 × 33 cm

Product Design 

Nendo

There are few design studios worldwide that can deliver projects of such 
consistently high quality as the Japanese studio Nendo. Expertly melding 
architecture and interior, product, and graphic design with sculpture and 
installation, Nendo’s work is both impressively clear and intriguingly sophis-
ticated. The functionality and unobtrusiveness of their projects is in line 
with established Japanese design traditions, yet their lightheartedness and 
humor is also inspired by the country’s pop culture. In this context, the name 
Nendo, Japanese for modeling clay, is indicative of their skill at playing with 
the fundamental properties of objects.

The studio, which was founded by Oki Sato in Tokyo in 2002, has now firmly 
established itself on the global design scene and routinely wins interna-
tional awards. The magazine Wallpaper*, for example, celebrated Nendo as 

“Designer of the Year 2012.”

Nendo’s work has been shown at a range of galleries and museums around 
the world, at design events and festivals, such as the Salone Internazionale 
del Mobile in Milan, and in commissioned projects for notable clients such as 
Bisazza and Cappellini.

This comprehensive monograph presents a striking selection of Nendo’s 
astonishingly multifaceted work including vibrant store concepts, mystically 
inspired exhibition spaces, sculptural furniture pieces, home accessories, 
and design objects. Regardless of how diverse the included styles appear to 
be, they all give the reader a sense of where the future of design is heading.

Elegant, modern, subtle, and playful: the epitome of contemporary design from Japan that is 
also setting the tone for design’s future on the global scene.

10/10

Nendo

nendo
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€ 29.90 (D) £ 26.99 $ 45

978-3-89955-471-7

full color, hardcover, incl. DVD

128 18.5 × 23 cm

Carsten Nicolai

syn chron documents artist and musician Carsten Nicolai’s eponymous 
 project—in analog form as a book and in digital form on an included DVD.

The centerpiece of syn chron is a mobile space that simultaneously serves 
as a body for transmitting acoustics, a resonant room, and projection sur-
face. This space, which was constructed by Werner Sobek, is a crystalline 
architectonic structure whose translucent, synthetic skin is a medium for 
sonic and optic impulses. Electronic music composed by Nicolai generates 
projections of modulated light that are triggered by lasers. Visitors can enter 
the structure and experience it from the outside. Nicolai has presented many 

concerts in this installation, including those at the New National Gallery in 
Berlin, at Ycam in Yamaguchi, and at biennials in Berne and Singapore.

This book showcases syn chron in a rich selection of images and texts. The 
included DVD features supplementary audio and video material.

One of Germany’s most famous contemporary artists, Carsten Nicolai has 
been working at the intersection between art and science since the early 
1990s. In the books Grid Index, Moiré Index, and cyclo. id, he successfully 
documented fundamental visual and sonic structures.

category

Art available
release

Carsten Nicolai brings art, architecture, and music together in one inventive project.

syn chron
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The intention of syn chron 
is to create an integral 
sculpture of light, sound 
and architecture. the 
translucent skin of the 
crystal-shaped body besi-
des its function to define 
the spatial structure of 
the object additionally 
serves as an interface 
for a synchronized play 
of light and sound. the 
object at the same time 
is a room for spatial 
experience, an acoustic 
resonance body, and a 
projection surface. the 
visitor is witness to an 
interplay of electronic 
sound – transmitted onto 
the surface of the crystal 
shape – and programmed la-
ser beams that are visible 
both on the out- and the 
inside. syn chron hereby 
creates an synaesthetic 
experience: on the level 
of human perception space, 
light and sound blend into 
each other to form a holi-
stic experience.
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syn chron

Art As A chrystAl-symbiosis 
of light, sound, And 

Architecture
This work is Nicolai's major work showing his 

real ability, in which he forms a unique structure is 
generated from crossover ideas of visual art and sound 
art. He calls it “Symbiosis of light, sound, and architec-
ture”. In this sound installation, a large 14m-wide and 
4m-high polyhedron made possible by analyzing a physical 
crystal system is covered with a new material that has 
a special honeycomb structure to permeate through image 
projection, and on its surface are fixed many small special 
speakers. Particle-like images (on six white-laser pro-
jectors) synchronize and change with the composition of 
abstract electronic sounds that frequently use Nicolai's 
original sign-waves and pulse sounds. Thus visitors can 
experience freely this work and resonance moving about 
inside and outside the installation.

In the sounds of "syn chron" connecting vision, 
auditory sense, and space is uniquely used a system in-
ferred from the visual, formative system. When the inside 
of a square is divided by squares of each different size, 
a combination of twenty-one square parts in minimum can 
restore the full-sized square. The principle used visu-
ally and formatively in his latest piece "perfect square" 
(2004), a square installation composed of glass blocks, is 
adopted in "syn chron" in a way that twenty squares with 
each different side length rotate to make a spiral curve 
one by one around the center, and then they are placed 
back in a row, which eventually changes into a time axis 
for a sound diagram. On this time axis are components such 
as sign waves and pulse sounds complicatedly composed from 
the viewpoint of electronic sounds.

The particle-like images responding synchroni-
zingly to the sounds are allotted precisely to each part 

syn chron, 2004
lightweight structure, 
steel, aluminum, laser 
projection, sound system, 
rubber
1250 x 800 x 460 cm

The intention of syn chron 
is to create an integral 
sculpture of light, sound 
and architecture. the 
translucent skin of the 
crystal-shaped body besi-
des its function to define 
the spatial structure of 
the object additionally 
serves as an interface 
for a synchronized play 
of light and sound. the 
object at the same time 
is a room for spatial 
experience, an acoustic 
resonance body, and a 
projection surface. the 
visitor is witness to an 
interplay of electronic 
sound – transmitted onto 
the surface of the crystal 
shape – and programmed la-
ser beams that are visible 
both on the out- and the 
inside. syn chron hereby 
creates an synaesthetic 
experience: on the level 
of human perception space, 
light and sound blend into 
each other to form a holi-
stic experience.
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Graphic Design
€ 39.90 (D) £ 35 $ 60

978-3-89955-462-5

224 23 × 30 cm

Mike Koedinger

category

available

Advertising is a billion-dollar industry. The visual language of effective ad 
campaigns is generally considered to be innovative, radical, and ground-
breaking. But is that really true?

In Joe La Pompe, the eponymous French blogger and undercover advertis-
ing expert exposes the not-so-secret visual recipes behind successful ads. 
La Pompe extracts the 100 most popular visual ideas and recurring subjects 
from the world of advertising—from images, symbols, and objects to famous 

personalities from history and literature. He then presents the ten best cam-
paigns from around the world that are based on each of these themes, yet 
have implemented them in a variety of different ways.

By illustrating correlations and inspirations, Joe La Pompe offers advertis-
ing professionals and designers informed, entertaining, and often revealing 
insights into the world of commercial seduction.

Every idea is great only once. Still, the strongest visual ideas become templates that inspire a 
variety of successful ad campaigns around the world—again and again.

100 Visual Ideas, 
1000 Great Ads

Joe La Pompe
by

Joe La Pompe

034 035

INDE INDIA (2009)
Cheil Worldwide Samsung

Let music fill your head

BRÉSIL BRAZIL (2004)
100% Propaganda
Recreio Volkswagen Dealer

A special offer for those who need 
some privacy

CHINE CHINA (2007)
JWT Beijing Halls

INDE INDIA (2006)
Leo Burnett
Dinodia Photo Library

No matter what you say, 
a picture says more

CANADA CANADA (2011)
Mc Laren Mc Cann Precision Laser Tattoo Removal

PORTO RICO PUERTO RICO (2007)
Young & Rubicam Shred-It

Document destruction. Done right. On site.

BRÉSIL BRAZIL (2008)
White Propaganda Sao Paulo
Beta Express Shipping

We deliver

BRÉSIL BRAZIL (2008)
Saatchi & Saatchi Anti Smoking Campaign

(Portrait made out of cigarettes) 
Smoking kills more

JAPON JAPAN (2006)
Ogilvy & Mather Hideki

The barber shop that makes you 
look good

Ben Laden

BIN LADEN
\11

BRÉSIL BRAZIL (2004)
Almap BBDO Veja Magazine

(Dead / Alive) Get both sides 

« C’est déjà étrange, suspect, inapproprié, voire 
de mauvais goût d’utiliser une telle icône dans 
la publicité. Le symbole qu’il représente est  
à manier avec précaution. On tombe vite dans 
l’anecdotique ou le caricatural. Celle-ci est  
un magnifique jeu typographique qui fait sens 
et qui se justifie pour un magazine d’actualité. »
“It’s already strange, suspect, inappropriate and 
seen as distasteful to use such an icon in an 
advertisement. Here, the symbol it represents 
is treated with caution. It could quickly fall 
into the anecdotal or caricature. So, this is 
a magnificent turn of the typeface that makes 
sense and is justifiable for a news magazine.”

046 047

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2012)
Miami Ad School Hamburg Thomas Ilum and Zoe Vogelius FedEx

Always first

« Une fois n’est pas coutume, c’est un travail d’étudiant que j’ai eu envie de mettre en avant.  
C’est un habillage très intelligent, façon pub comparative entre FedEx et DHL, son principal 
concurrent et ses célèbres camions jaunes. » 
“One time won’t hurt, so here is a student project that I wanted to highlight.
This is a very intelligent way to make an advert comparing FedEx and its principal competitor 
DHL and its famous yellow trucks.”

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2007)
DDB Vans skateboard shoes

CHILI CHILE (2009)
Ogilvy Santiago Gasdol 

The best solution against gas (flatulences)

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2007)
DDB Dusseldorf Kit Kat

Have a break, have a Kit Kat

IRLANDE IRELAND (2010)
Irish International BBDO Dublin Guinness Beer

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2007)
.start Copyshop

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2006)
Grey Dusseldorf Toy’s r us

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2007)
BBDO FedEx

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2005)
BBDO Dusseldorf Pepsi Light

ROYAUME-UNI UNITED KINGDOM (2007)
Ogilvy London Department Of Health / Cancer Research 

Smoke is poison

TRUCKS
CAMIONS

\17

030 031
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BANCS
BENCHES

ÉTATS-UNIS UNITED STATES (2008)
BBDO New York FedEx Kinkos

Pack N’Ship available at the new Fedex Kinkos
(The bench is packed with bubble wrap)

CHILI CHILE (2009)
BBDO Gatorade

Do not stop

SUÈDE SWEDEN (2004)
Forsman & Bodenfors IKEA

A little fabric makes a big difference

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2005)
DDB Berlitz

“Parkbench” - English for beginners

ROYAUME-UNI UNITED KINGDOM (2008)
JWT London Kit Kat

Have a break, have a Kit Kat

INCONNU UNKNOWN (2009)
Ignition Print Sony Pictures - District9 Movie

ESPAGNE SPAIN (2010)
Altraforma Barcelona Arrels Foundation

For many people in Barcelona this is their home 
Give Barcelona a roof

CANADA CANADA (2009)
TBWA Toronto First Ontario Investments

Extra Safe Guaranteed Investments

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2005)
DDB Sao Paulo
Companhia Athletica Sports Club

ÉTATS-UNIS UNITED STATES (2011)
Sukle Advertising Denver Water

How much water you give your lawn. How much it really needs. Use only what you need.

048 049

FRANCE FRANCE (2007)
BDDP & Fils Gepeto Village Non-violent toys only

SINGAPOURE SINGAPORE (2009)
Ogilvy & Mather FHM Magazine

ÉTATS-UNIS
UNITED STATES (2007)

BBDO New York The Economist

INDONÉSIE INDONESIA (2007)
BBDO Bayer Aspirin

BRAINS
CERVEAUX

\18

AFRIQUE DU SUD SOUTH AFRICA (2008)
Draft FCB Cape Town School Feeding Association

There’s only one thing on a hungry child’s mind

ARGENTINE ARGENTINA (2007)
Del Campo Nazca Saatchi & Saatchi
Hospital Aleman

Hope also spreads

ITALIE ITALY (2002)
Lowe Pirella Sicad-abusive & Addictive Behaviours

In an addict it’s not only the body calling for help

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2007)
Kempertrautmann Hamburg Dextro Energy

Brawn for your brain

SINGAPOURE 
SINGAPORE (2004)

Ogilvy & Mather The Economist

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2011)
Kolle Rebbe Inlingua Language school

Get it out faster

068 069

SERBIE SERBIA (2004)
New Moment New Ideas Women’s basketball Club

Twice as good

ESPAGNE SPAIN (2001)
Euro RSCG Wonderbra

SUISSE SWITZERLAND (1995)
Wirz Werbeagentur Triumph sports bras

HONGRIE HUNGARY (2007)
Ogilvy & Mather Budapest The Budapest Sun

Bookstore & Escort Service

KOWEÏT KUWAIT (2007)
Pencil Advertising Fight Breast Cancer

You can detect breast cancer early

AFRIQUE DU SUD SOUTH AFRICA (2000)
TBWA Hunt Lascaris Wonderbra

ESPAGNE SPAIN (2005)
Euro RSCG Wonderbra

Merry Christmas

CORÉE KOREA (2005)
Diamond Ad Try Lingerie

A perfect fit for every shape

LE CULTE
DES SEINS  

SYMBOLIZE
BREASTS

\28

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2005)
Heye + Partner
Café Grün in Erotic Art Museum

SUÈDE SWEDEN (2006)
Lowe Brindfors
Coop Konsum A healthy choice

Beauty comes from within.
Fresh produce now half price

104 105

FRANCE FRANCE (2004)
BDDP&Fils Les Echos newspaper

(Soft drink industry advertising expenditures… 1998, 1999, 2000…)
Understand the economy, understand the world

SUISSE SWITZERLAND (2008)
KSB Springer & Jacoby Zurich Finger Music Magazine

Rick astley would never :
- Give you up
- Let you down
- Run around and desert you
- Make you cry
- Say goodbye
- Tell a lie and hurt you

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2008)
Scholz & Friends Hamburg
Nykke & Kokki Business Food

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2009)
Grabarz and partner Hamburg Devk Car Insurance 

Driver / City / Cyclist / Summer / Mini Skirt / Hormones

RUSSIE RUSSIA
SAA Moscow
Barclays Bank

If shakespeare was 
a banker…
Bank without emotions

ÉTATS-UNIS UNITED STATES (2008)
BBDO New York The Economist

(Branded pizza boxes targeted to students)
Mushroom exports to US 
(China 0,5%, Mexico 2% …)
Get a world view. Read The Economist

GRAPHIQUES
\46

DATA VISUALISATION

ÉTATS-UNIS UNITED STATES (2009)
DPH Miami Alamo Car Rental 

Holiday Budget / Car Rental expense

BRÉSIL BRAZIL (2011)
Young & Rubicam Millward Brown

Percentage of land ownership from
1946 (Palestinians: Green / Israeli: Blue)
2010 (Palestinians: Blue / Israeli: Green)
One graphic says it all

ÉMIRATS ARABES UNIS
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES (2008)

FP7 Dubai Maglite

ÉTATS UNIS
UNITED STATES (2012)

Leo Burnett Chicago Invesco
Accidental investing. 
It’s not always this obvious

206 207

LA GRANDE 
VAGUE 

D´HOKUSAI

HOKUSAI:
THE GREAT

WAVE

\97

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY (2008)
Ogilvy Frankfurt Ocean Care Whales Protection

AUSTRALIE AUSTRALIA (2005)
Clemenger BBDO
Valentine Day Tsunami Appeal

FRANCE FRANCE (2007)
Young & Rubicam Paris Surfrider Foundation

Let us keep the ocean clean

SUÈDE SWEDEN (2008)
Scholz & Friends Stockholm
Kikkoman Soi Sauce

Culinary art from Japan

JAPON JAPAN (2009)
Commons Fuji Water

Japanese Soul Water

ITALIE ITALY (2009)
Lowe Pirella Milan Arena

Water Instinct

INDONÉSIE INDONESIA (2009)
Bates 141 Jakarta Pasta de Waraku Restaurant

Savour both worlds

TAÏWAN TAIWAN (2008)
BBDO Jeep

120.000 Km away

ESPAGNE SPAIN (2010)
BBDO Madrid WWF

Si no lo utilizas apagalo

ITALIE ITALY (2009)
Viacom Levi’s 501

Live Unbottoned

036 037

NOUVELLE-ZÉLANDE NEW ZEALAND (2009)
DraftFCB True Blood on Prime TV

In case of vampire...

ÉTATS-UNIS UNITED STATES (2007)
Cramer-krasselt Chicago Dr Mullally dentist

CANADA CANADA (2009)
Young & Rubicam Toronto Cuttie Cut 

Kids’ Hair salon

PAYS-BAS NETHERLANDS (2011)
N=5 De Klim Muur climbing wall discount coupons

BRÉSIL BRAZIL (2004)
Ogilvy Piano Lessons

BELGIQUE BELGIUM (2007)
Duval Guillaume Antwerp
Ché Magazine Men’s Magazine

(My number….) 
Let us keep on dreaming of a better world

INCONNU UNKNOWN
Inconnu/unknown
Strenght Coach

Strenght coach needed. 
If you can’t remove a tab then don’t 
bother trying to contact me. 
I don’t want any posers

ÉTATS-UNIS UNITED STATES (2005)
Grupo Gallegos Ballet Classes

SUISSE SWITZERLAND (2009)
Euro RSCG Weight Watchers

Together we get rid of pounds

BONS À DÉCOUPER 
\12

TEAR  OFFTEAR  OFF

SUISSE
SWITZERLAND (2008)

Ruf Lanz Zurich
McKinsey & Company 

recruitment

« J’aime le côté ultra-ciblé  
de cette publicité. Seul le public 
visé est capable d’en décoder  
le message même si tout le 
monde comprend la blague.  
Un bon calcul pour recruter ? »
“I love the ultra-targeted aspect 
of this advertisement. Only the 
aimed-for audience is capable 
of decoding the message even 
if everyone gets the joke. A good 
calculation for recruiting?”

150 151

BILLBOARDS
WITH REAL MEN

PANNEAUX 
VIVANTS

\69

PHILIPPINES THE PHILIPPINES (2007)
Ogilvy & Mather Pond’s Anto Bacterial facial scrub

Cleans pores. Fight pimples

CANADA CANADA (2008)
Zig Toronto IKEA

Decorate for the holidays

ÉTATS-UNIS UNITED STATES (2006)
Miami Ad School Miele Vaacum

Cleaners

ÉTATS-UNIS UNITED STATES (2002)
Wongdoody Museum of flight

Rediscover flight

ARGENTINE ARGENTINA (2005)
BBDO Buenos Aires LG Flatron TV

Extraflat

ÉTATS-UNIS UNITED STATES (2009)
David & Goliath Mammoth Ski Resort

Play Big

ÉTATS-UNIS UNITED STATES (2011)
Esparza Advertising Road Safety

Wear seat belt

ISRAËL ISRAEL (2009)
Young & Rubicam Tel Aviv Israel Yellow Pages

(search for) Fitness Club

INDE INDIA (2009)
JWT Mumbai Berger Paints

Natural Finish Colours

AUSTRALIE 
AUSTRALIA (2007)

Grey Melbourne Work Safe
Would you do what you ask 
your workers to do?

« Attirer l'attention est parfois  
un exercice périlleux. Ici, 
l'utilisation de personnes sur 
l'affiche est totalement justifiée 
et pas du tout anecdotique. C'est 
spectaculaire et ça a du sens.  
Ça arrête l'œil et ça fait réfléchir 
en même temps. »
"Gaining attention is sometimes 
a perilous exercise. Here the use 
of people as part of the billboard 
is totally justified and not at all 
anecdotal. It is spectacular and 
it makes sense. It catches the eye 
and it makes you think at the 
same time."
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Comprised of almost 800 pages of stunning accommodations, this is the 
most extensive edition of The Design Hotels Book to date. The opulent hard-
cover showcases an exclusive selection of the most attractive design hotels 
from around the world. 

The publication introduces more than 230 hotels and their makers. De-
tailed profiles contain information about the architecture, design, and 

location  of each hotel as well as the distinctive features that make each 
of them so special.

The Design Hotels Book also includes informative essays about hotel design 
concepts and the creative talents behind them that give readers valuable 
insight into the future of the hotel and luxury sectors.

Discerning travelers can cherry-pick from the most attractive design hotels worldwide that are 
presented on the book‘s almost 800 pages.

category release

Edition 2013

available 784

Design Hotels

full color, hardcover

22.4 × 32 cm

€ 59.90 (D) £ 55 $ 89

978-3-89955-463-2

Style

The Design Hotels
Book

21

With a deep understanding of the grand traditions that 
echo through the Bavarian Alps and across the shores of 

Lake Tegernsee, Korbinian Kohler has rekindled the magic 
and majesty that is Hotel Bachmair Weissach.

PHOTOGRAPHER Kerstin zu Pan
WRITER Sophy Roberts

kORbInIAn kOHlER

“I wanted the hotel to be true to Bavaria 
at every level, for people to feel they are 
experiencing a culture that doesn’t exist 
anywhere else in the world.”

kORbInIAn kOHlER

1  — It doesn’t get more 
central:HOTEL NAME  

is located in the heart of 
Cassago and offers splen-
did views over the city’s 
architectural highlights.

2 — NAME OF THE 
HOTEL combines the mod-
ern with the traditional, the 
local with the internatio 
nal, and the comfortable 
with the luxurious.

3 — orsini used tiles remi-
niscent of the Paris Metro: 
the bathroom tiles in the 
NAME OF THE HOTEL.
www.mozer.com

5  — The restaurant at the 
NAME OF THE HOTEL is 
a local favorite for Japa-
nese food.
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he says, “for people to feel they were experiencing a culture that doesn’t exist 
anywhere else in the world.” But the spirit of a hotel is not simply about design. 
Kohler recalls his earliest memory of staying in a hotel—on Lake Garda, in Italy. 
“It was a little family-run operation on the water. The most impressive thing to 
me was how the staff handled me every time. I always felt as if I were somebody 
special. I try to remember that today.” Is Kohler talking kids clubs? “No. It’s not a 
question of how the hotel handles children necessarily, but how everyone should 
feel, young and old, who comes through our doors.” This service ethic defines his 
approach. “As a child, you don’t notice luxuries, by which I mean bells, whistles, 
and gold taps. The shiny things are not the memories that bring you back to 

a place but the way the whole experience makes you feel. The feeling of being 
understood, through design, food, service.” 

This connects with another memory of Kohler’s childhood, at a ski resort in the 
Alps. “I was with my parents in this snowy wonderland. I remember the sense of 
belonging. I know what I’m trying to say in German—but it’s hard to translate. 
I’m trying to describe that feeling of something being part of you, of it not being 
owned by someone else. This emotional connection is, I think, what makes a hotel 
work, for every individual, whoever they are.” Stay here and it is indeed this very 
sentiment that makes Hotel Bachmair Weissach stand apart. a

korbinian kohler
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With his eye-popping Factory Hotel, David Deilmann 
found his calling, saved an iconic building, and created 

a new, must-visit neighborhood—all at once.
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Architecture

In Japanese art and textile printing, the use of patterns has a long tradi-
tion. In Japanese architecture, layering is an established technique that 
has already inspired the likes of Frank Lloyd Wright and Mies van der Rohe. 
Now, the laboratory of world famous architect Kengo Kuma has developed a 
technically sophisticated methodology that unites patterns and layering in 
a single structural concept for the first time.

Patterns and Layering presents innovative structures that are created by 
stacking fragile, patterned layers. Although each individual layer contains 
a variety of patterns, it nevertheless still completely fulfills its structural 
responsibilities. The results are strikingly delicate, yet remarkably stable.

The book’s detailed texts explain how layering and patterns function as spa-
tial tools with which one can create extraordinary structures that are able to 
coexist in harmony with nature, people, and culture. Patterns and Layering  
not only explores historical contexts and developments, but also shows 
cutting-edge experiments that were realized under the supervision of Kengo 
Kuma and his colleague Yusuke Obuchi. According to Kuma, this book “has 
the potential to begin a new architectural and design revolution.”

Editors Salvator-John A. Liotta and Matteo Belfiore, as well as other con-
tributors, work closely with Kengo Kuma at his research laboratory at the 
University of Tokyo. Including a foreword by Kuma and design details such 
as silkscreen prints and calligraphy, Patterns and Layering embodies the 
Japanese understanding of space, nature, and architecture—page for page, 
layer for layer.

Lightness and transparency in contemporary Japanese architecture explored and explained 
by Kengo Kuma Laboratory.

Japanese Spatial Culture, 
Nature and Architecture

Patterns and 
Layering

Kengo Kuma

nail Puller
Thousandfold Power

The project takes inspiration from the traditional Japanese square-headed tool used by carpenters for removing 
nails. The façade and roof consist of squared wood panels to make an elaborate pattern with apertures of different 
size. The pattern on the roof and the walls generates complex plays of light and shadow that infuse the entire 
space. The apertures are either covered with glass or left open for natural ventilation. The pattern serves to 
connect the inside and outside through a parametric adaptation of the surrounding context. Also called manryoku
(thousandfold power), the pattern conveyed the possibility to climb the social ladder through the principle of 
leverage: for the Japanese, great power can come from humble origins and small situations.

Concept and design: Salvator-John A. Liotta. Design team: Omar Rabie, Nahoko Yoshii, Salvator-John A. Liotta, Kaon Ko, Renato Adriasola, Yoshiya 
Kashima, Cristiano Lippa, Anna Braverman, Shoichi Murai, Yoko Ushioda (KKAA & Kuma Lab).
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Frank Lloyd Wright was particularly impressed by the ability of Japanese painters to recreate depth without using 
perspective. In particular, he got to know and appreciate the work of Utagawa Hiroshige and Katsushika Hokusai, whose 
work embodies many elements of the Japanese concept of space and layering in particular. From Hiroshige, Wright also 
learned the concept of notan. Unlike the Western concept of chiaroscuro, that recreated the effect of depth and three-
dimensionality through the use of shadows and shades, notan more simply obtained the same effect by the superposition 
of layers with different color intensities. Japanese people once often wrapped objects and even space; this process 
appears in the paintings of Hiroshige. Between the observer and the horizon exist numerous layers, with a consequent 
effect of considerable depth. The sight is always confined within the framework which prevents it from getting lost in 
infinity. Mount Fuji is one of the most common motifs, along with layers of clouds that block the view, containing it within 
the scene. Despite these limitations, the effect obtained by the painter is again a considerable depth, as reported by 
Wright himself during a speech: “Because here he (Hiroshige) had an idea of swinging this horizontal into the vertical; and 

Spatial Layering in Japanese Tradition: From Paintings to Gardens

“See how simply they get in these planes: they rendered all this sense of distance, there is no lack of perspective here, 
as you’ll notice. They’re supposed not to have known perspective. They knew all they wanted of it … they didn’t want 
much of it.”15 (Frank Lloyd Wright)

To better understand the use of layering in traditional Japanese architecture, one should look at specific characteristics 
of Asian forms of representation. The trend towards two-dimensionality which has been mentioned—a characteristic 
of Japanese culture—appears in the forms of pictorial art, architecture, and also urban design. During the Edo period 
it was common to use the technique called okoshi-ezu to represent architecture. This consisted of positioning all the 
prospects close to the plan: one could raise them and rebuild the project in three dimensions. Such a succession of 
two-dimensional elements was also present in the scenes of Kabuki theater.16 “In Japan, until the early modern period, 
architectural drawings were merely rough sketches with instructions. In the Shomei (a guide to carpentry) of the Hirauchi 
family and in the records of the Kora family there are many detailed building plans for temples. Among those in the 
Kora family records are plans for Daitokuin, including detailed frontal views, floor plans, cross-sectional drawings, 
and sketches of sculpture. Whereas Western European architects often draw their plans with a bird’s eye perspective 
or isometric three-dimensional figures, Japanese master builders drew their plans only in plane or frontal views. The 
practice, too, illustrates the unique treatment of space in Japanese architecture as an unfolding diagram.” 17

Artists have always concentrated their efforts in search of graphical methods to achieve a sense of depth in paintings. 
The perspective—the most effective of these methods—has characterized Western painting since the Renaissance. 
It was introduced in Japan around the seventeenth century and was reinterpreted in different ways by local artists. 
Architecture, on the other hand, has often been subject to the influence of the techniques of representation, such as 
perspective. As has been said about ma, the space in Japan is conceived as a sequence of gaps. It is realized through 
a process of adding two-dimensional elements. The forms of representation used in traditional painting have clearly 
been affected by this approach. According to Chi-Yu Chang, “The principle of perspective in Japanese painting calls 
for two points. First, the observation point of the painter constantly changes, which requires the observer to move 
around instead of remaining in a fixed position, as is common in Western painting. Thus parts of the painting can be 
observed independently, without comprehending the entire painting. Commonly, too, paintings depict the sequential 
incidents of an event. Second, often in Japanese painting the perspective is reversed because the observer becomes a 
participant in the painting. In this case he becomes the vanishing point. Spatially, then, the Japanese draw the viewer 
into becoming an artistic participant within the painting in contrast to the more common Western habit where the 
observer comes from outside the work. When one participates from within, naturally one perceives the unfolding of 
the space, especially horizontal additive spaces.”18

_opposite page from left_Fig. 13, 14, 15

Mount Fuji
Side scene, Koyasan
Depth of field, Kumamoto

_top_Fig. 16

Okoshi ezu
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When I learned that Salvator-John A. Liotta and Matteo Belfiore in my laboratory had launched a study on patterns 
and layering, I had a premonition of something new and unseen in preexisting research on Japan. Conventional 
research on Japan has been initiated out of deep affection for Japanese architecture and thus prone to wetness and 
sentimentality, distanced from the universal and lacking in potential breadth of architectural theories. Meanwhile, 
patterns and layering are based on dry reasons derived from mathematical concepts. Their methodology of departing 
from the reason to reach the sentimental being that is Japan seemed intriguing and full of possibilities.

Approximately one hundred years ago, in the nineteenth to early twentieth century, a temporary surge of interest 
in Japanese architecture occurred. The Arts and Crafts Movement in England took notice of Japanese traditional 
patterns. Neither fitting the categories of mathematical geometry nor a lifelike depiction of nature, the “third way” 
of Japanese pattern making was discovered. An alternative attitude toward nature in Japan dissimilar from that of 
the West was also discerned, which profoundly influenced subsequent Arts and Crafts movements and Art Nouveau.

In the United States, Frank Lloyd Wright had been inspired by layering techniques of Japanese space, disclosing in 
his autobiography that his works would not have been if not for the woodblock artist Hiroshige Ando and The Book 
of Tea written by Tenshin Okakura. Wright, upon learning that Japanese comprehend space within the overlapping 
of thin layers, understood that Hiroshige’s woodblock prints were products of this spatial comprehension. We may 
postulate that the unfolding of such layering technique defines Wright’s architecture. His layered architecture 
significantly affected European architects such as Mies van der Rohe, whose transparent architecture exemplifies 
extended versions of Wright’s layering techniques. 

It is unquestionable that encounters with Japanese culture in this period brought on revolutionary significance for 
Western design and architecture. Regrettably, ideas linking patterns and layering did not exist then; Arts and Crafts 
and Art Nouveau were only interested in traditional Japanese patterns while Wright and Mies were solely interested 
in technique. 

One hundred years later, Salvator-John and Matteo have attempted to create a link between patterns and layering. 
These two previously detached notions can now be integrated into one methodology mediated by structural 
concepts that, in my opinion, are the key to this link. Structural analysis of the twentieth century struggled to 
advance beyond the column and beam structural frame. Analysis today allows us to conceive stable structures 
through the accumulation of delicate members, which have the capacity to produce a variety of patterns while 
fulfilling their structural responsibilities. 

This book aims to inaugurate this new integration which, I believe, has the potential to begin a new architectural and 
design revolution. Inside this beautiful book are many clues to that new revolution. 

Foreword
Kengo Kuma
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These diagrams are inspired by the Japanese design concept notan (superposition 
of layers with different color intensities), showing an interpretation of the diverse 
elements and their overlap in the whole spatial composition. The image at the top 
depicts the original photography of a traditional garden and a residence. It is then 
decomposed in several layers in different tonalities of grey. This graduation shows 
the relative distance of each element from the observer, thus underlining the idea 
of spatial layering.

_ previous page: Suizenji Garden, Kumamoto
_ this page: Former Hosokawa Residence, Kumamoto 
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Minka Typologies

01. gasshō-zukuri

02. honmune-zukuri

03. yamatomune-zukuri

05. single ridge

06. longhouse a

06. longhouse b

06. longhouse c

07. buntō-zukuri a

07. buntō-zukuri b

07. buntō-zukuri c

07. buntō-zukuri d

04. kirihafu-zukuri

09. chumon-zukuri

08. kudo-zukuri

Hokkaido

Tohoku

Hokushinetsu

Kanto-chubu

Seto Inland Sea

Western Japan
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Local diversity is observed in envelope elements and intermediate spaces that reveal site specificities, although several Local diversity is observed in envelope elements and intermediate spaces that reveal site specificities, although several Local diversity is observed in envelope elements and intermediate spaces that reveal site specificities, although several Local diversity is observed in envelope elements and intermediate spaces that reveal site specificities, although several Local diversity is observed in envelope elements and intermediate spaces that reveal site specificities, although several Local diversity is observed in envelope elements and intermediate spaces that reveal site specificities, although several Local diversity is observed in envelope elements and intermediate spaces that reveal site specificities, although several Local diversity is observed in envelope elements and intermediate spaces that reveal site specificities, although several 
material patterns may be widespread in large regions. Thatch roofs are common in most of the regions, while tile roofs 
tend to be observed only in southern areas. Similarly, a division between inland and coastal areas might be attempted, 
as well as mountainous and flat areas. 

Intermediate or transition spaces are particularly flexible, taking specific different forms and functions in each typology, 
from covered alleyways, circulating-perimetral engawas or porches, and verandas. The location, although typically engawas or porches, and verandas. The location, although typically engawas
situated to the front of the house complex, presents several variants. On the other hand, although its dimension and 
function may vary, the presence of an earth entrance room is a feature present in all typologies.

Some material patterns are common to almost all the typologies (such as wood and thatch) and others are particularly 
specific to some typologies (bamboo cladding and flooring, and copper roof). Board wood walls are most commonly 
observed in mountain areas, where earth walls are more difficultly observed. Although some of these local variants 
are directly connected with local availability of materials, this not only influences the relation to ecosystem interaction 
(extraction and maintenance of material reserves) but also the adaptation to indoor comfort requirements, as thatch 
presents insulation properties and earth walls, humidity absorption.

Some relations that might be established between ecosystem cooperation and envelope material patterns and elements 
in the vernacular architecture of Japan are directly related with the fundamental use of locally sourced natural materials, 
which reinforce human stewardship towards surrounding ecosystems and the valuation of its services. On the other hand, 
the great employment of natural sourced materials signifies increased recyclability and biodegradable disposability at 
the end of the lifecycle, while during the occupancy stage, it may also constitute biodiversity refugium and habitat niches. 

Thatch roofs and walls allow the growth of grass, to increased insulation in winter, which is periodically cut, in summer. 
Living materials can also help balance hygrothermal conditions, as they absorb air humidity, contributing to indoor 
comfort, and air quality, as envelope materials layers tend to present porosity characteristics. In a similar manner, the 
earth room allows soil permeability over an extended surface, contributing to water cycling. 

     Minka Typologies :

1.  Gasshō-Zukuri 
2.  Honmune-Zukuri
3.  Yamatomune-Zukuri
4.  Kirihafu-Zukuri
5.  Single ridge house
6.  Longhouse
7.  Buntō-Zukuri
8.  Kudo-Zukuri
9.  Chumon-Zukuri

_top_Fig. 2

Location and identification of the minka typologies

_opposite page from left_Table 1 

Analysis of envelope layers and material patterns of minka typologies.
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玩具箱 
Gangubako
Toy Box

[1] [0]

雲立涌 
Kumotatewaku
Rising Cloud

[2] [2222]

矢絣 
Yagasuri 
Arrow Feathers

[3] [**]

雲　
Hiun
Flying Cloud

[4] [xx]

釘抜繋 
Kuginukitsunagi
Linked nail 
Pullers

[5] [*2222]

小波　Konami
Small Wave

[6] [22*]

分銅繋ぎ 

Fundo Tsunagi
Linked Weights

[7] [22x] 

青海波　
Seigaiha
Blue Ocean Wave

[8] [x*]

Structural grid
Axis of reflection [R]
Axis of glide reflection [G]
Center of two-fold (180º) rotations
Center of  three-fold (120º) rotations
Center of four-fold (90º) rotations
Center of six-fold (60º) rotations

Pattern Typologies: 17 Types of Planar Geometry Through Traditional Japanese Patterns

In mathematics, a wallpaper group is a classification of a bi-dimensional repetitive pattern, based on the symmetries in the pattern. Categorized by 
their symmetries, in nature, there are only 17 possible distinct groups. Very subtle differences may place similar patterns in different groups. A pattern 
might be altered by adding, or subtracting new elements, by rotating and/or mirroring the motif.  A symmetry of a pattern is a way of changing so 
that the pattern looks identical after the transformation. True symmetry only exists in patterns that repeat exactly and continue indefinitely. Thanks 
to a gradual and ongoing development process—and the creation of certain conventions through variations of design—Japanese craftspeople have 
managed to adapt and simplify their forms and aesthetic sense to attain, via constant design evolution, a degree of extreme purity.  When used along 
parametric software, patterns are similar to seeds: they are potential generator of space, form, and performances. 

The two numbers in brackets at each pattern description signify ascending 
order from 1 to 17 and orbifold notation, respectively. The latter is a topological 
categorization that facilitates the understanding of the generating forces underlying 
each pattern. In the orbifold indices, the numbers indicate centers of rotation. The 
[*] indicates an axis of reflection and the [x] an axis of glide reflection. Their relative 
position compared to the numbers in the index indicates whether or not the rotations 
lie on these axes.
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Maki’s image can be found also in the formation of Japanese cities, where the built develops in a centripetal way, 
enveloping an often empty nucleus in onionskins. Unlike Western cities, where the center is dense and strong, Tokyo 
converges to emptiness. Tokyo’s urban structure still bears the imprint of this concept, found in the topography made of 
elements that surround empty spaces through stratified margins. In this regard it is interesting to quote Roland Barthes’ 
definition of void: “it does possess a center, but this center is empty. … One of the most powerful cities of modernity is 
thereby built around an opaque ring of walls, streams, roofs, and trees whose own center is no more than an evaporated 
notion, subsisting here, not in order to irradiate power, but to give to the entire urban movement the support of its 
central emptiness, forcing the traffic to make a perpetual detour.”10 Such an idea of emptiness finds different conflicting 
opinions, in particular Donald Richie’s, who speaks of “nourishing void.” The empty space, in this case, feeds on itself. 
“What is all that empty space doing there? Why isn’t it filled in? It is not filled in because it is already filled in with itself. 
It is a structural support. … It has its own weight, its own specific gravity, its own presence.”11

Don Hanlon defines four typologies of spatial layering in architecture: horizontal, vertical, concentric, and radial.12 The 
spatial layering described by Maki can be defined as concentric. Those who are acquainted with Japanese culture know 
the extreme care and attention devoted by the Japanese to enveloping objects. In the same way, as described by Maki’s 
onionskin metaphor, they tend to envelop space. One could define this approach as “spatial wrapping.” 

Another concept, intimately linked to that of oku, is miegakure. “This term indicates a spatial composition in which it is 
not possible to see all the parts at the same time. The Japanese have used this technique with great skill, especially in 
the architecture of temples, not so much in order to create surprise as to allow the mind the possibility of reconstructing 
a mental image of the entire edifice, and to reveal the beauty of change.”13 Also in this case, Maki’s definition is the most 
discerning: “Literally ‘to glimpse something that is hidden’ such as the moon passing behind clouds, it is a concept that 
embodies both the ephemeral and ambiguous. Maki explains it as the abstraction of an experience completed only in our 
minds. For instance, it is the white undergarment beneath the collar of a kimono that seduces the viewer into imagining 
what lies beneath—or, as Maki frames it for a Western audience, the lace negligee that hints at the shape of a naked body, 
without revealing it. Maki also describes the elements of Japanese cities as veiled.”14

_from top left Fig. 10, 11, 12

Rolled tatami, Honen Matsuri, Komaki
Miegakure, Koyasan 
Wrapping of objects in Japan
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the structural principles of the Katsura Palace in Kyoto: “instead of defying gravity, they have preferred to seek space 
in which to spread out horizontally. Thus, in the Japanese concept of architectural space, the organization and balance 
of forces is reduced to two dimensions; what one has is a succession of planes. The proportions of structural members 
are governed not only by physical principles but simply by aesthetic sensibility.”37 The first element we encounter in 
approaching Katsura is the bamboo fence. It contains many of the compositional principles just mentioned. “Note how 
the natural look of the bamboo is retained while gently nudging it into the shape of a fence. There is a distinct harmony 
between the natural and the artificial. This is unlike what one would find in most western Estates, where the trees are 
all forced into artificial patterns. The western gardener often attempted to dominate and control nature. The Japanese 
gardener wanted to conform, or at least seem to conform with nature. Structures such as this bamboo fence, commonly 
referred to as Katsura Fencing, display the subtle artistry of the Japanese designer who did not take a natural form and 
bend it to his will, but rather, almost created a form of nature that complimented his aesthetic ideals. The final result 
being a flawless blending of the natural with the artificial that is at times so perfect as to make it difficult to determine 
where one might end and the other begin.”38

Walking through the garden, similarly as described earlier about the “scroll gardens,” space is perceived as a sequence 
of planes. “The spatial composition of Katsura Detached Palace is similar to a drawing in a picture scroll in which 
the point of perspective moves, dissolving building façades and street space into plane elements. This is a garden of 
meandering walks among hills and around a lake, it refuses any single, fixed point of perspective. It is a two-dimensional 
world created by a moving visual point and in the grey of twilight the most dramatic effect of this two-dimensionality 
appears.”39 Arata Isozaki, describing the path in the Imperial Villa garden, compares it to a musical composition. The 
breaks in the space, previously defined as “gaps,” are similar to the spaces between the notes. The path becomes a 
metaphor for a melody and layering transforms the space into space-time through their breaks. “If the views from the 
tea house were likened to pauses in music, the tour route that connects them is, as it were, the device that makes us 
sense the changing scenery via its continuous minute vibrations. It consists of varied textures, even of the path, that 
regulates the walking manner and the breathing tempo: gravel, paving stones, and stepping-stones of various patterns, 
in association with the styles of calligraphy, bridges with different degrees of camber, the stone stairways, slopes, and 
so on. The regulation or more precisely the contextualization lets the visitors choose their own speed and itinerary, at 
the same time as defining the general orientation of the gaze. … The gaze constantly moves around, and meanwhile the 
scenery is broken into segments; yet again, the touring route laid out on both land and water recombines the segments. 
In the same way that the flying geese formation expresses the depth of space by way of layering the shifted planes, 
the touring gaze first segments the scenery and then layers it to make a circuitous structure. … It is full of unexpected 
beauties, deriving from different layers of time.”40

_previous page_Fig. 34

Roan-ji rock garden, Kyoto

_from top left_Fig. 35, 36, 37, 38

Fig. 35: Harmony in Japan, Fig. 36: Maizuru Castle ruins, Fukuoka, Fig. 37, 38: Layering, Former Hosokawa Residence (Gyobutei), Kumamoto
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Akatre

full color, hardcover

€ 19.90 (D) £ 17.99 $ 28

978-3-89955-458-8

176 17 × 24 cm

With its distinctive and experimental creations, the French design agency 
Akatre transcends and contorts the traditional boundaries of photography, 
visual communication, art, fashion, and typography. All of their work—from 
websites and visual identities to installations and editorial designs—is char-
acterized by bold color choices, absurd masquerades, and elaborate photo-
graphic still lifes.

Founded in 2007 in the Paris suburb of Saint-Ouen, Akatre is now one of 
the most sought-after design studios in the French capital. Comprised of 
Julien Dhivert, Sébastien Riveron, and Valentin Abad, the agency is known for 

highly complex projects. Each detail is put under strict scrutiny. Color, com-
position, and geometry are closely controlled. Everyday objects are exagger-
ated in multiplicity or left surreally hovering in space.

Akatre: Zero to Five, their first book, is structured according to the colors of 
the featured work rather than by client name, subject matter, or style. This 
design choice makes the publication a veritable kaleidoscope of non-com-
missioned work as well as projects designed for clients from the fields of art, 
culture, music, fashion, and luxury.

Fresh, forceful, and French—Akatre.

Zero to Five

Akatre

59 La Galerie des galeries, 2011 Visual identity, “Space for Fantasy”58Cie Greffe, 2009 Visual identity, Cindy Van Acker

65 Mains d’Œuvres, 2009-2010 Visual identity, season 364Mains d’Œuvres, 2011-2012 Visual identity, season 5

27 Gestalten, 2011 Bookstore’s showcase, Centre Pompidou26Adorable studio, 2011 Film, “Voyager Léger,” Jérôme Echenoz89 Usbek & Rica, 2010 Photograph, “Ana Girardot”88Mains d’Œuvres, 2011-2012 Visual identity, season 5

9 Mains d’Œuvres, 2007-2012 Visual identity8Mood magazine 10, 2010 Design, headline typeface, chapter pictures, 68 pages

133 Mains d’Œuvres, 2009-2010 Visual identity, season 3132TU Nantes, 2011 Visual identity, season 2

17 Mains d’Œuvres, 2009-2010 Visual identity, season 316Mood magazine 10, 2010 Design, headline typeface, chapter pictures, 68 pages
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2 volumes in slipcase

Silke Krohn

€ 49.90 (D) £ 40 $ 75

978-3-89955-460-1

20.5 × 26.5 cmArt

Sergei Sviatchenko

Sergei Sviatchenko’s work leaves viewers in a state of satisfied confusion. 
The Ukrainian-Danish artist’s intent and message might not be immediately 
clear or understandable, but his images still resonate with their viewers—
like dreams.

In the world of contemporary art, Sviatchenko is a provocateur. He draws 
on and harnesses all of the cultural tides he has experienced in 40 years 
of image-making. Sviatchenko’s oeuvre spans the known and the unimagi-
nable. It cuts through the boundaries of traditional and contemporary visuals 
to merge pop culture with politics, personal memory with collective histories, 
and architecture and science with the logic of dreams.

Sergei Sviatchenko has worked with a broad range of subjects and media. 
He experiments, challenges, and abolishes where other artists move within 
established comfort zones. From his early work as a conceptual artist and 

collage maker, he moved on to abstract painting and has done commis-
sions and large scale murals for international brands and institutions. More 
recently, Sviatchenko has created the fashion-forward photography project 
Close Up and Private. With a portfolio and methodology in perpetual evolu-
tion, his influences include modernism, surrealism, and rock music.

Sviatchenko’s collages and paintings have been exhibited around the world 
and featured in celebrated magazines such as Dazed & Confused, Kilimanjaro , 
Varoom, Elephant, This is a magazine, Rojo, Viewpoint, and Blueprint.

In our world of sensory overload, Sergei Sviatchenko stands out as an artist 
with unique vision. This vision encompasses our ever-shifting visual culture 
while maintaining a precise, individual voice that continues to delight, sur-
prise, and inspire. Everything Goes Right & Left If You Want It is the first com-
prehensive collection of Sviatchenko’s collage and painting.

Arguably one of the most influential innovators of modern collage.

The Art of Sergei 
Sviatchenko

Everything Goes Right 
& Left If You Want It

56 57From series Less
2006, collage on paper, 29x21cm and
C-print, various sizes, limited edition

74 75

From series holiday
2007, C-print, various sizes, limited edition

24 25

From series Less
2004, collage on paper, 29x21cm and
C-print, various sizes, limited edition

26 27

From series Less
2004, collage on paper, 29x21cm and
C-print, various sizes, limited edition

34 35

after all those flowers years iii
2006, acrylic on canvas, 160x200 cm 

76 77

From series impossible venice unlikely kassel, 
from original pictures by Walter Bettens  and Siegrid Demyttenaere. 
2007, C-print, various sizes, limited edition

164 165

From series Lineless
2012, C-print, various sizes, limited edition

88 89

Beautiful bridges
2012, acrylic on canvas, 130x150 cm
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Berlin’s mayor once summed up the city as “poor but sexy.” Today, Berlin’s 
creative scene has moved on and is more alive, experimental, and profes-
sional than ever before. The Berlin Design Guide is a practical handbook for 
anyone who wants to get to know this seething metropolis and its creative 
hotspots. 

From the Buchstabenmuseum, an innovative museum devoted to letter-
forms, to the Mauerpark, a stretch of green that follows the former path of 
the Berlin Wall; from Prenzlauer Berg’s popular Bonanza Coffee Heroes to our 

own Gestalten Space; from legendary concert venue SO36 to the iconic ICC—
the book features various tours that reveal the city’s epicenters in architec-
ture, design, art, and fashion. The listings are supplemented by interviews 
and portraits of local creatives from these fields that give personal insight 
into the city’s infectious dynamic.

As a comprehensive address book and insider’s guide to the city’s creative 
scene, The Berlin Design Guide is invaluable for visitors, newcomers, and es-
tablished Berliners alike.

The guidebook to Germany’s capital of creativity.

A Practical Manual to 
Explore Urban Creativity

Style available
€ 16.90 (D) £ 14.99 $ 25

256 11.8 × 16.5 cm

full color, softcover

Viviane Stappmanns, Kristina Leipold

978-3-89955-478-6

The Berlin Design 
Guide
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R. Klanten, F. SchulzeThe New Tattoo

Forever

category
full color, hardcover

€ 39.90 {D} £ 37.50 $ 49.95

Tattoos, which were once an exclusively underground phenomenon, now 
have mass appeal. This evolution from subculture to mainstream has brought 
fresh ideas, tensions, and shifts with it, and traditionalists and innovators 
have staked out very different positions. Over the last few years, new influ-
ences from the realms of art, fashion, traditional tattoo art, and visual cul-
ture have given rise to a dynamic tattoo scene—a new underground. This 
cutting-edge tattoo culture is as innovative, diverse, inspiring, and contro-
versial as the motifs it creates.

One of the most striking facets of this new tattoo scene is its interaction with 
high fashion and art. The internationally successful artist Scott Campbell, to 
name just one high-profile example, began his career as a tattoo artist.

Forever breaks the mold of standard tattoo books and their typical displays 
of flesh. This publication is an in-depth investigation of current develop-
ments in contemporary tattoo culture. It showcases key tattoo innovators 
and a broad range of fresh styles by the likes of Peter Aurisch, Mark Cross, 
Rafel Delalande, Lionel Fahy, Happypets, Sue Jeiven, Jondix, Xed LeHead, 
Lea Nahon, Liam Sparkes, Tomas Tomas, Fuzi UVTPK, Tom Yak, and Yvonne 
Ziegler, among many others. 

In addition to its cutting-edge selection of quality visuals, Forever fea-
tures insightful text portraits by Nicholas Schonberger of Alex Binnie, Yann 
Black, Scott Campbell, Curly, El Monga, Fergadelic, Mike Giant, Thomas 
Hooper, Jon John, Alix Lambert, Guy Le Tatooer, Duke Riley, Robert Ryan, 
Jonas Uggli, Amanda Wachob, and Duncan X. A preface by heavily tattooed 
art historian Matt Lodder puts current developments in tattooing into 
h istorical context.

“(…) a snapshot of the current state of the field, profiling some of the world’s 
most vibrant and skillful tattooers.” (Fast Company)

“Documents a tattoo underground that has emerged in recent years finally 
coming out of the shadows and ready to leave its mark.” (COMPLEX Magazine)

“(…) both a snapshot of evolving trends and a conversation with tattoo artists 
on their relationship with the genre.” (Cool Hunting)

“240 pages of tattoo history.” (Inked)

Tattoos have gone mainstream. Here comes the tattoo underground.

Style

Matt Lodder, 
Nicholas Schonberger

texts
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The Russian Empire of Czar 
Nicholas II Captured in Color 
Photographs by Sergei 
Mikhailovich Prokudin-Gorskii

Nostalgia Sergei M. Prokudin-Gorskii
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€ 58 {D} £ 55 $ 88

full color, linen hardcover, landscape format

When, in 1909, the color photography pioneer Sergei Mikhailovich Prokudin-
Gorskii began his journey to capture all of Russia in color images on behalf 
of the czar, the scope and importance of his undertaking were clear. Since 
1905 he had planned to systematically document the empire with the color 
photography technique he developed in order to give all Russians, partic-
ularly schoolchildren, a deeper connection to their country. He petitioned 
Nicholas II long enough that the czar finally provided him with a specially 
equipped railroad-car darkroom and the necessary travel permits. 

Before he commenced what would become a six-year expedition, Prokudin-
Gorskii—like most of his contemporaries—had no idea what his fellow coun-
trymen from the distant regions of Russia looked like or how they lived. His 
color images were not only meant to document the diverse citizens, ethnici-
ties, settlements, folklore, and landscapes of a vast empire, but to create 
nothing less than a common identity for its populace.

The subjects of Prokudin-Gorskii’s landscape photography range from the 
medieval churches and monasteries of old Russia to the railroads and 
factories  of an emerging industrial power. Although one of his first and most 

famous portraits was of the prominent writer Leo Tolstoy, Prokudin-Gorskii 
also captured an impressive range of Russia’s heterogeneous population: 
from day laborers to owners of large estates, from a simple ferryman to an 
elegant emir, from Jewish families to proud Don Cossacks.

Prokudin-Gorskii’s expert use of color and his skilled eye make his images 
especially vibrant and timeless. A century later, they have not lost any of 
their original beauty and intensity.

Sergei Mikhailovich Prokudin-Gorskii fled Russia in 1918 in the aftermath of 
the October Revolution. After traveling through Norway and England, he set-
tled in Paris, where he died in 1944. The United States Library of Congress 
purchased his work in 1948, but it was only recently laboriously restored. 
Nostalgia showcases these restored masterpieces of early color photogra-
phy that are a milestone in Russia’s cultural history.

“In the age of Instagram, the work of Sergei Mikhailovich Prokudin-Gorskii 
looks utterly contemporary (…) A rare opportunity to see the past not as we 
imagine it but as it was—vibrant, colorful, and alive.” (Print)

The Russia of Czar Nicholas II in laboriously restored historical color photographs.

Photography

by

113 SIBIRIENDie Wetluga-SieDlung am teSma-FluSS nahe SlatouSt, 1910

79 RUSSLANDBauernmädchen, 1909

99 RUSSLANDKirche Unseres heilands Und schUtz der MUttergottes, FriedhoF von WytegorsKi, 1909

207 KAUKASUSVerpackungswerk in Bordschomi, zwiSchen 1905 Und 1915
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R. Klanten, M. Hübner

224 24 × 28 cm

978-3-89955-444-1

Tactile Design and 
Visual Explorations

High Touch 

categories

€ 39.90 {D} £ 37.50 $ 58

full color, hardcover

Today’s visual culture is shaped by a vast wealth of influences from diverse 
styles, cultures, and eras. Handcrafts including crochet, papercraft, and 
the design of costumes and masks are being melded with the techniques of 
more traditional art forms such as installation, sculpture, collage, photogra-
phy, and illustration. 

A new visual language is currently being formed out of the skillful and unu-
sual combination of creative styles, as well as the use of an expanded range 
of materials and techniques. One of the most striking aspects of today’s vis-
ual culture is its handcrafted quality. The recent work of many creatives is 
characterized by craftsmanship and an intensive, even laborious exploration 
of the featured techniques, materials, or styles.

High touch is a term used in design theory to describe an accessible, human 
visuality. The book High Touch is a compilation of current work that is broad-
ening and enriching this definition in a contemporary way. It presents a rich 
selection of innovative, often handmade design created with the full spec-
trum of materials and stylistic devices in existence today—all of which also 
strive to expand this palette of visual possibilities in a meaningful way.

The examples featured in High Touch prove that the scope of application for 
this trailblazing work is enormous. It includes advertising, brand presentations, 
photography, product design, stage design, and scenography, as well as 
related fields that either exist already or that their creators have yet to invent.

The three-dimensional look of today’s visual culture is being shaped by techniques and styles 
from fine art and handicraft. 

Graphic Design, Art
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€ 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68

full color, hardcover

The work and methods of illustrators from around the world reveal the scope of this creative 
discipline.
In recent years, illustration has evolved from a purely service-oriented trade 
to an expressive, poetic, and esteemed voice in contemporary visual culture. 
Today it continues to burgeon as a creative discipline—especially in its more 
artistic forms. Editorial design increasingly uses illustration in place of pho-
tography because it depicts and enriches content in a way that offers an 
expanded dimension of communication.
 
Illustrators Unlimited presents the work of cutting-edge illustration talents 
scouted from around the world. They are working independently from fleet-
ing trends and represent the best of the virtually inexhaustible possibilities 
of styles and techniques that are practiced today.
 

The book is structured according to the featured illustrators. Each one is in-
troduced with a variety of representative examples of his or her work plus a 
text portrait written by design journalist James Gaddy. Whether created by 
established names or fresh talents, the work collected here has been cho-
sen solely for its artistic merit.
 
The lavish images covering page after page and insightful accompany-
ing texts make Illustrators Unlimited a comprehensive overview of contem-
porary illustration. The book is a definitive reference for clients looking to 
commission work, for agencies, and for anyone else who is interested in this 
multifaceted creative medium.
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Illustration
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978-3-89955-446-5

240 24 × 30 cm

R. Klanten, H. HelligeIllustrations for Children’s 
Picture Books

Little Big Books

Children see the world with different eyes. Through illustrated stories in chil-
dren’s books they learn about the world in which they live. The best picture 
books for children not only feature wonderful stories, but also tell them in a 
visually appealing way. Children are very critical readers who simply cast aside 
books they deem boring, overzealous, pedantic, or visually unimaginative. 

Thankfully, a rich selection of contemporary children’s books is currently 
available. They deal with quite sophisticated topics and feature cutting-edge 
images. Despite, or because of, the ubiquity of televisions and computers, 
children’s books have remained popular with kids and parents. These books 
have also not lost their appeal for illustrators and publishing houses—not 
least because a hit children’s book can serve as the lucrative basis for TV 
programs, video games, toys, or other merchandising.

Featuring the work of the best up-and-coming illustrators and creators of 
picture books for children, Little Big Books is a captivating showcase of what 
is state-of-the-art in today’s children’s books. In addition to the compelling 
visuals, the publication offers insightful texts for those who hope to create 
or market visual content for children. These include interviews with experts 
about the educational aspects, make-up, and psychology of children’s pic-
ture books as well as the significance of children’s book awards and practical 
advice on publishing rights and licensing.

Little Big Books is rounded out with an introduction that puts current work 
into the historical context of classic books by the genre’s seminal pioneers.

Today’s best illustrators for children’s picture books create work far beyond teddy bears and 
kitty cats.

€ 39.90 {D} £ 37.50 $ 55

full color, hardcover

Illustration
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R. Klanten, H. Hellige, A. Mollard, A. Sinofzik

Los Logos 6

category

€ 39.90 {D} £ 37.50 $ 49.95

full color, hardcover, landscape format

Gestalten’s best-selling Los Logos series documents and indicates design 
styles and trends in contemporary logo design worldwide. The highly-antic-
ipated latest edition, Los Logos 6, is the definitive handbook and barometer 
of recent work.

The 400-page compendium returns to the familiar landscape format and fea-
tures an unparalleled selection of cutting-edge examples from around the 
globe. The book provides an authoritative overview of current developments 
and advancements in logo design, the essential creative discipline that defines 
the visual identity of brands and companies as well as their philosophies.

Gestalten’s pioneering Los Logos was published in 2000. As its predecessors, 
this sixth edition honors and expands upon the work of this acclaimed series, 
which has often been copied but remains unrivaled. Fully indexed and intui-
tively structured, Los Logos 6 draws connections between the applications 
and the fields for which the featured logos were intended. The book not only 
celebrates the latest innovations in contemporary logo design, but is also a 
precursor to coming styles and trends.

Los Logos 6 is a timeless reference tool for contemporary logo design, as 
well as a provocative source of creativity and inspiration—a must-have for 
any graphic designer.

Los Logos 6 is the authoritative reference on contemporary logo design. 

Graphic Design
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Visualizing 
Sustainability

Cause and Effect
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full color, flexicover

Stephan Bohle, R. Klanten, S. Ehmann

€ 39.90 {D} £ 37.50 $ 55

“The communications industry is the only agency possessing the capacity 
to convey the knowledge necessary for sustainable development to the 
required extent and in the timeframe we have at our disposal.”

—Lester Brown, Worldwatch Institute

Against this background, Cause and Effect is the first book to focus on how 
communication measures can change our behavior and make us more envi-
ronmentally friendly. It reveals a new visual language for sustainability.

Sustainability is not an option, but a necessity. As such, designers and 
those who hire them are increasingly being called upon to deal with this 
pressing topic. Companies, institutions, NGOs, and politicians want to posi-
tion themselves as innovative and environmentally friendly. Whether or not 
brands or products can be considered sustainable will be more and more 
decisive to their success on the market. A wide range of target audiences 
needs to be sensitized to and convinced of the value of a more conscious 
lifestyle. Because the traditional look of environmentalism is out of date and 
no longer so effective, a new kind of design must be found for this topic.

Cause and Effect is a collection of work from around the world that reveals 
a credible and understandable contemporary visual language for commu-
nicating ecology. Its spectrum ranges from campaigns, posters, brochures, 
and digital media to interventions and guerilla marketing. It utilizes graphic 
design, information graphics, and illustrations as well as photography to get 
its message across.

The examples in Cause and Effect inspire us and challenge us. They clearly 
describe far-reaching correlations and complex technical processes. They 
explain and motivate. Together they serve as an unparalleled presentation of 
the most significant, intelligent, and entertaining communication measures 
and proposed solutions for sustainability today.

Co-editor Stephan Bohle is founder and director of futurestrategy, a think 
tank focusing on strategies and marketing for sustainability. In addition, 
Bohle is a member of the advisory board of Germany’s national environmen-
tal foundation, the Deutsche Umweltstiftung, as well as a consultant and 
lecturer on the topics of sustainability management, design, and marketing.

This book reveals the new visual language of sustainability.

Graphic Design
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Jan Middendorp, H. Hellige, R. KlantenScripts, Hand-Lettering 
and Calligraphy 

Hand to Type

category

€ 39.90 {D} £ 35 $ 55

full color, hardcover

Hand to Type is a stunning compilation of handmade and digital scripts that 
showcases the beauty of handwritten letterforms. The book features work 
by some of today’s most successful and original calligraphers and lettering 
artists. In addition to fonts and lettering using the Latin alphabet, it intro-
duces artists who explore Cyrillic, Arabic, and Greek scripts.
 
The book’s rich visual examples are complemented by in-depth interviews 
with outstanding calligraphers and type designers conducted by editor Jan 
Middendorp. Hand to Type also offers a revealing glimpse into processes by 
which handmade letters may be turned into digital files. Prominent guest 
authors introduce the workings of scripts with which many readers may be 
less familiar—from Arabic and Indian writing systems to the amazing scripts 
found in pre-war German schoolbooks and on Amsterdam pub windows.

Hand To Type features interviews with Ken Barber, Timothy Donaldson, Tony 
Di Spigna, Gemma O’Brien, Luca Barcellona, Niels Shoe Meulmann, Brody 
Neuenschwander, Gabriel Martínez Meave, and Reza Abedini.
 
Contributing designers include: Francesca Biasetton, Alison Carmichael, 
Allan Daastrup, Louise Fili, Cláudio Gil, Gray 318, Cyrus Highsmith, Brian 
Jaramillo, Seb Lester, Letman, Gabriel Martínez Meave, Erik Marinovich, 
Marina Marjina, Laura Meseguer, Greg Papagrigoriou, Alejandro Paul, Stephen 
Rapp, Ricardo Rousselot, Paul Shaw, Wissam Shawkat, Dana Tanamachi, 
John Stevens, Underware, and Laura Worthington, among others.

With specialist chapters by: Nadine Chahine, Rick Cusick, Ramiro Espinoza, 
Kimya Gandhi and Dan Reynolds, Patrick Griffin, Florian Hardwig, Shoko 
Mugikura, and Alexei Vanyashin.

The beauty and art of creating handwritten letterforms.

Typography
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Small Businesses
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full color, hardcover

€ 38 {D} £ 35 $ 59

Today, many young people who have studied or trained in creative fields would 
rather work with their hands or have direct contact with their clients than sit 
at a desk in a large design office. These creatives are founding their own small 
companies all over the world—storefronts and other locations with a uniquely 
individual character that often serve simultaneously as an office, workshop, 
warehouse, and local meeting point for like-minded people. Whether florists, 
butchers, or yoga studios, these small businesses need a customized visual 
identity that can adequately capture and represent their particular dynamic. 

Introducing: Visual Identities for Small Businesses is a compilation of intelli-
gent corporate designs for small, creative companies. The book showcases 
innovative work that captures the imagination with which their founders 
pursue and communicate their business concepts. The featured examples 
reflect the full spectrum of today’s most important design trends—from 
minimalism and classic modernism to styles that range from retro and 

letterpress -nostalgic to playful and surreal. All of the included work makes 
clear that intriguing visual concepts do not depend on a large budget. It is a 
testament to the fact that certain limitations can be beneficial to generat-
ing original and effectively executed creative ideas.

The selection of projects in Introducing: Visual Identities for Small Businesses 
is neither limited to a certain branch of business, nor to particular media. 
The diverse examples include a small run of pastel-colored stationery for a 
nursery, the hand-set business cards of a typographer, as well as the shop 
design and chalk-written price list of a small-town pastry shop. What the-
matically unites the work in the book is the fresh attitude and the personal, 
proactive approach of the founders on which it is based.

“Whether you’re a designer yourself or an entrepreneur just starting out, (it) 
provides a wide range of recent brand IDs to get you thinking.” (Core 77)

Innovative graphic identities for small, creative companies.

Graphic Design

title
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€ 39.90 {D} £ 37.50 $ 55

full color, hardcover

Architecture, 
Food & Beverage

Going out to enjoy eating, drinking, and spending time together is practically 
a basic human need. Digital networking and social media have increased our 
demand and appreciation for face-to-face encounters and genuine experi-
ences in the real world. The places where one chooses to eat or drink play 
almost as important a role as the company one keeps while doing so. The 
more unusual or authentic the surroundings, the more exciting or memora-
ble going out becomes. Designers, architects, interior designers, artists, and 
gastronomes from around the world are creating extraordinary possibilities for 
bringing together friends, partners, business associates, or even strangers.

Let’s Go Out! provides a current overview of trailblazing spaces that go well 
beyond the classic models of restaurants, cocktail bars, and clubs.

The projects in Let’s Go Out! clearly demonstrate the essential role that con-
cept and furnishings play in our experience of eating and drinking. These 
inspirational examples appeal to all of our senses and, in the process, they 
hone both our taste buds and our visual awareness.

Groundbreaking architecture and interior design for restaurants, bars, and clubs. 
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free downloads of 150 licence-free icons

€ 29.90 {D} £ 26.99 $ 39.95

Mutabor has developed into one of the most important and creative design 
agencies in Germany. The company has also made a name for itself interna-
tionally with its succinct logos and icons for renowned clients such as the 
German soccer league, the Bundesliga. Over the years Mutabor has success-
fully expanded its core expertise into the comprehensive design of interdis-
ciplinary brand presentations. Its award-winning projects for clients such 
as Audi, Adidas, Deutsche Telekom, and BMW range from printed editorial 
design to the creation of brand showrooms and large-scale presentations 
for automobile trade shows. A key aspect of Mutabor’s work is optimally 
showcasing brands in digital media.

In Lingua Digitalis, Mutabor visually demonstrates how to develop effective 
logos and icons for digital applications such as the iPad, apps, and inter-
face design. The book presents over one thousand pieces of work, some of 

which are published here for the first time. Through these examples, Mutabor 
explains not only its own strategic process, but also how designers can 
unlock even the most complex or abstract logo design assignments across 
various platforms Those who buy the book also get access to 150 license-
free premium icons that they can download for free..

With its combination of printed and digital content, Lingua Digitalis is a prac-
tical reference tool that is specifically made to assist designers in their daily 
work. On the basis of the broad scope of featured examples this internation-
ally recognized design company reveals its proven approaches and methods 
for creating digital logos.

Mutabor is also responsible for Gestalten’s long-time best sellers Lingua 
Grafica and Lingua Universalis.

Mutabor’s practical guide to creating logos for digital platforms.

Graphic Design

subtitle
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Visual Storytelling

Inspiring a New 
Visual Language

R. Klanten, S. Ehmann, F. Schulze

256
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978-3-89955-375-8

title

about the book

A new visual language that is both informative and entertaining is emerging at the nexus of 
information graphics, illustration, and tactile design. 
More and more data is being collected. We can access ever more information 
at any time and from any place. The fundamental challenge now is how to 
extract the most valuable news, the most surprising findings, and the most 
relevant stories from the flood of information that is available to us.

A new generation of designers, illustrators, data journalists, and graphic 
editors is addressing this challenge head-on. They are expanding the cre-
ative scope of existing techniques in visual storytelling—using graphic 
design, infographics, illustration, and photography to convey informa-
tion in the most elegant, entertaining, and informative way. The main idea 
behind visual storytelling is to take familiar image contexts and use them 
in a new way. By penetrating meaning and creating associations, abstract 
correlations can be visualized in a manner that is both easy to under-
stand and aesthetically innovative. Today, visual storytelling is being used 

 intensively in newspapers, magazines, websites, advertising, business 
reports, and museums.

Visual Storytelling is the first book to focus solely on contemporary and 
experimental manifestations of visual forms that can be classified as such. 
The rich selection of cutting-edge examples featured here is put into con-
text with an introduction and text features by magazine expert Andrew 
Losowsky as well as interviews with the New York Times, Francesco Franchi, 
Density Design, Carl Kleiner, Antoine Corbineau, Golden Section Graphics, Les 
Graphiquants, and Peter Grundy.

The inspiring, insightful, interactive, and entertaining work and texts col-
lected in Visual Storytelling reveal how the contextualization of information 
is pushing the envelope of today’s design and aesthetics.

Graphic Design
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full color, hardcover
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R. Klanten, S. Ehmann, S. Borges, L. FeireissPublic Architecture, 
Urbanism and Interventions

Going Public

category

The architecture of the last several decades was shaped by the need for 
individual representation and demarcation. Today, a growing counter-
movement is focusing on the development of public space as a means to 
get people together in order to exchange ideas or share experiences. Going 
Public showcases this creative revival of public space in our urban and rural 
landscapes. The book’s compelling selection of formal and informal inter-
ventions, reclamations, and architecture illustrates the current scope and 
interest in refashioning and repurposing our built environment for public use. 
The objectives of the featured examples are as diverse as the projects them-
selves and range from inspiring communication and community experience 
to devising new means of gathering in and connecting to nature.

As the industrial age has evolved into the information age, our cities have 
developed new potential. In the past, churches and marketplaces were 
the focus of our social lives. Today, however, different types of community 

 centers are being established. In addition to presenting the transformation 
of existing public squares, parks, and waterfronts that address this shift, 
Going Public includes original projects such as community gardens, outdoor 
movie theaters, temporary installations, and other cultural venues. It also 
features innovative solutions for ubiquitous features of urban life such as 
benches and pavilions.

In addition, Going Public presents work that leads us out of our cities and 
into the countryside. Contemporary versions of observation towers, viewing 
platforms, and self-guided trails use public space differently than their more 
traditional counterparts.

Ranging from bold to subtle and from temporary to permanent, the architec-
ture and urban design featured in Going Public offers inspiring and surprising 
interpretations of our public surroundings and natural landscapes.

The creative revival of public space.

€ 49.90 {D} £ 45 $ 69.95

full color, hardcover

Architecture
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Applying Radical 
Architecture

The Sky’s the Limit

full color, hardcover

€ 49.90 {D} £ 45 $ 78

In contemporary architecture, nothing appears impossible anymore. Today, 
every form, space, and idea—no matter how visionary, radical, or confound-
ing—proves not only conceivable, but also technically feasible. Advances in 
innovative materials and digital construction tools empower a new genera-
tion of architects, engineers, and designers to build structures that would 
have previously remained mere dreams. This emergence of a new vernacu-
lar of radically sculpted buildings, rooms, and installations melds rigorous 
usability with a playful and cutting-edge aesthetic, facilitating highly func-
tional yet undeniably exhilarating spaces.

The Sky’s the Limit serves as a compelling and international exploration of 
these seemingly impossible, yet surprisingly practical structures and spaces 
by both young and established talents. Within the book, spectacularly formed 

permanent buildings mingle alongside expressive interiors and exteriors for 
both temporary projects and urban interventions.

The Sky’s the Limit challenges architects, engineers, interior designers, art-
ists, booth builders, material experts, and exhibition planners to discover 
and develop innovative design and construction techniques. The projects 
featured here have all been built and are actively in use, transporting us to 
the outer limits of our spatial imagination.

“(…) an intriguing picture of a revolution in architecture.” (Vogue Living Australia)

“Architecture with an edge.” (Wall Street Journal)

New possibilities for seemingly impossible buildings and spaces.

Architecture
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R. Klanten, S. Ehmann, A. SinofzikCutting-Edge Collaborations 
between Designers, Artists 
and Brands

Taken By Surprise

categories € 49.90 {D} £ 45 $ 78

full color, hardcover
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Anyone currently working in brand communication is facing fundamental yet 
compelling challenges. In an age in which we are flooded with information, 
consumers are becoming more critical and discerning. They are deploying 
ever finer filters so that only the most relevant pieces of information ever 
reach them. Because of this development, traditional brand and advertising 
messages are far less likely to be seen. 

Taken By Surprise is a collection of communication measures that are 
sophisticated and relevant enough to overcome these hurdles. They 
include limited special edition products and signature collaborations 
between brands, artists, and designers such as those between Julian 
Schnabel and Maybach, Issey Miyake and Dyson, Sagmeister and Levi’s, 
Olafur Eliasson and BMW, Jonathan Meese and Staehlemuehle, Terry 
Richardson and Colette, as well as other innovative work by the likes of 
Damien Hirst, the Red Hot Chili Peppers’ bassist Flea, David Lynch, Geoff 
McFetridge, and Pharrell Williams.
 

The book also showcases select promotional gifts that have become col-
lector’s items, arresting trade fair stands, guerilla campaigns, and exclusive 
events. Portraits of trailblazers such as Maison Martin Margiela, Bompas & 
Parr, Fiona Leahy, Krink, and Trigger Happy Productions provide insight into 
the process and strategy involved in their creation and implementation.

Taken By Surprise offers advertising agencies, designers, and marketing 
departments inspiration for the development of more original, more cre-
ative, and more attractive brand communication than ever before. 

“For brands, gaining the attention of consumers in the digital age takes creative 
finesse … (this book) shows how companies have managed to do so.” (Surface)

“Along with a huge selection of marketing examples, the book provides in-
depth portraits of trailblazers (…) A useful compendium of the best and most 
innovative case studies (…) that have come out of the last few years.” (Protein)

In our digital age, the most clever brand communication is self-promulgating.

Style, Architecture
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Once in a Lifetime

Travel and Leisure 
Redefined
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€ 39.90 {D} £ 37.50 $ 60

full color, hardcover

Style, Architecture

Once in a Lifetime presents tantalizing new possibilities for exploring and 
relaxing that redefine the idea of luxury travel.

The world has become smaller. Today, travel is simple, affordable, and no 
longer a true luxury. But there are still extraordinary places to discover and 
experiences to be had. The promise of special moments makes one want to 
take a journey—whether the budget is large or small.

Once in a Lifetime is about a new way of traveling to destinations and staying 
there. The book explores the true luxury of taking time for exceptional loca-
tions as well as unparalleled experiences and opportunities. Whether far away 
or close to home, it introduces places that allow us to discover the world and 
ourselves anew.

The examples featured in Once in a Lifetime are located throughout the world: 
from enchanting tree house hotels and glamping sites to incredible eco-
friendly and wellness resorts; from farms on which guests help with the work 
and simple hotels in spectacular scenery to glamorous houses, trains, and 
boats. These destinations are not about superficial pomp; rather, they rep-
resent a conscious choice for quality ways of slowing down our hectic lives.

Renowned travel journalist Marie Le Fort is co-editor of Once in a Lifetime 
and author of the texts featured in the book. She is a regular contributor to 
publications such as Wallpaper*, Numéro, and the Louis Vuitton City Guides 
on topics related to travel and design.

Today, to travel in luxury is to have time for exceptional places and unparalleled experiences.
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S. Ehmann, S. Borges, R. KlantenNew Architecture for 
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Learn for Life
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full color, hardcover
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How well we learn is directly linked to where we learn. Because the digital 
age has changed the way we gather knowledge dramatically, places where 
we learn now look and feel very differently than they did just a decade ear-
lier. Today, the spaces in which our lifelong path of learning takes place 
have evolved to accommodate our expanding educational needs. These new 
spaces promote learning by providing inspiration and helpful tools as well as 
facilitating opportunities for productive cooperation and collaboration.

A diverse collection of inspiring architecture, Learn for Life showcases spaces 
that support progressive and collaborative models for acquiring knowledge. 
In addition to new interpretations of traditional places for learning, including 
kindergartens, schools, universities, libraries, and educational centers, the 
book also features commercial buildings whose architectural innovations 
redefine our understanding of what it means to develop professionally in 

offices, corporate headquarters, conference rooms, convention  centers, and 
laboratories. Also included are more experimental projects including flexible, 
informal, and temporary installations and exhibitions that offer further per-
spectives on the rapidly evolving topic of how and where to best learn in the 
new millennium.

The examples presented in Learn for Life also demonstrate how color, light, 
organization of space, and the inclusion of playful as well as surprising ele-
ments can be used to support learning.

In short, the work presented in this book makes clear that the creative use of 
architecture and interior design not only provides a new physical framework 
for acquiring knowledge, but also revitalizes and advances the process of 
learning as a whole.

New spaces for new learning—not just in kindergartens, schools, and universities.

Architecture
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R. Klanten, S. EhmannCreative Jewelry Design

A Girl’s Best Friends

categories

€ 29.90 {D} £ 27.50 $ 48

full color, hardcover

Today, jewelry—whether glamorous, gothic, or minimalist—is en vogue. 
Jewelry goes back centuries and has been on the forefront of design many 
times throughout history. Now, thanks to a burst of innovative concepts, 
materials, and designers, a new age of contemporary jewelry has begun. A 
Girl’s Best Friends is an eclectic collection of work from around the world 
that documents this current development.

Today, jewelry exists in a wide spectrum of forms from traditional to modern, 
from geometric to organic. It is inspired by elements of folklore and the com-
position of collage. The materials used include gold, silver, and gemstones as 
well as plastics, porcelain, leather, wood, feathers, and hair. These are being 
used to create not only necklaces, rings, bracelets, earrings, and brooches, 
but also more experimental forms of decoration that expand the human body.

A Girl’s Best Friends features work by outstanding jewelry designers includ-
ing Ted Noten, Saskia Diez, byAMT, and Kelsey Quan; fashion labels such as 
Bless; creatives working with cutting-edge technologies such as Nervous 
System; and a range of innovative designers from other disciplines.

In short, A Girl’s Best Friends is the most comprehensive showcase of the 
innovative jewelry being created today.

Creative jewelry design beyond luxury and pomp.

Product Design, Style
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TwoPoints.NetVisual Rebellion 
in Design 

Pretty Ugly
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Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. The painting The Young Ladies of 
Avignon by Picasso was initially scorned as ugly but is now considered to 
be seminal to the development of modern art. Stravinsky’s ballet music The 
Rite of Spring caused a scandal when it premiered, but the composition now 
ranks among the most important musical works of the twentieth century.

While art was allowed to be ugly, design had to function. Although for hun-
dreds of years new artistic styles have been established through aesthetic 
upheaval, new trends in graphic design and visual communication were, 
until recently, variations on what was generally considered to be appealing. 
But in the last few years, those working in these creative disciplines started 
to rebel. Dada-esque graphics or unreadable typography began to be used 
as a way to claim a unique style advantage and get attention. 

Pretty Ugly is a diverse collection of these recent aesthetic, methodologi-
cal, and conceptual rampages not only in the fields of graphic design and 
visual communication, but also in furniture design, fashion design, jew-
elry design, sculpture, art, and photography. The originators of this work, 
including Antoine & Manuel, Mirko Borsche, Maarten Baas, Non-Format, Raf 
Vancampenhoudt, and Vier5 consciously use jarring forms, colors, and per-
spectives in blazing new creative trails.

The variety of examples in Pretty Ugly as well as insightful interviews 
with Bethan Laura Wood, Cox & Grusenmeyer, Drawsword’s Rob van den 
Nieuwenhuizen, and Nacho Carbonell make clear that creative leadership in 
today’s design world is less a matter of skilled craft and more about mas-
tering elements that give one’s work a unique visual identity. The elements 
shown here may still be considered by some to be ugly, but they are already 
influencing the vanguard of tomorrow’s design. 

Pretty Ugly is edited by TwoPoints.Net.

“Pretty Ugly confirms that a tendency that would once have caused dismayed 
design industry leaders to throw around epithets like ‘garbage’ is now well 
entrenched.” (Print) 

“(…) great energy and verve, blowing away the cobwebs of the watered-
down (…) style that has dominated our ideas of ‘good design’ for so long.” 
(Creative Review)

“Filled with dada-esque collage, absurdist costumes and unreadable typog-
raphy, (it) pays homage to the abandonment of timeless beauty and the swift 
change in direction of visual communication.” (Huffington Post)

Aesthetic rampages by the trailblazers of tomorrow’s design.

Style, Graphic Design
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R. Klanten, H. HelligeRational Graphic Design 
& Illustration 

Echoes of the 
Future
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full color, softcover

Today’s young graphic designers and illustrators are increasingly taking their 
visual cues from classic modernism, letterpress printing, and other design 
styles of the past and using them in their current work. They are not copy-
ing these styles but rather synthesizing them to create a new aesthetic that 
emanates quality, timelessness, and sustainability. It is only when con-
fronted with genuine examples from the past that one realizes how clearly 
different the contemporary work is.

Echoes of the Future presents the further evolution of this style trend. The 
book features recent graphic design and illustration that is deliberately cre-
ated with a limited palette of forms and colors, which makes the work seem 

older than it is. This aspiration to visual longevity contrasts sharply with the 
rapidly shifting styles of previous years that seemed out-of-date almost 
immediately. Especially in these times of economic uncertainty, more and 
more brands, products, and businesses are using designs that promote the 
impression of stability.

Echoes of the Future is a stunning compilation of outstanding work inspired 
by a collective visual memory that is as contemporary as it is timeless.

Collective visual memory synthesized in today’s graphic design and illustration.

Graphic Design, 
Illustration
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€ 29.90 {D} £ 27.50 $ 45

full color, hardcover

Working under the pseudonym Letman, the Dutchman Job Wouters is inter-
nationally known for his trailblazing synthesis of illustration and lettering. 
Letman creates not only masterful decorative letters and typefaces, but 
also pioneers work that is a hybrid of graphic design, screen printing, graffiti, 
illustration, and painting.

Letman’s handmade lettering is clearly influenced by eastern charac-
ter symbols. His typographic compositions have been featured in work for 
clients including Audi, Heineken, Tommy Hilfiger, Eastpak, and Universal. 
Wouters’s editorial work can be seen in publications such as the New York 
Times Magazine, Playboy, Creative Review, and It’s Nice That.

Letman lives in Amsterdam and has won the coveted Dutch Design Award. 
This book is the first monograph of his work.

“(…) a one-man mission to sustain the (…) medium of hand lettering, churn-
ing out meticulously executed forms that pay tribute to the versatility and 
beauty of good penmanship.” (Fast Company)

Letman’s typographic compositions are blazing new trails at the nexus of illustration and lettering.

Graphic Design, 
Illustration
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Olaf Hajek is currently one of the world’s most successful and well-known 
illustrative artists. His work can be seen in newspapers including the 
Washington Post and the New York Times, in magazines such as Rolling 
Stone and Time, in advertisements for international brands, and on stamps 
for Great Britain’s Royal Mail. Despite the diversity of his clientele, Hajek 
makes no aesthetic compromises. His characteristic style is what makes his 
work appealing to a broad audience and range of clients. Now his personal 
work is garnering increasing attention on the international art market.

Hajek’s colorful illustrations and textured paintings are infused with a folk-
loristic naivety and freshness. Masterfully melding influences from West 
African and Latin American art, he creates surreal juxtapositions of fairy tale 
fantasies and disordered realities. His “magical realism” enriches the per-
spective of anyone viewing his work.

Black Antoinette is a collection of Olaf Hajek’s most recent work that was 
created over the last three years. The book consists of pieces done for gal-
leries alongside a striking selection of editorial contracts and commercial 
portraits, all of which showcase a remarkable style that has become more 
free and painterly during this time.

In his preface, Dr. Philipp Demandt, the head of Berlin’s Old National Gallery, 
positions Olaf Hajek at the nexus of the seemingly opposing realms of art 
and contract work.

“(…) a stunning volume of pleasing and disturbing images, colorful yet dark, 
happy yet morose.” (Print)

categories

full color, hardcover

€ 39.90 {D} £ 37.50 $ 60

pages size

priceIllustration, Art

Recent work by one of the most internationally sought-after illustrative artists.

by

24.5 × 33 cm
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€ 29.90 {D} £ 27.50 $ 45

full color, hardcover

Richard Seabrooke

Oliver Jeffers is a world famous creator of picture books for children. 
International bestsellers such as How to Catch a Star, Lost and Found, The 
Incredible Book Eating Boy, and Stuck are not only beloved by children and 
parents alike, but are also highly acclaimed by critics and have won numer-
ous respected awards.

In Neither Here Nor There, Oliver Jeffers reveals the full range of his work. 
This captivating collection of his painting, collage, installation, and collabo-
rative work tells deeply incisive stories and poses provocative philosophi-
cal questions through the masterful use of space in composition. It not only 

 features artwork largely unknown by a broader audience, but also includes 
new work published for the first time.

Oliver Jeffers was born in Australia in 1977, grew up in Northern Ireland, 
and currently lives in New York. His illustrations can be found regularly in 
publications such as the Guardian, Newsweek, the Irish Times, and Wired 
or in work for clients including Sony PSP, Starbucks, and United Airlines. 
From figurative painting and installation to illustration and picture-book 
making, his work has been exhibited in New York, Dublin, London, Sydney, 
Washington, DC, and Belfast.

The world famous children’s book illustrator reveals the range of his artistic skill.

Illustration, Art
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bytitle

about the book
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24 × 30 cm224

Stephan Doitschinoff
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CRAS is a collection of recent work by Stephan Doitschinoff. The artist is 
widely considered to be one of the leading talents on the Brazilian art scene 
and his work is shown in museums and galleries worldwide. Doitschinoff’s 
art is based on a deeply symbolic code language and iconoclastic religious 
and folkloric elements. He offers acid critiques of our modern society that 
provide glimpses into another political and philosophical dimension. His 
paintings and other work go beyond superficial religious references to illus-
trate narratives of denunciation, renunciation, and affirmation.

CRAS showcases paintings, sculptures, installations, and public perfor-
mances that Stephan Doitschinoff created over the last four years. The book 
includes impressive close-ups that capture the detail and complexity of his 
work. CRAS is designed by Pedro Inoue, who was also responsible for the look 
of Doitschinoff’s first monograph, Calma. Together, Inoue and Doitschinoff 
developed a series of illuminated texts specifically for CRAS that illustrate 
the artist’s philosophy and symbology.

Powerfully spiritual work that melds the imagery of Brazilian folklore and pagan and alchemistic  
symbolism with contemporary pop culture.

€ 44 {D} £ 40 $ 68

full color, linen hardcover
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Atelierul de Grafica

208 24 × 28 cm

978-3-89955-394-9

Eastern European Design 
Created without Computers

Iron Curtain 
Graphics

editors

full color, softcover

€ 29.90 {D} £ 26.99 $ 45

A common assumption is that everything was gray behind the Iron Curtain, 
but nothing could be farther from the truth. Socialist graphic design from 
the 1950s to the 1970s is startlingly innovative and colorful—and a unique 
inspiration for current work that is being influenced by classical modernist 
style trends.

Iron Curtain Graphics presents a selection of graphic design, illustration, and 
typography from the former Eastern Bloc. There, designers were bound by 
strict rules established by the state regarding the overall visual language 
they could use. Despite (or exactly because of) this fact, the work collected 

in this book is a testament to the creative and experimental nature of the 
applied art they created under these circumstances.

The chapters Propaganda, Safety at Work, Culture & Entertainment, and 
Education & Science feature posters and signs as well as book and maga-
zine covers that have not lost any of their visual power or impact today—
despite the demise of the regimes for which they were created. 

Iron Curtain Graphics is edited by Carla Duschka and Ciprian Isac of Atelierul 
de Grafica from Romania.

Graphic design and illustration from the Communist era.

Graphic Design
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Cutting Edges

Contemporary Collage James Gallagher, R. Klanten, H. Hellige

224

isbn

24 × 30 cm

978-3-89955-338-3

title

about the book

The renaissance of collage in art, illustration, and design.
Collage has an outstanding tradition in the modern visual arts. Influenced 
by surrealism and Dada as well as constructivism, the technique was firmly 
established as an art form in the 1920s and 1930s through the work of artists 
such as John Heartfield, El Lissitzky, and Hannah Höch. Today, a new genera-
tion of young artists and illustrators is rediscovering collage.
 
Cutting Edges is a collection of current artistic work that unites unrelated 
elements to create something new. Although the artists also use the com-
puter for the purpose of montage, most of the featured collages are made 
by hand and often include found objects. It is not only the addition of visual 

Graphic Design, Art
categories

subtitle editors

features

pages size

price

€ 39.90 (D) £ 37.50 $ 60

full color, hardcover

elements that is important to the work, but also their deliberate omission, 
deletion, and destruction.
 
While the combination of very different materials is charmingly reminiscent 
of the past, the innovative work in Cutting Edges proves that a new era of 
collage has begun.
 
Texts by curator Dr. Silke Krohn shed light on this current rediscovery of col-
lage in the context of art history.
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978-3-89955-415-1

208 24 × 28 cm

Tim Finke, Sebastian Manger, Stefan Fichtel

Informotion

Animated Infographics

category

€ 49.90 {D} £ 45 $ 78

full color, hardcover, 
incl. free video downloads

At the nexus of design and journalism, the field of information graphics offers 
some of the most exciting and dynamic work for creatives. Today, even more 
so than static versions, animated information graphics are serving to com-
municate complex correlations succinctly. The production of such anima-
tions on the basis of up-to-the-minute data is already common practice in 
select TV programs. Now, these moving formats are finding wider applica-
tions in television and on the internet, as well as on an increasing number of 
mobile devices and in public places. They can be seen in editorial contexts 
and in the areas of advertising and corporate communication.

Thanks to current advances in hardware and software, the sky is the limit for 
the forms of animated infographics that can be created. But a wide range of 
technical possibilities does not always mean high quality in terms of con-
tent and presentation. Especially when conveying crucial or sensitive infor-
mation, effective communication hinges upon the details of the execution. 
Consequently, those who work or want to work successfully with animated 
information graphics must be well-versed in all available tools and formats.

Informotion is the first book to document the fundamentals needed to create 
compelling animated infographics and to explain them with numerous exam-
ples. It focuses on key aspects of visualizing data, current forms of informa-
tion graphics, and future possibilities for moving images. The publication also 
outlines factors that improve the viewer’s ability to absorb information.

Each copy of the book contains a unique log-in code for accessing a wide 
selection of animated information graphics as well as their making-of vid-
eos online. The interplay between the detailed descriptions in the print edi-
tion and the diverse motion material makes Informotion an essential refer-
ence for students and newcomers, as well as a trusty guide for design and 
media professionals.

The book is edited by Tim Finke and Sebastian Manger with Stefan Fichtel. 
Fichtel, who also wrote the preface, currently runs ixtract, his own studio 
with clients including Porsche, Siemens, WWF, Handelsblatt, Bayer, and 
National Geographic.

The first reference book on the fundamentals of animated information graphics.

Graphic Design
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R. Klanten, B. Meyer

Papercraft 2

Design and Art with Paper

isbn

978-3-89955-333-8

256 24 × 30 cm

editors
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price

€ 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68

full color, hardcover, incl. DVD

Outstanding creative work with paper.
Paper is arguably the most influential material in human civilization. In our 
digital age, paper has become less important as a medium for the immediate 
transmission of information. As this shift occurred, designers and artists in-
creasingly discovered the creative possibilities of paper’s endurance. Today, 
designing with paper continues to be a trend.
 
In the last several years, a broad range of creative disciplines including sce-
nography, fashion design, and advertising have discovered the versatility 
of this basic material. These new areas have contributed fresh ideas and 
perfected existing techniques. The areas of application and forms of ex-
pression for working with paper have now reached an unforeseen breadth 
and level of quality.
 

With an unparalleled collection of new and groundbreaking projects, Papercraft  2 
presents current developments in contemporary design with paper and card-
board. The book documents how techniques such as cutting, folding, gluing, 
and collage help designers craft innovative communication design, products, 
and artwork from these materials that reach new creative heights. Recent ex-
amples include illustration, sculpture, and 3D graphic design as well as com-
plex spatial installations, fashion, and objets d’art. Clearly advancing the hand-
icraft used in earlier pieces, these are setting prevailing trends and inspiring 
the future evolution of work with paper in ever more creative disciplines. 
 
Its more than 250 pages and additional bonus video material on an included 
DVD make Papercraft 2 a comprehensive documentation of the creative po-
tential that can be realized with what was once our primary material for com-
municating information.

subtitle
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Graphic Design, Art
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19 × 23 cm808

Klaus Klemp, Keiko Ueki-PoletThe Design Ethos 
of Dieter Rams

Less and More

isbn

title
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price

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

full color, hardcover, 
bilingual: English / German

The definitive collection of work by Dieter Rams, the man who defined functional design.
In the more than 40 years that he spent working at Braun, Dieter Rams estab-
lished himself as one of the most influential designers of the twentieth cen-
tury. His elegantly clear visual language not only defined product design for 
decades, but also our fundamental understanding of what design is, and 
what it can and should do.

Dieter Rams created ten rules of design more than twenty years ago. 
Sometimes referred to as “the ten commandments,” they are just as rele-
vant today: Good design is innovative. Good design makes a product useful. 
Good design is aesthetic. Good design helps a product to be understood. 
Good design is unobtrusive. Good design is honest. Good design is durable. 
Good design is consistent to the last detail. Good design is environmen-
tally friendly. Good design is as little design as possible.

Less and More elucidates the design philosophy of Dieter Rams. This new 
hardcover edition is the ultimate collection of images of all of Rams’s prod-
ucts as well as his sketches and models—from Braun stereo systems and 

electric shavers to the shelving systems that he created for Vitsœ. In addi-
tion to the rich visual presentation of his designs, the book contains new 
texts by international design experts that explain how the work was created, 
describe its timeless quality, and put it into current context. In this way, the 
work of Dieter Rams is given a contemporary reevaluation that is especially 
useful in light of the rediscovery of functionalism and rationalism in today’s 
design. Less and More shows us the possibilities that design opens for both 
the manufacturer and the consumer as a means of making our lives better 
through attractive, functional solutions that also save resources.

Less and More is edited by Professor Klaus Klemp and Keiko Ueki-Polet. One 
of the world’s leading experts in the field of product design, Klemp has been 
acquainted with Dieter Rams for many years and is an authority on his work. 
Ueki-Polet is one of Japan’s most renowned design curators. She is well 
acquainted with design developments in both Asia and the Western world 
and works at the Suntory Museum in Osaka.

category

Product Design
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The Modernist

R. Klanten, H. Hellige

192

isbn

24 × 28 cm

978-3-89955-344-4

title

about the book

The discovery of classical modernism in current graphic design.
After going through an eclectic, baroque, and iconic phase, today’s design 
is again taking its visual cues from functionalism and pragmatism. Young 
graphic designers and illustrators are working in a way that is influenced by 
the principles of classic modernism. They avoid excess or exaggeration to 
create enduring work of the highest quality.
 
The Modernist is a collection of work in graphic design and illustration that 
is created with minimal intrusions. The deliberately limited palette of colors, 
tools, and geometric forms that it uses makes the work seem both contem-
porary and timeless.
 
The book makes clear that today’s work does not simply copy the clas-
sic design of the 1960s and 1970s. Rather, it seamlessly includes the best 

aspects of the 1990s such as vector graphics and construction. Although 
computers do not dominate this design, they are clearly used as tools to 
play with elements that did not yet exist in the past, and to merge the com-
ponents and styles at hand in the best possible way.
 
The Modernist documents the current trend of a reduced, matter-of-fact, and 
practical design approach. It presents examples of unobtrusive but effective 
design solutions that appear to have been created in a past era. Instead, the 
book shows that it is only our idealistic conception of modernism  that gives 
earlier work attributes that it never actually had.

Graphic Design, 
Illustration

categories editors

features

pages size

price

€ 35 (D) £ 32.50 $ 55

full color, softcover
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R. Klanten, M. Mischler, S. Bilz

Silja Bilz

isbn

384

26 27

Lines can also be bent and curved (fig. 50). They can be used 
in a variety of ways. They can connect (fig. 51), determine 
the outlines of forms by the way they run (free lines), struc-
ture areas, condense into structures or hatching (fig. 52), 
support and emphasize, or point something out such as a 
direction. An arrow can also make various statements: point 
straight ahead, towards top right or bottom right. A “turning 
arrow” is curved and points back in the starting direction 
(u-turn). 
 A stroke is usually a short, irregular line, essentially the 
artistic, individual treatment brought about by the way a 
paintbrush is handled.
 A spiral is an open line – connected from outside to 
inside or inside to outside, with a tendency towards strong 
movement.
 Note: The eye perceives a line of type, or other line, 
placed in the mathematical centre of an area as being too 
low (fig. 53). Hence a distinction is made between the optical 
and the mathematical centre. The optical centre is the visu-
ally satisfying proportion in design. Bars placed horizontally 
always look somewhat heavier than vertical ones, as the bars 
in figures 54 and 55 show. The two bars are equal in length 
and width (*  ch. Typography, p. 86, diagonal and bold up-
strokes). 
 An area is a closed, two-dimensional figure. It is en-
closed by a homogeneous surface that is usually presented 
in two dimensions, and formally limited by one or several 
linear segments. Geometrically, an area is usually defined by 
a sequence of pairs of co-ordinates. Simple design devices 
can create various effects on an area.
 A circle has no starting and no endpoint, and is there-
fore a symbol of infinity. It is a two-dimensional figure. 
Geometrically speaking, a circle is a line whose points are 
equidistant from the centre. Closing this curved line creates 
a circle. With the exception of the straight line, the circle  
is the only flat curve with a constant curvature. It conveys 
less tension than a rectangle or triangle, as it is not pulling 
in any particular direction. A circle seems harmonious,  
complete in itself and infinite (fig. 56).

Albert Kapr and Walter Schiller write: “The circle is the sign 
of balance and repose, the eye is drawn by the centre, which 
is not identified and yet known.”11 
 In the late 4th century BC, Babylonian astronomers and 
mathematicians used a little circle as zero to identify units 
missing in certain ordering systems. Later it was written 
simply as a large dot.
 Geometrically speaking, the ellipse is a particular, closed 
curve of oval shape. It seems more dynamic than the circle, 
for example. Upright it seems to be striving upwards, but 
also unstable (fig. 57); placed horizontally it seems more in 
repose (fig. 58).
 In geometry the square is a regular, two-dimensional 
rectangle: all four sides are the same length and all four (inte-
rior) angles are equal (90 degrees). If the square is standing 
on one of its sides it seems stable, functional, static and calm 
(fig. 59). But if the square stands on one of its points, its effect 
changes (fig. 60).
 Geometrically speaking, the rectangle is a four-sided fig-
ure whose interior angles are all right angles. The opposite 
sides are parallel and the same length. It can be placed verti-
cally or horizontally. Almost all paper formats are rectangu-
lar. The lengths of a rectangle’s sides must differ clearly if it 
is not to be confused with a square. It looks more active than 
the square. Set horizontally, it seems stable, secure, support-
ing, heavy, inert and wide (fig. 61). Set vertically, it seems to 
strive upwards; it is active, light and narrow (fig. 62).
 The triangle (fig. 63) has a strong directional component. 
“A triangle with its acute angles seems dynamic, and the eye 
will be caught by the most acute angle and then seek further 
in this direction,” say Kapr and Schiller.12 Mathematically 
speaking, the triangle is a two-dimensional geometrical 
figure limited by the straight lines connecting three points 
(A, B, C).

11 Kapr, Albert, Schiller, Walter: Gestalt und Funktion der Typographie (1977). No English version available.
12 Kapr, Albert, Schiller, Walter: Gestalt und Funktion der Typographie (1977). No English version available.
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Overprinting is the opposite of cut-out. The only colour that 
should be set to “overprint” is black. If overprinting is used, 
the colours underneath are not eliminated, but printed over. 

Tip: Perfect, stitched or stapled binding have different bleed 
requirements. For perfect binding, it is extremely important 
that each page is treated individually – the pages are trimmed 
at all four edges. The inner edge is milled (*  p. 201, block glu-
ing) and glued. Consequently, pictures that go into the gutter 
are also bled there so that flashes can be avoided.

Adding control devices

Feeding marks are printed marks on the edge of the sheet. 
They show on which page the printed sheet it to be placed 
so that it can be folded and trimmed correctly for its position.
 Register marks – also called register crosses 
(fig. 34) – make it possible to check the register accuracy 
of the individual colours when they are printed together. 
Register marks are positioned in exactly the same place in 
every single colour separation (CMYK or spot colours). If the 
printing is accurate, the marks in the printed work will be 
precisely on top of each other.
 Trimming marks (fig. 35) indicate how the sheet should 
be cut to the right format. 
 The printing position should always be marked. This is 
essential for all products that have to be further processed  
untrimmed or with separation cuts, and for which the type 
area (*  p. 187, keeping to register) of the printed product has 
to fit on top of another one. The printing position is estab-
lished with a set of marks that provide precise orientation for 
placing the sheets with complete register accuracy in sheet 
printing (*  p. 178, fig. 37). 
 Sheet signatures (fig. 36) are also essential when work-
ing on book blocks for establishing the right sequence of 
sheet parts and staple positions.

Artwork and control

Artwork is the preparation of the layout (*  ch. Design, p. 41) 
to produce a definitive ready-to-print copy. The artwork  
involves examining the material produced so far and opti-
mising it where necessary. This step is closely linked with 
the subsequent processes and also takes account of features 
like the type of printing, the binding, and other finishing 
processes for the final product. Good artwork can be pro-
duced only in dialogue with the printer and/or the book-
binder. As a rule, the final artwork product is a file, e.g. an 
InDesign file or a PDF file (*  p. 179). It is compiled at the 
end of the graphic design process. 
 The artwork files format the final version of all the  
elements to be printed (e.g. type, colour areas, images). It 
also sets various technical printing parameters such as col-
our mode and trapping. 

Trapping

Flashes are unprinted white areas between adjacent areas of 
colour in printed products where the paper is visible (fig. 30). 
This phenomenon occurs because the press is incorrectly 
adjusted or the shape of the paper has changed during print-
ing. The risk of flash formation can be reduced by overprint-
ing areas or slightly overlapping them. This process is 
known as trapping.
 Trapping should always be used when two different col-
ours (other than white) are directly adjacent to each other. 
Overlapping is achieved by slightly enlarging lines or areas 
in relation to the colour areas next to them (fig. 31). The 
lighter colour is usually overlapped. 
 Parts of an object that are hidden under other objects 
can be eliminated. This prevents one colour mixing with 
another when this is not required. For example, if an area of 
yellow is printed over an area of cyan, the two colours will 
mix to produce the colour green (fig. 32). If the top area is 
to remain yellow and the background cyan, then the yellow 
area in cyan must be eliminated (fig. 33).
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Production in Commercial Practice

Sequence of work at the printers

 1. The PDF data are checked in terms of basic parameters 
(e.g. format) and technical suitability.

 2. If a proof is provided, the printers will check whether 
this meets contractual proof requirements, e.g. the pres-
ence of a control wedge (*  pp. 181, 182) and control 
strip.

 3. The PDF data are converted for the printing process in 
the RIP (*  p. 183).

 4. The processed data are imposed electronically (film 
presentation is now rare), and the digital sheet data 
produced are later used to create plates. 

 5. Plots are made from the outputted print sheets, usually 
in the original format, imitating the subsequent printed 
sheet.

 6. The plots are assembled and folded in the same manner 
as the printed sheets will be later. The printers can 
check again whether the output scheme is correct.

 7. The plots are presented to the client for final inspec-
tion and approval for press. As the printouts are made 
from the files that have already been processed in the 
RIP, trapped objects and type are already in the form in 
which they should appear later in the printed product. 
Only the reproduction of colour and images should be 
viewed with reservations: it is not colour-binding for 
printing, and the picture data are often printed at a low 
resolution to save time.

 8. The client approves the material for press on the basis 
of the plots, or corrections are made by the client or 
authors.

 9. The plates are made after the plot has been approved.
 Note: Every correction that is made after this will con-

siderably increase costs, as new plates have to be made 
after every correction.

Paperback binding

The term paperback is used for a binding process in which 
the cover is glued, stapled or stitched directly to the back of 
the block with one or more sets of pages. Usually, the cover 
takes the same format as the book block and is made of card 
or of the same material as the pages.
 A distinction is made between various kinds of paper-
back binding, e.g. Swiss (fig. 74), English (fig. 75), French 
(fig. 76) or stiff (fig. 77). 
 Bound books with their book block fastened to the cover 
with gauze and endpapers are called hardback or hard-
cover books. A book cover (fig. 81) is made up of a front 
cover, a back insert and a back cover made of cardboard 
(*  pp. 162, 163) onto which a covering material such as fab-
ric, paper, leather, artificial leather or plastic is applied and 
glued. The cover and the book block are fastened together 
by the endpapers. 
 The book block can also be finished with a decorative 
band (fig. 78) and also have a ribbon bookmark (fig. 79).  
A coloured edge (fig. 80) is another possible fine finish.

Tip: An early decision should be taken about whether the book 
block is to have a straight or a curved back. Note that the first 
and last pages will always be 5 – 7 mm narrower – according to 
how far the bookbinder over-glues. This should also be borne 
in mind for the layout of these pages, so that elements that are 
placed centrally will always remain centred.

Selective binding is an individual manufacturing process 
for bound printed products. For example, catalogues can be 
produced in several versions from a selection of different 
components and their content matched to the wishes of dif-
ferent customer groups. Selective binding makes it possible 
to provide individual advertising motifs for various sectional 
editions of magazines (*  ch. Marketing, p. 221).

Prestigious finishing is the general term for all value-adding 
post-press processes. As well as varnishing and laminat-
ing (*  p. 198), finishing also includes dye-cutting (fig. 82), 
punching (fig. 83) and perforating (fig. 84).
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Current SD recording formats are: Digi-Beta, Beta SP (ana-
logue) and DVCPro50. Mini-DV, DV Cam and DVCPro25 
also feature in the so-called amateur and semi-professional 
sphere.

High Definition format 

High Definition (HD) is becoming increasingly accepted in 
Europe. HD has been established for a long time in the USA 
and in particular in Japan, where legislation has also con-
siderably speeded up the introduction of HDTV. At the time 
of writing, two HDTV formats are available: 720p and 1080i. 
For 720p the resolution is 1280 × 720 pixels, so the full 
frame is always transmitted. All picture lines are thus shown 
at the same time; the “p” after the figure (720p) stands for 
progressive. The HD format increases the resolution by four 
to five times over standard definition (*  p. 119, SD). Unlike 
SD, HD works exclusively with square pixels – just like the 
computer. Here too there are two different standards with 
two different frame rates in each case.
 The 1080i format increases the resolution to 1920 × 1080 
pixels. However, 1080i works in an interlaced mode like 
SDTV hitherto. The word interlaced is used because a picture 
is not shown in full, but two fields are used, one following the 
other, and the format is called 1080i. The following table 
compares the TV formats.

TV formats SDTV SDTV HDTV HDTV

Name PAL NTSC 720p 1080i

Picture structure Interlaced/

progressive

Interlaced/

progressive

Progressive Interlaced

Pixels per line 720 720 1280 1920

Lines 576 480 720 1080

Total pixels 414,720 345,600 921,000 2,073,600

Tests have shown that 720p is seen in just as much detail as 
1080i, in which ultimately only 540 lines are shown per field. 
This does however depend on content. For still pictures the 
higher resolution of the 1080i format is preferred by viewers; 
for moving pictures, 720p usually makes a better effect.

Format Resolution Frame rate Distribution

720p 1280 × 720 25 fps Europe, Australia

720p 1280 × 720 30 fps USA, Japan, Asia

1080i 1920 × 1080 25 fps Europe, Australia

1080i 1920 × 1080 30 fps USA, Japan, Asia

How High Definition is perceived

There is no question that a picture recorded using High 
Definition technology shows more depth of detail and 
brightness – even if it is converted to SD for a standard DVD 
or for conventional broadcasting using PAL or NTSC, for 
example.
 As well as this, the 16:9 picture format (*  fig. 6) used 
for HD, in contrast to the 4:3 side ratio typical of PAL and 
NTSC, gives an impression of the image that corresponds 
better with the human field of vision. 
 But 1080i is not necessarily perceived by viewers as the 
better HD image, even though the resolution is higher than 
for 720p. In fact, the full frame process used for 720p can 
make a more cinematic impression, as film cameras also 
work with full frames. This might suggest that 1080p, the 
highest possible full frame resolution, would be an ideal 
compromise. Far from true: this format would place an enor-
mous strain on broadcasting technology and bandwidth so it 
is not likely to become widely accepted.
 When assessing picture quality, factors such as the 
source material (sport, fiction etc.), the broadcasting mode 
(mp2, mp4/H.264 compression etc.) or also the viewing 
device play a considerable part. This applies particularly 
when this device (television, projector etc.) has to scale the 
signal, which is entirely usual for LCD and plasma screens. If 
the precise resolution of the broadcast signal is not on offer, 
there can be enormous loss of quality. 
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ISO/DIN 

A series in mm B series in mm C series in mm D series in mm E series in mm

4A0 1682 × 2378 

2A0 1189 × 1682 

A0 841 × 1189 B0 1000 × 1414 C0 917 × 1297 D0 771 × 1091 E0 800 × 1120

A1 594 × 841 B1 707 × 1000 C1 648 × 917 D1 545 × 771 E1 560 × 800

A2 420 × 594 B2 500 × 707 C2 458 × 648 D2 385 × 545 E2 400 × 560

A3 297 × 420 B3 353 × 500 C3 324 × 458 D3 272 × 385 E3 280 × 400

A4 210 × 297  B4 250 × 353 C4 229 × 324 D4 192 × 272 E4 200 × 280

A5 148 × 210 B5 176 × 250 C5 162 × 229 D5 136 × 192 E5 140 × 200

A6 105 × 148 B6 125 × 176 C6 114 × 162 D6 96 × 136 E6 100 × 14

A7 74 × 105 B7 88 × 125 C7 81 × 114 D7 68 × 96 E7 70 × 10

A8 52 × 74 B8 62 × 88 C8 57 × 81 D8 E8

A9 37 × 52 B9 44 × 62 C9 40 × 57 D9 E9

A10 26 × 37 B10 31 × 44 C10 28 × 40 D10 E10

The strip formats from the A series, e.g. 1/3 A4 = DIN long 
(DL): 99 × 210 mm, are derived by division.
 US paper formats do not follow a uniform pattern and 
were originally based on the inch (unit: in). The conversion 
values in millimetres (mm) are rounded up or down appro-
priately. The following overview shows the most common US 
and Canadian formats.

Name 

formats

US ANSI 

formats inch mm 

CAN  

formats mm

P6 107 × 140

Invoice 5.5 × 8.5 140 × 216 P5 140 × 215

Executive 7.25 × 10.5 184 × 267 

Legal 8.5 × 14 216 × 356 

Letter (US-

Standard Letter) A 8.5 × 11 216 × 279 P4 215 × 280

Tabloid (Ledger) B 11 × 17 279 × 432 P3 280 × 430

Broadsheet C 17 × 22 432 × 559 P2 430 × 560

D 22 × 34 559 × 864 P1 560 × 860

E 34 × 44 864 × 1118 E 34 × 44 

 
There are also untrimmed or oversize formats. These are 
larger, as they are not trimmed to an A series format until 
after printing, folding and binding. The following overview 
shows the ISO/DIN RA (untrimmed sheets) series.

ISO/DIN RA series in mm

RA-0 860 × 1220  

RA-1 610 × 860  

RA-2 430 × 610  

RA-3 305 × 430  

RA-4 215 × 305 
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Screen angle

In conventional screens, the screen angle indicates the 
screening direction, which is measured from the vertical. 
The human brain finds it easy to perceive angles around 0 
and 90 degrees; diagonal placings of 45 or 135 degrees are 
customary for single-colour reproduction. In multi-colour 
printing, different screen angles are chosen for the vari-
ous colours. This avoids superimposition effects (moiré) 
(*  p. 174, fig. 26). In offset printing, the angles 0, 15, 75 and 
45 degrees are used for the four colours yellow, magenta, 
cyan and black (figs. 28, 29) (*  p. 189, screen frequency and 
screen angle meter).

When using this screening process, the colour forms have 
to be shifted in relation to each other at fixed screen angles 
(*  p. 175) when they are being printed together to avoid 
creating moiré effects (fig. 26).

Tip: Advantages of the conventional screen: it is the most 
widely used, and proves best for reproducing the qualities of 
previously printed material. It is possible to make a wider 
range of colour corrections on the press, as the halftone dot 
admits larger colour fluctuations (greater printed area); grey 
areas look more even – provided that printing takes place on  
a screen with at least 70 lines. Disadvantages: larger colour 
fluctuations can occur. It is harder to control colour evenly in  
a production run; higher dot gain, more ink used; halftone dots 
are visible in the printed form (exception: in the case of very 
high halftone frequencies like for example the 90-line screen); 
moiré effects (especially in skin tones), saw-tooth effects in 
halftones.

Effect screens are special screen forms and structures such 
as grain screens, line screens, circle screens or cross-line 
screens.
 The frequency modulated screen (FM screen) is a 
high resolution effect screen (fig. 27). Frequency modulated 
screening is a process for halftone simulation using halftone 
dots of the same size. The number of dots in a particular 
field determines the colour tone. The FM screen is of very 
high quality, but requires greater care in printing and a differ-
ent working approach for printing plate copying and in the 
printing process. 

Tip: Advantages of the FM screen: extremely detailed printed 
product through the “simulation” of photographic grain; minor 
colour fluctuations; no visible half-tone dots so no undesirable 
moiré effects (interference effects); separated colours look like 
special colours. Disadvantages: the details “expose” poor or 
imprecise image processing; coloured areas can look patchy.

Tip: The FM screen is well suited for producing high quality on 
coated and cast-coated papers. 
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At this time, type increasingly left the realm of the printed 
word. So, for example, the Elemental Typography of the 
1920s experimented with formal clarity of expression and 
geometrically constructed sans-serif forms without flour-
ishes such as Futura (fig. 13) or Gill (fig. 14). 
 In the mid-20th century sans-serif faces enjoyed a revival. 
They became the basis for new “modulated” alphabets that 
deviated from the originally constructed formal principle. 
Adrian Frutiger published his Univers (fig. 15) and Max 
Miedinger cut his Helvetica (fig. 17) on the basis of 
Akzidenz Grotesk (fig. 16). 
 A new era of typography began in the 1970s. The opto-
mechanical typesetting system (photosetting) was intro-
duced, and within a decade, hot metal setting, which had 
been used for 500 years, had all but disappeared. In the late 
20th century the mass media produced a wide variety of 
universal typefaces and approaches to type (*  p. 72, hybrid 
typefaces).
 Technical innovations such as desktop publishing (DTP) 
and the World Wide Web revolutionised the type medium 
and meant that conventions were re-thought, and new paths 
embarked on.
 Type left its traditional vehicles and conquered virtual 
space. Types were no longer just analogue, but now above 
all digital (*  pp. 90 – 95, font technology, and also ch. Digital 
Media, pp. 134, 140). Type culture experienced a radical 
structural change such as had not taken place before, and 
that was to have a more or less lasting influence on our 
reading and seeing habits (*  pp. 60, 61, Perception and 
reading behaviour) in subsequent years. 
 Because it could be reproduced at will and had to an 
extent been dematerialised, it seemed as if everything was 
possible in the medium of type – and everything was tried 
out. Design found a new freedom; typography and script 
were democratised. Hardware and software were available 
everywhere (*  ch. Digital Media, pp. 111 – 113), which ena-
bled pretty well anybody to work with a typeface of their own 
(*  pp. 84 – 89, Typeface Design), to generate it or to modify 
existing material. Typefaces were suddenly popular. 
 

Recourse to history meant new typographical adaptations 
and initiatives; epoch-making type styles were collected like 
objets trouvés and reassessed. Archaic motifs were illus-
trated in a typographically appropriate way, or anticipated.
Typeface, typographical technology (*  pp. 90 – 95) and the 
type market clearly showed inflationary traits, but this also 
triggered new challenges, approaches and technologies  
(e.g. PostScript Type 1; *  pp. 90 – 95, Font Technology). 
Screen- and pixel-adapted type forms (fig. 18) were created 
for reading on screen (*  pp. 93 – 95, Fonts on a display 
screen).
 For economic reasons and because of the aesthetics 
of the day, typefaces for continuous text (*  p. 61) became 
increasingly narrow and their x-heights (*  p. 68, fig. 23) 
greater; their forms also became more open. 

The letter

The letter is the graphic shape of a grapheme or character 
used to represent linguistic sounds. In modern desktop pub-
lishing, letters are also called glyphs. In typography, a glyph 
is a graphic depiction of a type character.
 The letter is the smallest element in forming a word or 
shaping a text; their arrangement is a key factor in determin-
ing the typographic form and legibility of a text. 

Uppercase and lowercase

Capital letters are described as uppercase or more rarely 
majuscules. Small letters are known as lowercase or more 
rarely minuscules (*  pp. 63 – 67, Origins of type). 
 Uppercase characters are based on three basic geo-
metrical shapes: triangle, circle and square (*  ch. Design, 
pp. 26, 27). Here, the forms and directional contrasts are 
fundamental to the appearance of the letters (*  figs. 19 – 21).  
Fig. 22 shows the structural principle for a Renaissance up-
per case “M” according to Albrecht Dürer (1471 – 1528).

Hint: See also Typeface Design, pp. 84 – 89.
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Additive colour mixing: red + green = yellow; green + blue = 
cyan; blue + red = magenta; red + green + blue = white (fig. 2).
 Subtractive colour mixing: cyan + magenta = blue;  
magenta + yellow = red; cyan + yellow = green; cyan +  
magenta + yellow = black (fig. 3).
 The colour impression a viewer gains of an object is  
created by the light component that meets the surface of 
the object and is reflected thereby, while the remainder is 
absorbed on impact. Here, the reflected light determines 
the colour of the object. An object that does not reflect any 
of the component colours of sunlight therefore always looks 
black. Conversely, an object that reflects all the colours is 
seen as white. Non-luminous colours are also called sub-
traction colours because of absorption.
 Light temperature. If the temperature of a glowing 
metal body is gradually raised it radiates different colours  
of light. The light colour temperatures are derived from this: 
warm light: 3500 K (Kelvin)2, daylight: 5500 K, cold light: 
6500 K.

Colour theories

Important figures from the fields of culture, art and science 
such as Isaac Newton and Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, as 
well as Paul Renner, Johannes Itten and Harald Küppers, 
have addressed the phenomenon of colour in detail. Several 
theories and doctrines still retain their validity. Two of the 
most important colour theories are explained below.
 The Swiss painter and art historian Johannes Itten 
(1888 – 1967) worked on the basis of three basic colours, 
the primary colours blue, yellow and red, which produce 
the twelve part chromatic circle (1961) when mixed (fig. 4). 
The three basic colours of the first order are found in the 
middle of the colour circle. Itten largely based his theory on 
the insights gained by the poet and natural historian Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe (1749 – 1832).

2 Boltzmann constant of average kinetic energy, value: 1.380658 × 10 –²³ joules per kelvin  
(Ludwig Boltzmann, physicist, 1844 – 1906)

According to Itten, complementary colours are two colours 
that lie opposite each other in a chromatic circle – in other 
words, which have complementary positions to each other, 
like for example red and green (fig. 5). Mixing two comple-
mentary colours produces grey. According to Goethe and 
Itten, the colour combination of two complementary colours 
is seen as “especially harmonious”.
 The colour expert Harald Küppers, internationally  
acknowledged in the printing industry and the graphic arts 
trade, bases his colour theory on six basic colours: yellow, 
green, cyan-blue, violet-blue, magenta-red and orange-red. 
He arranges the basic colours in a hexagon, rather than a 
circle (fig. 6).
 The elementary colours (violet-blue, green, orange-red) 
and the basic colours according to Harald Küppers are ex-
plained below.
 In Küppers’ theory, primary colours are the starting point 
for any colour process. In subtractive mixing (“SubMi”) 
these are the basic chromatic colours yellow, magenta-red 
and cyan-blue, and their interaction with the background 
colour white. In additive mixing the primary colours are the 
basic chromatic colours orange-red, green and violet-blue, 
and their interaction with the background colour black. 
According to Küppers, secondary colours are created by 
mixing two primary colours, and tertiary colours are created 
by mixing three primary colours.

Colour effects

Colours produce their effects in a variety of ways. Colour 
psychology and colour symbolism offer various interpreta-
tions of individual colours. In fact, colours and their mean-
ing, or the sensations they produce, are not solely dependent 
on individual experience, but also on agreed impressions 
that go back over the centuries. So colours can mean dif-
ferent things in different cultures, and the following list of 
colour interpretations should not be regarded as definitive. 
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Welcome	to	the	golden	rules	of	design	–	and	a	few	pointers	on	when	and	
how	to	break	them.
	 Whether	the	style	is	clean-cut	and	simple	or	out-there	experimental,	
whether	the	project	is	a	hand-sketched	record	sleeve	or	a	polished	corporate	
identity	–	great	designers	tend	to	draw	on	their	ability	for	lateral	thinking,		
for	unusual	combinations,	and	for	bringing	a	brand	new	take	even	to	visuals	
that	were	among	our	trusty	old	favourites.	And	yet,	in	order	to	turn	these	
fleeting	flashes	of	genius	into	actual,	working	templates,	we	require	more	
than	just	the	right	tools	of	the	trade	and	a	firm	grasp	of	the	necessary	skills:	
what	we	need	is	a	solid	grounding	in	the	fundamental	principles	of	design.
	 In	addition	to	essential	elements	such	as	light	and	colour,	perspective	
and	space,	signs	and	symbols,	this	chapter	also	sheds	light	on	the	psycholog-
ical	twists	of	subjective	perception	that	send	our	synapses	into	a	spin	–	how	
to	use	them	to	our	advantage,	conjure	up	meaning	between	the	lines	and	
reach	our	very	own	vanishing	point.
	 So	don’t	fret	–	in-depth	knowledge	and	understanding	of	these	ground	
rules	will	not	automatically	confine	your	work	and	spirit	to	a	strict	aesthetic	
framework,	but	simply	help	you	fine-tune	your	inner	eye	to	shape	dot,	line	
and	area	into	something	entirely	your	own.
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Letter anatomy

The sum of all of a letter’s elements conveys the essential 
qualities of a typeface. The individual letter elements are 
defined using specific technical terms:

In addition to the visible elements, the areas of white between 
the letters also play a crucial part. The interior of a letter is 
known as the counter. 
 The alphabet is the visual version of all the sound units 
of a language in a fixed sequence.

The character set

The character set, or character stock, of a typeface con-
sists “of various types of characters such as letters (sound 
characters), figures (quantity characters) and an imprecisely 
defined number of characters for controlling the writing (for 
example full stops, brackets and inverted commas).”� 

Punctuation and special characters

Punctuation and special characters are used to impose 
structure, order, and value. Punctuation marks reflect the 
voice‘s ability to modulate. They can reinforce meaning, and 
draw structure and thoughts, figures and values together.

Arabic numerals

The individual character for expressing quantity is known as 
a numeral (or numeric character). A number is produced by 
combining different numerals (*  pp. 63 – 6�, origins of type). 
In typography a distinction is also made between lower and 
uppercase figures, which include numerals (*  p. 81, table 
numerals). 

Ligatures

A combination of several letters fused together is called a 
ligature. One example of this is the ampersand character or 
commercial and. Jan Tschichold8 says of it: “… written ‘et’, 
comes from Latin, means ‘and’ and is a ligature of a very 
particular kind because it appears in so many forms. It is 
always an intimate fusion of letters, in which one part of a 
letter either merges into part of another or forms that part  
at the same time.”

� Flusser, Vilém: Die Schrift. Hat Schreiben Zukunft? (2002). Not available in English.
8 Tschichold, Jan: The Ampersand. Its Origin and Development (195�)
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1 Cap height

2 x-height

3 Ascender

4 Descender

5 Baseline, typeline

6 Stem

7 Serifs

8 Counter

9 Bowl 

10 Ear

11 Arch, stress

12 Ball

13 Link

14 Terminal

15 Bar

16 Shoulder

17 Kern, overhang, overshoot

18 Arm, hairline

19 Leg, main stroke
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About the typefoundry. Xeratus. Ra verro minit alis 
doluptius nusdae rem es sitem dem fuga. Et minum 
volupta tiorero et quam into volo quatem ipsaperrorum 
que magnihit fugitis aut maximi, sitam ea volliatur? 

Rissimo lorereped ex es solore lab id 
molorro in rempore icabore rehenetur 
aliam aut voles audae dem quam, secum 
eum facesequae consequ aepudam quia 
voluptiur repel in et faccustibus, nonse-
nis aut quisqui rero mi, ipiet lam ant ut 
maio et hil molupta tustis atatur, consedi 
tasimol orerem aut volor andipsapis sit, 
illaut volore officatus alicae dusdaec ta-
tecte cearum qui accatibus restiore nulpa 
secaerferum, nus dolenim in et quoditat 
que explam volupictur? Qui de illuptae. 
Dae nis illiberum volorro ritatis tinullo 
rerumqu atetur repro eatius asperibus. 
Rissimo lorereped ex es solore lab id 
molorro in rempore icabore rehenetur 
aliam aut voles audae dem quam, secum 
eum facesequae consequ aepudam quia
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 voluptiur repel in et faccustibus, nonse-
nis aut quisqui rero mi, ipiet lam ant ut 
maio et hil molupta tustis atatur, consedi 
tasimol orerem aut volor andipsapis sit, 
illaut volore officatus alicae dusdaec ta-
tecte cearum qui accatibus restiore nulpa 
secaerferum, nus dolenim in et quoditat 
que explam volupictur? Qui de illup-
tae. Tem. Et ut velest magnime nihicie 
niment, quo in comnimusda debistis eum 
quaeceperro vel magnimus.
Busam, nest audis rae pel magnat.
Riatur, officidi con cuptatem quo cus 
doluptatem ratus.
Axima pro explant aut quassed qui do-
lorumquis con nulluptatem eos expello 
beatiur epelliqui optate dolor re eaquam 
qui des a verunte offici quo exerum del-
labo. Con el ilis aut adipicabo. Et quam, 
nimpore nobissequas everum velitinus, 
si aliquodic to tenihil moleceaquas 
nonessint laceper rovitatur, quuntios ute-
modis am nis que volorunti odigenime 
cum quia consende exeria pres rem in-
totate nihillaborum consectur a dempos 

et aut fugit, ut verum doles dis accus.
Ur, optatem aliat voluptaesto dolest 
labore et elluptati odianda volent.
Agniscit ex es in re, te cuptae. Et res-
tibus culla dus pa vollent quo iumquo 
maximinvere verfereiunt ad eremquibus, 
nobisima que excera asimpor ibusam 
fugia as andis ullaborem aliquos de videl 
invent optibus et eaquunt estiumquatur 
arume sequidionse dic tem quam, necae 
etur suntior reped unt eum eri dolupic il-
lest quae pero bero offic tenderupta nam 
fugia que num rescit doluptatibus dentur, 
enditatur?
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doluptius nusdae rem es sitem dem fuga. Et minum 
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que magnihit fugitis aut maximi, sitam ea volliatur? 

Hil ipsam atem conse cus qui sed quia-
tus.
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Da quis autatur, seque dellabo. Emporias 
aut eliae perrum ea doloribusa niet arcia 
plique omnit dolorro iunt miniet op-
tasperias pelisqu isint, idionse ndicium 
et eos earchit et, quide evene ea illorro 
expla autem quaectur reium, est ut harit 
et, occupta turitio exerovi denditaestem 
erum disiti sum quo cus experem eos 
id et odi ad earibus, comnias aut veles 
ma sam quas se aut ut ut quiam ipidita 
volupta qui omnimust, quo blamusc 
idiorem porporit, quatum fuga. Nequis 
ipsam re dolupta tiisitiam aspiendaes 
unt anduciis sum inist excest odio essi 
nuscia doluptatur apientorro modi sed 
modisimpori to volupta ectio. Et autem 
aut voluptas aut voluptatur, que quunti-
bus sum ariandi aute sed quiassi musan-
de mporibust la auda voluptis solorro 
videscietur ad quod elest re volenda 
eribero to vent amus nimus expe consers 
pedipsum aut lam aspe volorporia as 
antis ad utae cus, aut minctus magnam 
imagnis moluptam, veleseque ommo-
lup iendis aut abor sum el moluptias es 
eum volum non natem intibus mos sim 

quibusaped quam, int occuptas dunt 
porerenis alit aut lis nia vendunt oritatu-
rem aut quam fuga. Itas estota volut opta 
duciaturion re, sum cusae nistotas rero 
est lit, to cupidenit mo oditis es sitem et, 
tem explam volorum ilique sequas con 
coribus aut volores minus sitiundae lab 
inullor aepelliqui nestio quat.
Ga. Ceperrum adi volorep erspero id 
quundia iur miliberrum nis volorib erchil 
iur acit ulparib ustiatusdae nim ipsum 
etur sed ulloriscilit quos est incilit, cusda 
alibus ipiciisciur sundestrum doluptam, 
sent et volupta tectorp ossenda ped eosa 
pa adis aut quatecto tempos quia quunt.
Luptat aut et laccatem ut fuga. Andis ut 
atescipita di a dolorenimin cusci same il 
et landipsantis dolo blaturi beritas suntur 
sinihicietus explat periae nullaborem 
am, solor sequi dolest, consecu lligent, 
el magnis aperae nis dolorpo rerion ni 
blabo. Ignis velit vitas modi con reriorio 
quundit et vere et miliam facerfe repro-
vidus voluptati sit ea volest prem none 
et et omnit quis dunt porestem. Optas 
num que explam repe volupta ides plitiur 
atiae pra dia cum quat quassit quae 
nusam et, aliquia tempos estem samus 
volor rehendiorum et qui utenis est, 
sequae pa num ident eicia pernam fugit 
qui consectam ex eosamenda velecernati 
to es eos nim as sim aut pro cullecuste 
vendebi ssequas nonsequ istrum cum fu-
git excepel id que nulluptas voluptas ut 
occum, aboreium ut qui omnisti andunt.
Uptatiatur autas arum, unt.
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Facient emporem et modis as expe nul-
libus volorro eos ea sant as min consect 
estorio rrovidi oreprest, optate volest 
occus, omnimpo resciti doluptae plitiant 
libus, corest esequi cus milit velicipsam 
vellut ut ullande lectaqui sum ipsun-
dis mo to qui ventuscia eaque omnimil 
laccum eligeni cum atis endelec aborion 
sequam, corepeliti simenis expliquatur, 
con natiorentis am dolectur aut hic ten-
tias et aut qui sit, cumque pro consent, 
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invent optibus et eaquunt estiumquatur 
arume sequidionse dic tem quam, necae 
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title

about the book

A useful current overview for designers, consultants, agencies, and their customers of modern  
fonts, independent foundries, and innovative type designers.
In the past, there were only a few specialists worldwide who worked inten-
sively with typography. Since the introduction of digital fonts and their 
dissemination via the internet, typography has gained a new significance. 
More and more designers are creating fonts for a variety of applications. 
Simultaneously, more and more of these designers are founding type found-
ries to sell their fonts themselves. Supply and demand in this area have been 
growing considerably for years. The expanding market for typography is 
exciting and diverse, but it has been difficult to keep track of notable devel-
opments—until now.
 
Type Navigator is a comprehensive handbook of the best independent sources 
for quality fonts. Structured and indexed according to practical criteria, it 
offers not only a valuable overview, but also possibilities for effective tar-
geted searches. Whether a reader is in need of a specific type of font, is look-
ing for fonts by a select designer or from a certain country, or even just wants 
to compare prices, Type Navigator will provide the necessary information. 

In addition to abundant examples of fonts as well as concrete applications 
for typefaces and alphabets, this essential compendium features concise 
profiles of type foundries and designers. Select interviews with managers of 
type foundries show how their creative visions are influencing the charac-
teristics of their font libraries. 
 
Type Navigator is a valuable reference for agencies, designers, consultants, 
and customers who are looking for an overview of the modern typefaces cur-
rently available, and the innovative people and companies behind them.
 
A free digital collection of 100 typeface variations from 20 choice foundries 
accompanies the 320-page book.
 
Type Navigator is edited by typography expert Jan Middendorp and TwoPoints.Net.

Typography
category

subtitle editors

features

pages size

price

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

full color, hardcover, incl. CD-ROMfull color, flexicover, bookmark ribbon
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editors

title

about the book

features

pages size

price

€ 38 (D) £ 35 $ 60

full color, flexicover

To eat in a way that is better, more delicious, more aesthetic, and more passionate is the 
collective goal of an international scene comprised of independent producers, shops, 
restaurants , activists, designers, and event managers.
Eating is so much more than merely fulfilling a fundamental bodily need. Eat-
ing appeals to all of our senses; it boosts our well-being on every level. Now, 
more than ever, it is an expression of our mindset, identity, spirit, and culture.
 
Around the world, a scene of young food entrepreneurs is developing that 
brings together creatives, tradespeople, and activists. This scene aspires to 
deal with both the food that we need and the food that we enjoy in more cre-
ative, more sensuous, and more responsible ways. It is united by a passion 
for making food an experience as well as by a high appreciation for the qual-
ity, origin, aesthetics, and workmanship of food.
 

Delicate introduces the protagonists at the forefront of this current move-
ment along with the projects, places, and products associated with them. 
The book documents a wide spectrum from small brewers, coffee roasters, 
and chocolate-makers, to artists, event managers, and creators of zines.
 
Event concepts are shown that use food to facilitate communication and so-
cial interaction in tried and true, as well as surprising new ways. Locations 
such as shops, markets, and restaurants become meeting places for every-
one who would like to learn, participate, sample, and enjoy.
 
The experimental projects featured in Delicate are blazing trails for a better 
understanding of nourishment and a new passion for food.

subtitle

categories

Food & Beverage, Style
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Boxed & Labelled Two!

New Approaches to 
Packaging Design

R. Klanten, M. Hübner, S. Ehmann

224

isbn

24 × 30 cm

978-3-89955-378-9

title

about the book

The suggestive power of packaging as a communication tool.
Packaging is the face of a product. Packaging not only gives a product its 
visual identity, but it can also determine where that product is placed on a 
crowded store shelf and can be the crucial factor in determining our deci-
sion to buy. Over the last few years, however, the understanding of the role 
of packaging has changed. In the past, packaging was thought of as an 
extension of the product’s print advertising campaign—as a mere projection 
screen for established logos and brand messages. Today, packaging is con-
sidered to be a self-contained facet of an overall communication concept. 
 
Boxed & Labelled Two! documents the main strategic directions that exist 
in current packaging design—all of which address a longing for “truthful-
ness.” One of these directions is an increased tendency to emphasize the 
tried and true values of a product, for example, with a retro look that aims 
for an “Ah, just like grandma used to make!” reaction. Another direction is 
down-to-earth rather than in-your-face packaging, including unostenta-
tious solutions made of recycled paper that play up a product’s connection 
to nature. On the other end of the design spectrum, there is also packaging 

that gives a product a distinct look and feel through a very playful use of 
graphic design, patterns, and illustration.
 
Because our relationship to food products has changed so drastically in the 
last few years, especially in regard to the importance we place on the source 
and quality of ingredients, the majority of the examples in Boxed & Labelled 
Two! are food-related. But other examples from a wide spectrum of products 
also highlight the traits that distinguish those on the cutting edge of the 
evolution in packaging concepts.
 
Although the work in Boxed & Labelled Two! ranges from minimalistic to whim-
sical, from clear-cut to ambiguous, all of the featured examples deliver their 
own unique brand values and experiences. With its inspiring and entertaining 
selection of products that stand apart in the competitive marketplace, this 
book is a compelling exploration of the communication power of state-of-
the-art packaging design today.

Graphic Design, 
Product Design

categories

subtitle editors

features

pages size

price

€ 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68

full color, hardcover
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title

editors

features

pages size

price

about the book

full color, hardcover

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

Containers are a phenomenon in today’s architecture. This comprehensive guide not only 
shows visual examples of state-of-the-art projects, but also gives international experts the 
opportunity to explain the history of container use in architecture and to give practical advice 
on how to work with them.
Shipping containers are modular, affordable, and virtually indestructible. More 
and more often they are being used to build temporary structures such as 
pavilions, offices, galleries, and bars that can be easily moved if necessary. 
This phenomenon has a name: container architecture. 
 
Container Atlas presents a wide range of contemporary projects along with 
an in-depth investigation into the background and evolution of this topi-
cal field. The book illustrates how containers are being used as building 
blocks to accommodate the daily lives and special events of urban nomads. 
Because the structures that containers are used to build are not meant to 
be permanent, their architecture has a more short-term and playful charac-
ter that often references current trends. Container Atlas features advertis-
ing, pop-up stores, and temporary exhibits that are built using this approach 
as well as sophisticated housing and office spaces. Found in both urban and 
rural settings, these container structures provoke and inspire while setting 
new standards in functionality and aesthetics. 
 

Including detailed reports by experts in the field, Container Atlas explains 
the historical development of container use in architecture, documents 
plans, describes associated costs, and suggests concrete solutions for 
common problems. The book also introduces the various types of contain-
ers currently in use today, from standard shipping models to modular pieces 
made to order out of various materials or with customized cutouts. Container 
Atlas is a practical and inspirational reference for architects, planners, and 
cultural activists as well as event and marketing managers, to guide them in 
deciding what types of containers are best suited to their upcoming projects. 
 
With years of theoretical and practical experience in the fields of container 
architecture and modular building, architect and professor Han Slawik and 
his team have established themselves as international experts in these fields.

category

Architecture

subtitle

978-3-89955-286-7

A Practical Guide to 
Container Architecture
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The print sheet contains the individual pages and printer marks necessary for printing.

Print sheet with printer marks

fold mark

collating mark

print control strip

trim marks

position marks

copy

register mark

gripper edge

like black, for instance. “Registration Color” is equally 
useful. It is normally found in the color palette in  
all programs, and is composed of all the print colors 
used, so that objects of that color are found on all  
color separations. 

Fold marks  Fold 
marks indicate the 
position of the fold. 
They are automati-

cally included by imposition 
software in sheet assembly 
for multi-page publications 
such as brochures or books. 
Sometimes fold marks are 
already put in manually 
during final artwork. This is 
the case with flyers folded 
to DIN, for instance. The 
fold marks must also be 
included in the print PDF. 

Like trim- and reg-
ister marks, fold marks 
should be placed 2–4 mm 
from the margin, 3 mm 
being the norm. Unless 
otherwise specified, they 
should be 5 mm long and 
no thicker than 0.1 mm. 
If the pages or copy have 
a trim of, say, 5 mm, the 
fold marks should also be 
5 mm from the paper edge. 
Unlike trim marks, they  
are dashed. 2,3

Trim  Bled-off ob-
jects such as colored  
backgrounds that 
cover the whole 

sheet or pictures that go 
right up to the edge have to 
run over the trimmed size. 
This overlapping area out-
side of the trimmed size is 
called trim or bleed. This is 
needed when the sheet is 
only trimmed to the final 
size after printing. Since it 

is technically impossible to cut exactly on the specified 
spot, trim helps avoid white gaps on the edge. 

When a sheet that has already been trimmed to 
size is printed, for instance with a color printer on an 
A4 sheet, the elements cannot go right up to the paper 

Different register marks

Out of register

Trim marks, fold marks, and trim

trim

trimmed size

fold mark

trim mark

1. Paper > 1.2 Print Sheet Production

Letterfold flyers with trim-, fold-, and register marks

Lorem ipsum dolor 
sit amet, 
consectetuer 
sadipscing elitr! 

Lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer 
sadipscing elitr, 
sed diam nonumy 
eirmod tempor 
invidunt ut labore 
et dolore magna 
aliquyam erat, sed 
diam voluptua. 
At vero eos et 
accusam et justo 
duo dolores et ea 
rebum. 

document area

trim marks

trim

margins

Number of pages per sheet on printing machines up to 500 x 700 mm 4

Number of pages per sheet on printing machines up to 700 x 1000 mm

blank sheet 8 pages 12 pages 16 pages 24 pages 32 pages

610 x 860 204 x 299 204 x 197 146 x 204 95 x 204 99 x 146

630 x 880 209 x 309 209 x 204 151 x 209 98 x 209 101 x 151

640 x 900 214 x 314 214 x 207 154 x 214 100 x 214 104 x 154

700 x 1000 239 x 344 239 x 227 169 x 239 110 x 239 116 x 169

blank sheet 8 pages 12 pages 16 pages 24 pages 32 pages

610 x 860 294 x 280 209 x 294 136 x 294 209 x 194 144 x 209

630 x 880 304 x 287 214 x 304 140 x 304 214 x 200 149 x 214

640 x 900 309 x 294 219 x 309 143 x 309 219 x 204 151 x 219

700 x 1000 339 x 327 244 x 339 160 x 339 244 x 224 166 x 244

4 – See footnotes for US-readers p. 26
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the four process colors, a further color will have to be 
used. These additional colors are called special, deco-
rative, or spot colors. Spot colors can be printed with 
100 percent chromatic component, whereas in the 
Euroscale spot colors are partly screened, i.e. they are 
printed in different color gradations in order to simu-
late all kinds of colors in combination printing. Simula-
tion can become a problem if a particular color cannot 
be reproduced well using these base colors or if a print-
ing process is used in which screening is not possible 
or would not work for other reasons. An example would 
be when the screen is comparatively widely spaced and 
visible to the naked eye, or when very fine lines or very 
small type is composed of several screened colors. 

Print colors are composed of several ingredi-
ents. The colorants are color pigments and dyes. Bind-
ing agents (varnish), additives and carriers are also 
required. Color pigments are solid organic or inorganic 
substances that float in a fluid carrier. Dyes are organic 
compounds that are dissolved in liquid (solvent). Dyes 
have a higher color range than color pigments. They 
are very intense, but fade over time. Therefore printing 
colors contain pigments more than anything. While the 
organic pigments give color its tone, the inorganic pig-
ments produce special effects. These include metallic 
effect pigments for gold and silver colors or pearl lus-
ter and fluorescent pigments. Pigments need a binding 
agent in order to stick to the print material, whereas 
dyes often stick directly to the surface. Binding agents 
are usually made of resins dissolved in mineral oil. The 
use of additives depends on the printing method used. 
They influence the drying process, flow properties and 
rub resistance of the ink. The carriers for the colorants 
may be thinners such as mineral oil or solvents. In digi-
tal printing, one refers to toner rather than ink. Toner 
may be fluid or dry, depending on the method used. 

The precise composition of any given ink is 
determined by the printing method. The ink’s consis-
tency may range from thin fluid or semi-fluid through 
to dry powder, depending on how the ink is applied, 
dried and fixed. In gravure printing for example, thin 
fluid inks are required, whereas in offset printing vis-
cous semi-fluid, pasty inks are used. Moreover, offset 
inks are subdivided into several classes for different 
kinds of use. In addition to the standard and universal 
kinds of ink there is gloss and high-gloss ink for glossy 
coated paper, highly rub-proof ink, low-odor ink, highly 
pigmented ink, UV-, film-, and ink for waterless offset 
printing, heatset ink for web offset, and coldset ink for 
newspaper printing. 

In order to create an even greater color space in multi-
color printing, more than four spot colors may be used 
for special applications. By adding the chromatic colors 
red, green and blue, one can create a color space that 
suits our visual perception better than the more lim-
ited color space composed of cyan, magenta and yellow. 
This is referred to as HiFi color printing. This means 
that seven colors are used, although black is still used 
mainly for type.

Pantone Inc. developed the so-called Hexa-
chrome system, which extends the color space with  
the addition of the spot colors orange and green. The 
Hexachrome system is printed using five colors plus 
black, which also considerably extends the color space. 
Here each mixed color is only composed of three of 
the six colors. According to Pantone over 80 percent of 
Pantone colors and nearly all RGB colors can be pro-
duced this way.

The Hexachrome and HiFi color systems are 
relatively seldom used because it is altogether more 
trouble to go to than conventional four-color printing. 
Using two or three extra colors naturally makes print-
ing more costly, and is only worthwhile for projects 
that require exact color reproduction for several special 
colors, or where a particularly extensive color space is 
deemed absolutely necessary for reproducing photos. 
In that case a special plug-in is required that offers a 
Hexachrome color palette for Illustrator, and enables 
the separation of relevant images in Photoshop.

Color separation  A color is separated for 
process color reproduction into the spot colors 
cyan, magenta, yellow and black. As previously 
described in “Print colors”, all possible kinds of 

colors can be mixed from the three spot colors cyan, 
magenta and yellow. In theory, with the addition of the 
fourth print color black, all of the 16.7 million RGB col-
ors that are representable on a monitor can be repro-
duced. In order to realize this, however, the colors have 
to be screened. This means that alongside the solid area 
of 100 percent color, halftones of a color are also printed, 
so that a color might only cover 25 percent of the area, 
for example. This is how different spot color mix ratios 
are created, from which the corresponding visual per-
ceptions arise. 

In conventional screening the dots more or less 
overlap one another and some are on their own next to 
each other. This creates a color perception on the one 

hand from the subtractive color mix due to the over-
printing of the overlapping dots, and on the other hand 
from the additive color mix of the dots on their own 
that only merge into a color in the eye of the beholder. 
This is known as autotypical color synthesis. The addi-
tive color mix may only be perceived when the indi-
vidual dots are so small that they cannot be seen from 
a normal viewing distance, while subtractive color mix-
ing can only occur when the colors are transparent. 
Otherwise the overlapping color would totally cover the 
color underneath it instead of mixing with it. Therefore 
in subtractive color mixing, the thicker the ink cover-
age, the darker it becomes. 

The fact that the screened reproduction pro-
cess is a combination of additive and subtractive color 
mixing shows quite how complicated this process is. 
All the more so because the dots that are next to each 
other in additive color mixing do not create the same 
color impression as in the subtractive color mixing 
of overlapping dots. Add to that the fact that colors  
used in reality are not optimal colors. In other words, 

they do not correspond 
exactly to the colorimetric 
ideal of cyan, magenta and 
yellow, which are mixed 
from the spectral colors 
red, green and blue in a 
theoretical color triangle. 
For this reason the theoret-
ically possible color range 
cannot be printed. 

This is made trick-
ier by the fact that print col-
ors do not behave perfectly 
colorimetrically in prac-
tice or in the reproduction 
process. If, for example, 
one mixes red, green and 
blue in equal measures in 
additive color mixing, the 
resulting color will always 
be neutral, i.e. white, black 
or gray. However, these 
neutral colors cannot be 
reproduced with cyan, 
magenta and yellow by 
simply inverting the RGB 
parts. Instead, standar- 
dized offset printing has 
demonstrated how a neu-

tral gray can only be produced in practice by mixing  
the spot colors cyan, magenta and yellow in unequal 
measures. Thus a neutral gray tone in four-color  
printing is always produced by using a higher cyan 
component compared to magenta and yellow. (See the 
“Light colors & body colors” section in the “color” 
chapter, and in particular the illustration of a “color 
triangle”, p. 181.)

Black composition  As previously ex-
plained in “Print colors” (p. 73 f.), the spot col-
ors cyan, magenta and yellow are complemented 
by black for practical reasons. There are sev-

eral methods for determining the black component 
of a color. There is chromatic composition, chromatic  
composition with under color removal (UCR), gray 
component replacement (GCR), and under color addi-
tion (UCA). In under color removal all color tones are 
exclusively generated from cyan, magenta and yellow, 

The Hexachrome color space is greater than the CMYK color space.

Hexachrome color space

spectral colors

Hexachrome

CMYK
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Light colors and body colors  There 
is a fundamental difference between light- and 
body colors. The former are produced from a 
light source in the three base colors red, green 

and blue. The various, brighter color mixtures are cre-
ated from the meeting of these base colors. This is called 
additive color because the spectral colors are added 
together. White is created when all three base colors 
are added together in equal measure. When none of 
the base colors is luminous it stays black. Monitors and 
televisions work according to this system. Their pixels 
are composed of the three different luminescent sub-
stances red, green and blue.

Body colors, on the other hand, are the colors 
with which we see our environment through trichro-
matic color perception. One can differentiate body 
colors because the incident light is absorbed in differ-
ent parts and only partially reflected back. The color 
impression is created by this reflected light, which is 
again composed of different parts of the base colors red, 
green and blue. One can differentiate light and dark 
colors because different colors and materials absorb 
light to varying degrees. When body colors are mixed, 
like they are in painting, they become darker. This is 
called subtractive color because the color brightness 
diminishes due to the absorption of the light rays. 

The base body colors are cyan, magenta and 
yellow. In theory, when cyan, magenta and yellow are 

5.1 Color basics  One can explain a color given the 
necessary background knowledge, and also measure and 
mathematically describe it. The following mostly  

physical basics form the basis for the practical use of color  
in everyday graphic design.

Color triangle

green red

blue

yellow

magentacyan

achromatic

Color space

green

red

y

x

1,0

0,8

0,6

0,4

0,2

0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0
0

blue

gray

spectral color removal

RGB color model

Additive color mix

Subtractive color mix

red

green blue
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C

cyan

magenta yellow

B G

R
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Blank
outside

Blank 
inside

Cutting (scrap)
inside

Cutting (scrap)
outside

punch

Open form

register punch

Closed form 

folder punch

The cutting die has to print over the objects lying 
underneath it.

Overprinting in InDesign or Illustrator

It is important not to choose too thick a paperboard. 
Paperboard over a certain grammage cannot be folded. 
As a rule the limit is around 350 g / m2, although 
some creasing machines can process paperboard up  
to 600 g / m2. 

Punching  A print sheet may be punched, or 
die-cut, to size, in addition to being cut in the 
form. The difference between punching and 
cutting is that in punching the dividing rule is 

not normally exclusively straight. A cutting die is often  
a closed form for cutting paper sheets. There are also 
open cutting dies used for index cutting or for rounding 
off book block edges, for example. Other classic exam-
ples of punching are labels with rounded off edges, in- 
dividually shaped stickers, carry folders, coasters, and 
index sheets. 

There are two purposes for punching: If, for 
example, one punches a circular hole in a piece of 
paper, the circle can either be the resulting blank or 
scrap. The scrap is also called a cutting. If the circle is 
the blank, the cutting is around the hole. On the other 
hand, if the circle is the cutting, the blank is around 
the hole.

Setting the cutting die  The cutting die 
must be drawn during the final artwork and pro-
vided as a separate ink form. There are cutting 
dies that the printers or producers have in digital 

form because they are used relatively frequently. These 
cutting dies have the advantage of being considerably 
cheaper, seeing as they do not need to be specially made, 
plus they are tried and tested. 

The cutting die must be placed on the page 
in order to make sure that all the elements are in the 
right place. If there is no digital cutting die available, 
an exact measurement will suffice. This may also be 
ordered from the printing press. A cutting die may be 
drawn in Adobe Illustrator or InDesign, for example. It 
is set up as a closed form with an outline or as an open 
line, depending on what the cutting die should look 
like. The line or outline boldness is relatively meaning-
less, although a 0.25 to 0.5 pt line is normally used. 

The amount of color in the punch outlines is 
of secondary importance. A dark colored cutting die 
on a light background is optimal, as it is easier to see. 

Folder punch

Printed background when the cutting 
die does not overprint (wrong)

Printed background when the cutting 
die overprints (right)

fold

cutting die

cutting 
format

Dimensions of a folder punch (in mm) 6

210

488

fill height per 4 mm29
7

36
1

64 60 60
64

210

Attributes

 Overprint Fill
 Overprint Stroke

6 – See footnotes for US-readers p. 34
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Trap Presets

Preset Options...

Modify Trap Preset Options

Name: (Default)

Trap Width

Default: 0,088 mm

Black: 0,176 mm

Images

Trap Placement: Centre

 Trap Objects to Images
 Trap Images to Images
 Trap Images Internally
 Trap 1-bit Images

Trap Appearance

Join Style: Mitre

End Style: Mitre

Trap Thresholds

Step: 10% 
Black Colour: 100%

Black Density: 1,6

Sliding Trap: 70%

Trap Colour Reduction: 100%

4. Trapping  >  4.3 Trap presets

End style defines what the traps do if the corners of three 
objects meet. The options are “Mitered” and “Overlap”. 
“Mitered” should be used to avoid very dark overlaps. 
The corner traps are shaped so that they do not overlap. 

Trap imported graphics  Often trapping 
is not necessary when an object or type touches 
an image—at least not if the image and object are 

Euroscale colors. This is because a color photo normally  
contains all the colors, so that there are plenty of common  

scale color components to prevent any white gaps from 
occurring. One exception would be a colored object that 
touches a grayscale image. The object has to be trapped be- 
cause there are not enough common color components.

Trap placement  This setting controls the 
position of a trap when a vector object traps an 
image. The options are “Centerline”, “Choke” 
and “Spread”. “Neutral Density” means that 

spreading or choking is required depending on the 
pixel brightness of the abutting image. This can cause 
such uneven and shape-destroying traps that white gaps 
would be preferable. 

Trap objects to images  This option 
determines whether drawn vector objects, type 
or placed Illustrator or PDF files with bitmap 
images are trapped in InDesign. This option 

should only be activated when there are insufficient 
color components in common. 

Trap images to images  This option 
determines whether traps are generated when 
bitmap images overlap. This option should only 

be activated when the overlapping pixel images have 
insufficient color components in common.

Trap images internally  Here one makes 
sure that each pixel within an image traps the 
next pixel in accordance with the trap presets. 
This option has to be switched off for halftone 

images. Trapping may be suitable for larger images such 
as screenshots that are separated so that the gray compo-
nent only consists of black, or pixel graphics with strong 
color contrasts and few common components. 

Trap 1-bit images  This option creates 
a trap when a black and white image touches 

graphics or type. Trap placement cannot be changed for 
black and white images.

Trap placement in images

trapping when color 
difference is 10 percent 
or more

Default trap presets

CenterlineWithout trapping

Choke

Neutral density Spread
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the print image is printed twice so that a halftone dot 
has a slightly offset and lighter shadow. The D-swatch 
must appear evenly bright in order to avoid dot slur  
or doubling.

Ugra / FOGRA media wedge The Ugra / 
FOGRA media wedge was developed by FOGRA 
in collaboration with bvdm, the German print-
ing and media industries federation. This con-

trol strip, which must be included on a proof, is for 
checking true color proofs. It consists of a TIFF or EPS 
file. There are several color and grayscale swatches on 
the wedge that can be measured colorimetrically. This 
guarantees that the colors on the proof conform to the 
respective print standards. 

There are 72 measuring swatches in total on the 
3.0 version wedge from 2008. The vast majority are 

2. Printing Technology  >  2.3 Quality control

In addition to spot checks using a hand densitometer, 
fully automatic checks are carried out with densito-
metric scanning units. These were developed mainly 
for offset printing. If irregularities occur, the printing 
machine has to be adjusted accordingly, taking care to 
ensure that it stays consistent throughout the entire 
print run.

Print control strip  Print control strips are 
printed across the entire sheet width to check 
the print result. Each strip contains various color 
measurement swatches and control swatches. A 

densitometer can check both the print image and the 
halftone and solid areas of the control strip for optical 
density and gray balance. The control strip allows the 
colors to be judged neutrally, seeing as other colors on 
the print sheet sometimes outshine the measuring sig-
nal. Control swatches are special line swatches next to 
the color measuring swatches that can determine print-
ing transmission errors. 

Ink density and dot gain may be measured in 
the halftone swatches of the control strip. A change 
in the halftone dot diameters leads to a change in the 
tonal value, which in turn leads to color shift. The 
printer ensures that dot gain stays within acceptable 

boundaries by measuring the optically effective area 
coverage of these halftone swatches. There is a differ-
ence between the optically effective area coverage and 
the actual area coverage because the halftone dots trap 
some of the reflected light beams. This is due to the fact 
that light does not reflect back at the same angle it hits 
the paper. This makes the halftone dots appear bigger 
than they really are.

The density of base colors and spot colors may 
be measured both individually and in overprinting in 
the spot color swatches. A densitometer checks for col-
oration. The 3-color overprinting swatch is next to 100% 
black, and is for monitoring ink application. 

The gray balance swatches make sure that  
there is no unwanted color cast in print. A particu-
lar combination of uneven spot colors must produce a  
neutral gray when printed over one another. That is  
why there are one or several screened grayscale  
swatches on the color control strip, which are com- 
posed either of all black, or the spot colors cyan, 
magenta and yellow. The swatches ought to appear as 
evenly gray as possible. 

Certain transmission errors may be identified 
using the control swatches. These include dot slur and 
doubling of the print image. Dot slur is when the shape 
of a halftone dot is changed during printing so that a 
circle becomes oval, for example. Doubling is when 

Different swatches on a print control strip

a) 80% true gray
b) gray balance swatch composed of 75% cyan, 62% magenta, and 60% yellow to monitor the color balance
c) spot color swatch to monitor coloration
d) dot slur and doubling swatches to monitor cylinder progression  
e) halftone swatches to monitor dot gain 
f) paper color
g) 3-color overprint swatches to monitor trapping
h) 2-color overprint swatches

80% K C M Y D 50% 40% 80% D 50% 40% 80% D 50% 40% 80% D 50% 40% 80%75 62 60

a) b) c) c) c) c) d) e) e) d) e) e) d) d)e) e)e) e)

Zero K M CM C CY Y MY M300%

f) g) c) c) c) c) c)h) h) h)

Halftone swatches

40% 40% 40% 40%80% 80% 80% 80%

1-, 2-, and 3-color spot swatches

K CM CY MYM C Y M 300%

80% 75 62 60

Gray balance swatch next to 80% 
true gray

doubling

Control fields for errors in transmission

correct

D-field

dot slur

Transmission error: dot slur
(diagram)

Transmission error: doubling
(diagram)

Dot slur and doubling are typical printing trans-
mission errors.
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The baseline grid in InDesign is set up in the document 
pre-sets. The important thing here is the size of the divi-
sion. If the body text has a 14 point line spacing, one 
selects “14 pt” under “Increment Every”. Another thing 
that is relevant is the start of the baseline grid, which 
might be indicated in relation to the upper page mar-
gin, for example. By changing this value the baseline 
grid may be moved so that the text is in the best place 
in the type area. 

The baseline grid may be blended in or out 
in the InDesign menu under “View/Grids & Guides”. 
“Grids in Back” should be deactivated in the prefer-
ences so that it remains visible when there is a colored 
part of the page, for example. 

To align the text automatically to the baseline 
grid, the corresponding icon has to be activated in  
the paragraph palette or control palette. This setting 
normally applies to a whole paragraph. However, there 
is the possibility of only aligning the first line to the 
baseline grid. 

One example in this context is side notes, which 
are often smaller than the body text and therefore have 
tighter line spacing. This means only the first line has 
to be aligned to the baseline grid.

Headings in register with the same size as the body text

Larger headings out of register
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ten, die im selben Schriftgrad wie die Grundschrift 
gesetzt sind, werden dazu zwei Leerzeilen vor die Zwi-
schenüberschrift gesetzt und eine Leerzeile nach der 
Zwischenüberschrift. Alternativ dazu kann auch eine 
Leerzeile vor und keine Leerzeile nach der Zwischen-
überschrift gesetzt werden.

Überschriften im selben Schriftgrad und  
Zeilenabstand halten problemlos Register

Bei Zwischenüberschriften, die in einem größeren 
Schriftgrad und mit einem größeren Zeilenabstand als 
die Grundschrift gesetzt sind, wird eine Leerzeile der 
Grundschrift über der Zwischenüberschrift eingefügt 
und eine halbe unter der Zwischenüberschrift. Dabei 
richtet sich die Zwischenüberschrift zwar nicht am 
Grundlinienraster aus, dafür ist aber eindeutig, dass 
sie zum nachfolgenden Absatz gehört. Problematisch 
wird es, wenn die Zwischenüberschriften manchmal 
einzeilig und manchmal zweizeilig sind. Damit die 
Grundschrift immer Register hält, bleibt in diesem Fall 
der Abstand zwischen der Überschrift und dem nach-
folgenden Text immer gleich, während der Abstand 
zwischen dem vorangehenden Absatz zur Überschrift 
variiert. Eine Überschrift oder Zwischenüberschrift 
aus mehr als zwei Zeilen ist generell zu vermeiden. 
Überschriften sollten so kurz wie möglich formuliert 
sein. Sie werden übrigens in der Regel ohne Punkt am 
Ende gesetzt.

Das Grundlinienraster wird in InDesign in den Vorein-
stellungen des Dokuments eingerichtet. Das wichtigste 
ist hierbei natürlich die Größe der Einteilungen. Wenn 
die Grundschrift beispielsweise einen Zeilenabstand 

Grundlinienraster

Wenn man ein Buch oder eine Broschüre gegen das 
Licht hält, sollten auf der Vorder- und Rückseite alle 
Grundschriftzeilen genau auf gleicher Höhe stehen. 
In der Fachsprache heißt das, dass die Zeilen Register 
halten. Diese Registerhaltigkeit richtet sich an einem 
bestimmten Grundlinienraster aus. Dadurch wird 
gewährleistet, dass das Layout eine gewisse Ordnung 
und Klarheit erhält. Außerdem lässt sich auf diese 
Weise verhindern, dass sich durch die Rückseite schei-
nende Zeilen in den Vordergrund drängen und so das 
eingesetzte Gestaltungsraster beeinträchtigen und das 
erwünschte Graubild beeinflussen.

Registerhaltige Überschriften

Wenn die Überschriften und Zwischenüberschriften 
in der selben Schriftgröße und mit dem gleichen Zei-
lenabstand gesetzt sind wie die Grundschrift, können 
sie problemlos Register halten. Das ist aber natürlich 
nicht immer der Fall. Die Wahl eines anderen Schrift-
grades und Zeilenabstandes bei den Überschriften und 
Zwischenüberschriften verdeutlicht unter Umständen 
die Hierarchie zwischen den Überschriften und der 
Grundschrift, was zur Erhöhung der Lesbarkeit führt. 

Der Abstand zwischen der Zwischenüberschrift und 
dem nachfolgenden Text sollte generell kleiner sein, 
als der Abstand des vorangegangenen Absatzes zur 
Zwischenüberschrift des nächsten Absatzes. Das ver-
deutlicht die Zugehörigkeit der Zwischenüberschrift 
zum nachfolgenden Absatz. Bei Zwischenüberschrif-
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gesetzt sind, werden dazu zwei Leerzeilen vor die Zwi-
schenüberschrift gesetzt und eine Leerzeile nach der 
Zwischenüberschrift. Alternativ dazu kann auch eine 
Leerzeile vor und keine Leerzeile nach der Zwischen-
überschrift gesetzt werden.

Größere einzeilige Überschriften
Bei Zwischenüberschriften, die in einem größeren 
Schriftgrad und mit einem größeren Zeilenabstand als 
die Grundschrift gesetzt sind, wird eine Leerzeile der 
Grundschrift über der Zwischenüberschrift eingefügt 
und eine halbe unter der Zwischenüberschrift. Dabei 
richtet sich die Zwischenüberschrift zwar nicht am 
Grundlinienraster aus, dafür ist aber eindeutig, dass 
sie zum nachfolgenden Absatz gehört. Problematisch 
wird es, wenn die Zwischenüberschriften manchmal 
einzeilig und manchmal zweizeilig sind. Damit die 
Grundschrift immer Register hält, bleibt in diesem Fall 
der Abstand zwischen der Überschrift und dem nach-
folgenden Text immer gleich, während der Abstand 
zwischen dem vorangehenden Absatz zur Überschrift 
variiert. Eine Überschrift oder Zwischenüberschrift 
aus mehr als zwei Zeilen ist generell zu vermeiden. 
Überschriften sollten so kurz wie möglich formuliert 
sein. Sie werden übrigens in der Regel ohne Punkt am 
Ende gesetzt.

Das Grundlinienraster wird in InDesign in den Vorein-
stellungen des Dokuments eingerichtet. Das wichtigste 
ist hierbei natürlich die Größe der Einteilungen. Wenn 
die Grundschrift beispielsweise einen Zeilenabstand 
von 14 Punkt hat, gibt man bei ›Einteilung alle‹ ›14 
pt‹ ein. Von relevanter Bedeutung ist außerdem der 

Grundlinienraster
Wenn man ein Buch oder eine Broschüre gegen das 
Licht hält, sollten auf der Vorder- und Rückseite alle 
Grundschriftzeilen genau auf gleicher Höhe stehen. 
In der Fachsprache heißt das, dass die Zeilen Register 
halten. Diese Registerhaltigkeit richtet sich an einem 
bestimmten Grundlinienraster aus. 

Dadurch wird gewährleistet, dass das Layout eine 
gewisse Ordnung und Klarheit erhält. Außerdem lässt 
sich auf diese Weise verhindern, dass sich durch die 
Rückseite scheinende Zeilen in den Vordergrund drän-
gen und so das eingesetzte Gestaltungsraster beein-
trächtigen und das erwünschte Graubild beeinflussen.

Größere einzeilige Überschriften
Wenn die Überschriften und Zwischenüberschriften 
in der selben Schriftgröße und mit dem gleichen Zei-
lenabstand gesetzt sind wie die Grundschrift, können 
sie problemlos Register halten. Das ist aber natürlich 
nicht immer der Fall. Die Wahl eines anderen Schrift-
grades und Zeilenabstandes bei den Überschriften und 
Zwischenüberschriften verdeutlicht unter Umständen 
die Hierarchie zwischen den Überschriften und der 
Grundschrift, was zur Erhöhung der Lesbarkeit führt. 

Der Abstand zwischen der Zwischenüberschrift und 
dem nachfolgenden Text sollte generell kleiner sein, 
als der Abstand des vorangegangenen Absatzes zur 
Zwischenüberschrift des nächsten Absatzes. Das ver-
deutlicht die Zugehörigkeit der Zwischenüberschrift 
zum nachfolgenden Absatz. Bei Zwischenüberschrif-
ten, die im selben Schriftgrad wie die Grundschrift 
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ten, die im selben Schriftgrad wie die Grundschrift 
gesetzt sind, werden dazu zwei Leerzeilen vor die Zwi-
schenüberschrift gesetzt und eine Leerzeile nach der 
Zwischenüberschrift. Alternativ dazu kann auch eine 
Leerzeile vor und keine Leerzeile nach der Zwischen-
überschrift gesetzt werden.

Größere zweizeilige Überschriften  
mit größerem Zeilenabstand 

Bei Zwischenüberschriften, die in einem größeren 
Schriftgrad und mit einem größeren Zeilenabstand als 
die Grundschrift gesetzt sind, wird eine Leerzeile der 
Grundschrift über der Zwischenüberschrift eingefügt 
und eine halbe unter der Zwischenüberschrift. Dabei 
richtet sich die Zwischenüberschrift zwar nicht am 
Grundlinienraster aus, dafür ist aber eindeutig, dass 
sie zum nachfolgenden Absatz gehört. Problematisch 
wird es, wenn die Zwischenüberschriften manchmal 
einzeilig und manchmal zweizeilig sind. Damit die 
Grundschrift immer Register hält, bleibt in diesem Fall 
der Abstand zwischen der Überschrift und dem nach-
folgenden Text immer gleich, während der Abstand 
zwischen dem vorangehenden Absatz zur Überschrift 
variiert. Eine Überschrift oder Zwischenüberschrift 
aus mehr als zwei Zeilen ist generell zu vermeiden. 
Überschriften sollten so kurz wie möglich formuliert 
sein. Sie werden übrigens in der Regel ohne Punkt am 
Ende gesetzt.

Das Grundlinienraster wird in InDesign in den Vorein-
stellungen des Dokuments eingerichtet. Das wichtigste 
ist hierbei natürlich die Größe der Einteilungen. Wenn 

Grundlinienraster

Wenn man ein Buch oder eine Broschüre gegen das 
Licht hält, sollten auf der Vorder- und Rückseite alle 
Grundschriftzeilen genau auf gleicher Höhe stehen. 
In der Fachsprache heißt das, dass die Zeilen Register 
halten. Diese Registerhaltigkeit richtet sich an einem 
bestimmten Grundlinienraster aus. Dadurch wird 
gewährleistet, dass das Layout eine gewisse Ordnung 
und Klarheit erhält. Außerdem lässt sich auf diese 
Weise verhindern, dass sich durch die Rückseite schei-
nende Zeilen in den Vordergrund drängen und so das 
eingesetzte Gestaltungsraster beeinträchtigen und das 
erwünschte Graubild beeinflussen.

Größere einzeilige Überschriften

Wenn die Überschriften und Zwischenüberschriften 
in der selben Schriftgröße und mit dem gleichen Zei-
lenabstand gesetzt sind wie die Grundschrift, können 
sie problemlos Register halten. Das ist aber natürlich 
nicht immer der Fall. Die Wahl eines anderen Schrift-
grades und Zeilenabstandes bei den Überschriften und 
Zwischenüberschriften verdeutlicht unter Umständen 
die Hierarchie zwischen den Überschriften und der 
Grundschrift, was zur Erhöhung der Lesbarkeit führt. 

Der Abstand zwischen der Zwischenüberschrift und 
dem nachfolgenden Text sollte generell kleiner sein, 
als der Abstand des vorangegangenen Absatzes zur 
Zwischenüberschrift des nächsten Absatzes. Das ver-
deutlicht die Zugehörigkeit der Zwischenüberschrift 
zum nachfolgenden Absatz. Bei Zwischenüberschrif-

Larger headings with variable spaces

Setting baseline grid in InDesign Aligning text to baseline grid

3. Composition and Typography  >  3.1 Grid layout

InDesign
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Grids...
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Blank
outside

Blank 
inside

Cutting (scrap)
inside

Cutting (scrap)
outside

punch

Open form

register punch

Closed form 

folder punch

The cutting die has to print over the objects lying 
underneath it.

Overprinting in InDesign or Illustrator

It is important not to choose too thick a paperboard. 
Paperboard over a certain grammage cannot be folded. 
As a rule the limit is around 350 g / m2, although 
some creasing machines can process paperboard up  
to 600 g / m2. 

Punching  A print sheet may be punched, or 
die-cut, to size, in addition to being cut in the 
form. The difference between punching and 
cutting is that in punching the dividing rule is 

not normally exclusively straight. A cutting die is often  
a closed form for cutting paper sheets. There are also 
open cutting dies used for index cutting or for rounding 
off book block edges, for example. Other classic exam-
ples of punching are labels with rounded off edges, in- 
dividually shaped stickers, carry folders, coasters, and 
index sheets. 

There are two purposes for punching: If, for 
example, one punches a circular hole in a piece of 
paper, the circle can either be the resulting blank or 
scrap. The scrap is also called a cutting. If the circle is 
the blank, the cutting is around the hole. On the other 
hand, if the circle is the cutting, the blank is around 
the hole.

Setting the cutting die  The cutting die 
must be drawn during the final artwork and pro-
vided as a separate ink form. There are cutting 
dies that the printers or producers have in digital 

form because they are used relatively frequently. These 
cutting dies have the advantage of being considerably 
cheaper, seeing as they do not need to be specially made, 
plus they are tried and tested. 

The cutting die must be placed on the page 
in order to make sure that all the elements are in the 
right place. If there is no digital cutting die available, 
an exact measurement will suffice. This may also be 
ordered from the printing press. A cutting die may be 
drawn in Adobe Illustrator or InDesign, for example. It 
is set up as a closed form with an outline or as an open 
line, depending on what the cutting die should look 
like. The line or outline boldness is relatively meaning-
less, although a 0.25 to 0.5 pt line is normally used. 

The amount of color in the punch outlines is 
of secondary importance. A dark colored cutting die 
on a light background is optimal, as it is easier to see. 

Folder punch

Printed background when the cutting 
die does not overprint (wrong)

Printed background when the cutting 
die overprints (right)

fold

cutting die

cutting 
format

Dimensions of a folder punch (in mm) 6
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fill height per 4 mm29
7

36
1

64 60 60
64
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Attributes

 Overprint Fill
 Overprint Stroke

6 – See footnotes for US-readers p. 34

Ready to Print Kristina Nickel

288 21 × 26 cm

about the book

A user-friendly handbook that helps designers to prepare their files for optimal printing.
These days, designers must be proficient in creating final artwork and be 
familiar with pre-print and production processes. Ready to Print helps 
designers prepare their data and materials so that the best result can be 
achieved with an optimal print run. Detailed descriptions of each step also 
ensure that designers can accurately plan their workflow and budget in 
these areas.
 
Ready to Print imparts the fundamentals of how printing functions and 
points out options and hurdles along the way to creating an outstand-
ing print product. The chapters Paper, Printing Techniques, Typography, 
Trapping, Color, Image Editing, and PDF make the comprehensive book 
a clearly-structured companion for navigating through pre-print and 

 production. All of the content —from the traits of various types of paper to 
the recommended settings when exporting data into a print-ready PDF—
are explained thoroughly in plain language and with the help of numerous 
illustrations and graphics.
 
The original German edition of Ready to Print was written and compiled by 
Kristina Nickel, a production manager well-versed in pre-print and produc-
tion processes. The content of this English version was edited by typography 
and design expert Erik Spiekermann and translated by his son, Dylan.

features

translated by

price

pages size

title

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

full color, PVC cover, bookmark ribbon

D. + E. Spiekermann

category

Graphic Design, Typography

by

subtitle

978-3-89955-325-3
isbn

Handbook for 
Media Designers
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R. Klanten, K. Bolhöfer, S. Ehmann

Out of the Box!

Brand Experiences between 
Pop-Up and Flagship 

isbn

978-3-89955-374-1

288 24 × 30 cm

editors

title

about the book

features

pages size

price

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

full color, hardcover

Innovative brand presentations from temporary pop-up shops to flagship stores.
The way in which we experience and consume brands is changing more rap-
idly today than ever before. The strong influence of e-commerce and the 
digital realm is forcing brands to rethink the traditional presentation of their 
wares in conventional stores. More and more companies throughout the 
world are exploring new concepts for the sale and presentation of their prod-
ucts, or they are establishing events to boost brand image. They are increas-
ingly searching for new ways to offer their customers brand experiences on 
an emotional level.
 
Out of the Box! is an inspirational collection of solutions from around the 
globe that allow us to experience brands in unique ways. These range from 
flagship stores, in which a vision for a brand image is implemented in real 

space, to makeshift pop-up shops, which celebrate the essence of a brand 
for a targeted audience or timeframe. The book also explores how novel ap-
proaches—including, for example, thematic sales areas in concept stores, 
formats that mix galleries with boutiques, mobile retail units, and event lo-
cations—are blazing all kinds of trails in current brand communication.
 
With 288 pages brimming with international examples, Out of the Box! shows 
architects, brand managers, graphic designers, and interior designers how 
they can effectively establish their brands in the real world in a way that 
results in unforgettable emotional experiences for discerning, internet-
minded customers.

subtitle

categories

Architecture, Style
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full color, hardcover

isbn

Frank Höhne

160 21 × 26 cm

978-3-89955-456-4

The Book of Bock

features

pages size

price

category

€ 29.90 {D} £ 26.99 $ 45

full color, hardcover

The delight with which Frank Höhne draws radiates from each of his illus-
trations and his strange humor is contagious. His style is idiosyncratic and 
sometimes childishly naïve. Höhne admits that “I simply do what I want to do,” 
but he does this so well that he has established himself as one of Germany’s 
leading illustrators in only a short period of time. His clients include interna-
tional brands such as BMW Mini, Nike, and Aveda, as well as a broad range of 
German newspapers and magazines.

In The Book of Bock Frank Höhne offers his own unique perspective on how 
to become an illustrator and, once one does, how to keep the joy in one’s 
work alive over time. The hilarious visual journey is great fun for all readers—
whether they work creatively or not.

Frank Höhne is inspired by the things that make him human. As he puts it, “a 
colonoscopy gives me eight times more input than a visit to a museum for 
applied something or other.”

In his own inimitable way, Frank Höhne explains how to find and keep joy in working as an 
illustrator.

Illustration

bytitle

about the book
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Sublime

New Design and 
Architecture from Japan

R. Klanten, S. Ehmann, K. Bolhöfer, 
A. Kupetz, B. Meyer

288

isbn

24 × 30 cm

978-3-89955-372-7

title

about the book

Elegant Japanese architecture, interiors, and products that build upon tradition while defining 
the future of design.
After the visual excesses of the first decade of the new millennium, there 
now appears to be a distinct demand for clear and rational yet forward-
thinking design. Seamlessly melding aesthetics, functionality, and quality 
while simultaneously avoiding excess has been a foundation of Japanese 
handicraft for hundreds of years. Architects and other creatives from Japan 
are masters at skillfully combining rational functionality with a cutting-edge 
sense of design in a way that seems effortless and even playful.

Sublime is a comprehensive collection of the relevant trends in Japanese 
design that reveals the country’s uniquely elegant design aesthetic. The 
book presents architecture, interiors, and products that are created with 

an approach that is both rational and visionary. The results of this striking 
combination often appear futuristic and somehow transcendent. Japanese 
architecture is adept at bringing inner and outer areas of buildings together 
harmoniously. Even the smallest rooms can seem surprisingly spacious.

Sublime showcases and explores the distinctive national talent for strik-
ingly merging the rational and traditional with the modern. With insightful 
texts by Andrej Kupetz and Shonquis Moreno, it features work by established 
names such as Tokujin Yoshioka, Kengo Kuma, and Nendo, and introduces 
talent from a new generation that has found its own design style somewhere 
between a traditional Japanese approach and contemporary influences.

Architecture, 
Product Design

categories

subtitle editors

features

pages size

price

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

full color, hardcover
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Art & Agenda

Political Art and Activism R. Klanten, M. Hübner, A. Bieber, 
P. Alonzo, G. Jansen

288

isbn

24 × 30 cm

978-3-89955-342-0

title

about the book

Young and established artists are putting political subjects, protest, and resistance back on 
the personal and public agenda.
Life has become significantly more political in the new millennium, espe-
cially in the aftermath of worldwide financial crisis. Art is both driving and 
documenting this upheaval. Increasingly, new visual concepts and commen-
taries are being used to represent and communicate emotionally charged 
topics, thereby bringing them onto local political and social agendas in a 
way far more powerful than words alone.
 
Art & Agenda explores the current interrelationship between politics, art, 
and activism. The book introduces a variety of artists who are advocating 
political and social reform on a local or a global scale. The personalities 
and approaches of the featured artists are as diverse as their subject mat-
ter—the artists’ goals, techniques, and degrees of radicalness depend on 
the cultures to which they belong as well as the social and political circles 
in which they move. Some of the artists featured in the book are fighting 
against poverty or for women’s rights. Others are working to rebuild Haitian 
communities in the wake of the country’s devastating earthquake. Still oth-
ers are using mass communication to criticize transnational oil companies.

The book looks at how art is not only reflecting and setting agendas, but 
also how it is influencing political reaction. Consequently, Art & Agenda is 
not only a perceptive documentation of current urban interventions, instal-
lations, performances, sculptures, and paintings, but also points to future 
forms of political discourse.
 
In addition to presenting the diverse work of more than 100 artists, the 
book features comprehensive and insightful texts by curators Pedro Alonzo, 
Alain Bieber, and Silke Krohn as well as by Gregor Jansen, the director of the 
Kunsthalle Düsseldorf.
 
Contributors include established artists such as Ai Weiwei, Elmgreen & 
Dragset, Fernando Bryce, Gregor Schneider, Hank Willis Thomas, Jennifer 
Karady, Jota Castro, Marina Abramović, Maurizio Cattelan, Milica Tomić, Paul 
McCarthy, Santiago Sierra, William Kentridge, and Zhang Huan as well as 
newer talent such as Aram Bartholl, Brad Downey, JR, Shepard Fairey, Swoon, 
Voina Group, YesMen, and Ztohoven.

Art
category

subtitle editors

features

pages size

price

€ 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68

full color, hardcover
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To describe Henrik Vibskov as merely a fashion designer would be a vast 
understatement. As a multifaceted artist, passionate musician, innovative 
stage designer, and head of his trendsetting eponymous fashion label he is 
at the vanguard of a new generation of creative multi-taskers. As is indicative  

of this new type of renaissance designer, Vibskov has succeeded in estab-
lishing a unique signature style that is recognizable across all of the diverse 
disciplines in which he works.

title by

isbn

978-3-89955-435-9

24 × 30 cm240

Henrik VibskovHenrik Vibskov

editors

features

pages size

price

category

€ 39.90 {D} £ 37.50 $ 60

Henrik Vibskov & Alastair Philip Wiper, 
co-edited by Camilla R. Simpson

full color, hardcover

Style

about the book

title

isbn

80

978-3-89955-437-3

Ain’t We Got Fun Jen Ray

features

pages size

price

category

full color, hardcover

€ 25 {D} £ 23 $ 39

The large-scale works of the American artist Jen Ray transport their viewers 
into a surreal universe where Amazonian women rule, militants move across 
dystopian landscapes, and magic spaces are occupied by rebels and provo-
cateurs. The mystical realism of her images is reminiscent of the worlds cre-
ated by Alejandro Jodorowsky or Moebius and those featured in traditional 

Japanese prints and Manga culture. Her art has been shown in museums and 
galleries in cities including New York, Berlin, and Paris. Ain’t We Got Fun is an 
overview of art created by Jen Ray over the past seven years that includes 
drawings and performances as well as new works.

Art

24.5 × 33 cm

by

about the book
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about the book

title

isbn

Sebastian Errazuriz

224 24 × 28 cm

978-3-89955-441-0

The Journey of 
Sebastian Errazuriz

by

features

pages size

price

categories

full color, hardcover

€ 35 {D} £ 32.50 $ 55

Ironic, sophisticated, precise—the work of Sebastian Errazuriz moves ele-
gantly between art and design. His light but sneaky visual language is often 
compared with that of Erwin Wurm, while its morbid charm and clever wit 
suggests a kinship with Maurizio Cattelan and Gabriel Orozco. Errazuriz’s 
work has already been shown at over 40 exhibits in cities including New 
York, Paris, Tokyo, and Barcelona. Today, his creations are snatched up by 
collectors the second they leave his Brooklyn studio. This book is the first 
monograph of Sebastian Errazuriz’s work, which the New York Times calls 

“humorously avant-garde.” It includes conversations Errazuriz had with art-
ist Tom Sachs and MoMA senior curator Paola Antonelli. The introduction 
texts were written by the art critic Christian Viveros-Fauné and gallery 
owner Cristina Grajales.

“Moving beyond form and function, Sebastian Errazuriz enters metaphysical 
territory.“ (Surface)

Art, Product Design

R. Klanten, K. Bolhöfer, S. Ehmann

Lux

Lamps and Lights

isbn

978-3-89955-373-4

320 17 × 24 cm

editors

title

about the book

features

pages size

price

€ 29.90 (D) £ 27.50 $ 48

full color, hardcover

The effect of light cannot be overestimated. The most splendid interior will 
not shine without adequate lighting. In the last few years, a new school of 
lamp designers and light manufacturers have taken the lead in creating and 
developing a new frontier of domestic lighting. These innovative solutions 
reflect the cutting-edge of contemporary furniture design, interior design, 

and architecture as much as a recent quantum leap in illumination technol-
ogy. Lux offers an inspiring range of these current approaches to lamps and 
lighting that represent a fundamental change in the aesthetic and technical 
possibilities available.

subtitle

categories

Product Design, Style
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about the book

by

isbn

978-3-89955-389-5

16 × 21 cm224

Studio 3A History of Graphic 
Design for Rainy Days

features

pages size

price

category

€ 19.90 {D} £ 17.99 $ 29.90

full color, hardcover

One fateful rainy day, a bored kid asks his grandfather “what in the world 
is graphic design?” Starting with that innocent question, this activity book 
takes its readers on a charmingly illustrated and cleverly revealing whirlwind 
tour through this creative discipline’s milestone developments, personali-
ties, and technologies. With its engaging design, humorous narratives, and 

fun-filled exercises, it offers an entertaining look at the many aspects of 
graphic design—from typography’s humble beginnings to the internet-based 
font distribution of today; from styles including art nouveau, Dada, Bauhaus, 
and psychedelic to innovators such as William Morris, Jan Tschichold, Saul 
Bass, and David Carson.

Graphic Design

William Morris, 
(1834 –1896) was an 
English textile designer, 
artist, writer, and 
pioneer in the Arts and 
Crafts Movement. Best 
known for his botanical 
patterns and ornaments.

GLUE TO BACK
FOLD

FOLD

FOLD

Louis Prang, was an 
American printer, lito-
grapher and publisher. 
He is known as the 
father of the American 
Christmas card.

GLUE TO BACK
FOLD

FOLD

FOLD

Henri de Toulouse-
Lautrec, Broke new 
ground when it came 
to poster design with 
his use of symbolic 
shaped and communi-
cative images.

GLUE TO BACK
FOLD

FOLD

FOLD

Cut out your favorite designer!

Dadaists said they were not creating art, but 
mocking and defaming a society gone insane.  

Dadaists were known for their bizarre stage 
performances, including sexual intercourse with 
animals and body suspension. 

Dadaism was a pro-war movement, that had a 
strong positive and constructive element.  

Dada artists claimed to have invented 
photomontage.  

Dadaists reduced aesthetic expression to it´s 
fundamental elements. 

Dadaists believed that the playful dimension of 
art offered a path to liberation.

LISTEN TO ME JEAN: THE TERM DADA IS JUST 
A RANDOM WORD HUGO BALL PICKED FROM THE 
GERMAN DICTIONARY!

NO, NO! DADA HAS IT’S ORIGINS IN THE 
FIRST SOUNDS THAT INFANTS MAKE!

Tristan Tzara and Jean Arp are arguing about the 
origin of the term Dada. Who is right? 

True False

HEY YOU! HAVE YOU SEEN ALL THE PROPAGANDA POSTERS 
HANGING AROUND? I’VE SEEN THE REAL WAR, AS A GER- 
MAN SOLDIER IN THE INVASION OF BELGIUM... AND I CAN 
TELL YOU, IT WASN’T PRETTY! THE WAR IS FOUNDED ON A 
GLARING MISTAKE! MEN ARE CONFUSED WITH MACHINES! 
HERE AT CABARET VOLTAIRE IN ZURICH WE HATE THE WAR 
AND THE SHALLOWNESS OF BLIND FAITH IN THE TECHNO-
LOGY! WE REJECT ALL TRADITION AND BELIEVE IN 
COMPLETE FREEDOM!

THIS OUTSPOKEN YOUNG MAN IS HUGO BALL, ONE OF THE 
PEOPLE BEHIND THE DADAIST MOVEMENT. THE DADAISTS WERE 
AGAINST EVERYTHING THAT THE FUTURISTS WERE IN FAVOUR 
OF AND HAD AN IMPORTANT INFLUENCE ON GRAPHIC DESIGN. 
THEY USED TECHNIQUES SUCH AS COLLAGE, PHOTOMONTAGES, 
AND PURE CHANCE WHEN IT CAME TO PLACEMENT OF TEXT. 
BUT WE SHOULD REALLY MOVE ON, SINCE WE HAVE AN 
IMPORTANT APPOINTMENT WAITING FOR US FURTHER AHEAD!

HURRY UP GRAMPS! 
TIME TO LEAVE THIS 
MASQUERADE...

60

Which of these statements regarding 
David Carson are true?

1. In 1989 he was qualified as the 
9th best surfer in the world. 

2. He was a former sociology teacher. 

3. He lost his big toe due to a shark 
attack. 

4. He made the logo for the TV series 
Baywatch. 

Which of these magazines did 
David Carson work for? Cross out 
the correct ones.

this is some quite expressive 
stuff mr. carson!

Thanks dude! I totally hate grid formats and 
consistent layouts. Instead, I try to explore 
the expressive possibilities of each subject and 
each page. I like to include page numbers, set in 
large display type and images as prominent 
design elements in my layouts. Often, I letter-
space my article titles unpredictably across 
images or arrange them in expressive sequenses. 
I also like to make my reader decipher the 
message by slicing away parts of letters. For 
me, design is all about being playful!

176
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Neville Brody has 
designed many 
different magazines. 
But what year did he 
design these different 
magazines?

Someone that was influenced by this punk 
movement was Neville Brody over there, 
who went to school here in London.

I see... But what is 
that retro dude next 
to him so angry about?

At first I studied fine art, but later 
went on to study graphics at London 
College of Printing. After working in the 
music scene, I got into editorial design. 
I never learned the rules of correct 
typography, which has left me free to 
develop my own working methods. I have 
also made quite a few typefaces, like FF 
Blur and Times Modern that I did 
together with Ben Preston at Research 
Studios. Research Studios was founded 
1994 together with my business partner 
Fwa Richards. We've grown quite big and 
have opened offices in San Francisco, 
Paris, Berlin, and even New York!

166

192

Hyperactivi  typography 
from A to Z

isbn

16 × 21 cm

978-3-89955-327-7

Studio 3
title

about the book

features

pages size

price

€ 19.90 {D} £ 17.99 $ 29.90

full color, hardcover
category

Typography

by

Who knew that a publication that looks like an attractively designed chil-
dren’s book could take such a revealing look at the demanding topic of ty-
pography. The colorful pages of Hyperactivitypography from A to Z present a 
simple and fun, yet amazingly clever how-to that celebrates typography in 
all its complexity. Introducing common typography terms and trivia through 

charming illustrations, personal examinations, and fun-filled exercises, this 
activity book offers both an accessible introduction to typography beginners 
and an entertaining review for experts to test their skills and take away new 
insights into the ramifications of typography—all while having fun.
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about the book

about the book

title

title

by

isbn

978-3-89955-396-3

160 21 × 26 cm

Mark Jenkins

Mark Jenkins

The Urban Theater

R. Klanten, M. Hübner

category

features

pages size

price

€ 35 {D} £ 32.50 $ 55

full color, hardcover

Mark Jenkins is redefining sculpture as part of the urban environment. The 
Urban Theater, his first monograph, documents Jenkins’s compelling, often 
disturbing street installations and demonstrates his talent for provoking 

reactions from passersby. For Jenkins, these spontaneous responses and 
interactions are an integral part of the life cycle of his works.

Art

subtitle editors

978-3-89955-393-2

268

The Speed Book

Aram BarthollAram Bartholl

isbn

features

editorsubtitle

Aram Bartholl’s work explores the power structures, the social systems, the 
cultural innovations, the inner dynamics, the languages, and the products 
that are shaping our age. This first comprehensive monograph offers entry to 
an oeuvre in which space and cyberspace mingle and mangle each other, a 
realm that uses as little technology as possible while still speaking a digital 
language. Aram Bartholl: The Speed Book features savvy experiments with 
transitions from the virtual to the physical: USB sticks embedded into walls, 

buildings, and curbs; giant real-life versions of Google’s red map markers 
positioned in public spaces; portraits generated from search results. An 
introduction by editor Domenico Quaranta as well as essays by science fic-
tion writer Bruce Sterling, art critics, and fellow artists guide readers through 
a wonderfully skewed version of reality under the influence of the internet, 
something Sterling refers to as Bartholl’s “self-created twilight zone.”

category
full color, hardcover

Domenico Quaranta

€ 39.90 {D} £ 37.50 $ 60

pages size

price

Art

by

21.6 × 28 cm
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about the book

about the book

title

title

Visual Impact 
in Current Design

R. Klanten, F. Schulze

192

isbn

24 × 28 cm

978-3-89955-370-3

title

Movement, tension, balance, and surprise are being increasingly explored 
in today’s visual culture. More and more cutting-edge design, photography, 
and art depicts subjects that initially appear to be stable or to be symmetri-
cal. But upon closer examination, each image tells a story. Or, more aptly, it 
triggers a story in the viewer’s mind that shows the inevitable events that 

will develop out of the portrayed circumstances. Erratic documents recent, 
often playful creative investigations that reveal a range of narrative qualities 
inherent in single images. At the same time, the featured work makes clear 
that even conditions of alleged stability or balance can come to an abrupt 
end at any time.

Graphic Design, Style
categories

subtitle editors

features

pages size

price

€ 29.90 (D) £ 26.99 $ 45

full color, softcover

R. Klanten, A. Mollard

Precursor

The Creativity Watchlist

978-3-89955-345-1

288 24 × 30 cm

isbn

editors

features

pages size

price

subtitle

categories

€ 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68

full color, hardcover

The creative visions of design’s forerunners currently play with colors and 
patterns as well as with elements of realism, surrealism, op art, and tribal art. 
Precursor presents this strikingly interdisciplinary work that exists beyond 
the latest trends and retro looks and whose only obligation is to innovate. 
This book is a trailblazing collection of recent work by a new breed of young 

designers from around the world complemented by insightful texts. Although 
stylistically diverse, the examples documented in Precursor are all created 
with a distinctly multidisciplinary approach that is enriching and expanding 
established categories of design.

Graphic Design, Style

Erratic
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about the book

title

Arabesque 2

Graphic Design from the 
Arab World and Persia

Ben Wittner, Sascha Thoma

208

isbn

24 × 28 cm

978-3-89955-330-7

Arabesque 2 is a collection of recent cutting-edge work by young design-
ers and activists from the Arab world and Iran. The examples of typography, 
graphic design, logos, editorial design, and illustration presented here chart 
a compelling course between local visual convention and a modern inter-
national style that is emblematic of the increasing cultural emancipation of 

the entire Middle East. The book’s rich selection of groundbreaking visuals 
is supplemented by texts and interviews that describe the environments in 
which the featured designers and artists work. Arabesque 2 also includes a 
preface by John Martin, co-founder of Art Dubai, and a CD-ROM with 4 type-
faces related to its themes.

Graphic Design,
Typography

categories

subtitle editors

features

pages size

price

€ 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68

full color, hardcover, incl. 4 typefaces on CD-ROM

R. Klanten, S. Ehmann, S. Grill

978-3-89955-208-9

280 24 × 30 cm

Porcelain, Glass 
and Ceramics

Fragiles

isbn

192 193

NymphENbURG
Hella Jongerius
Nymphenburg Sketches (2004–2007)
---
Visiting the Nymphenburg painting studios 
inspired Hella Jongerius to create this collection, 
with artwork depicting the development process 
of decors featuring game animals, flowers, or 
birds. The identities of the craftspeople involved 
in developing each individual porcelain item are 
revealed through combinations of letters and 
numbers on the visible sides of her bowls, plates, 
and cups.

[opposite]

Animal Bowls (2004)
---
Unsurpassed craftsmanship and various 
techniques from the turning workshop, mould-
ing workshop, and painting studio are brought 
together in these exceptional pieces.

Material: Hand-crafted and hand-painted porcelain
Producer: Nymphenburg Porcelain Manufactory
Credits: All photos by Nymphenburg Porcelain  
Manufactory �4 ��

Since his visionary Knotted Chair for Droog Design in 1��6, 
Dutch designer Marcel Wanders has barely enjoyed a moment’s 
pause. Yet despite a steady string of projects, awards, and teach-
ing assignments, from Bizazza bathroom furniture to consumer 
appliances, Wanders places great emphasis on a healthy balance 
between commercial commissions and his own, personal pur-
suits. His irreverent takes on delftware, in particular, caused 
a great stir — and controversy. Intense and intensely beautiful, 
these strong, iconic pieces offer an inspired commentary on the 
seductive tension between immediacy and tradition. 

Considering the staggering range of different projects you’ve 
instigated, from products and interiors to art and teaching, is 
there a unifying factor?

Naturally, every project starts from a different premise. With 
commercial commissions, it tends to be the client who states a 
specific need. But as soon as we start, it comes down to the core 
values of what we, as a studio, want to achieve. 
 Basically, there are two crucial criteria before we even start 
on a project: does it resonate with our values and does it add 
something tangible to the world? To us, it is imperative that 
our work convey passion and humanism and, at the same time, 
reflect the needs of our time. The world today faces very specific 
challenges and requires very different solutions to those of our 
parents. Anything we create should reflect these current chal-
lenges; otherwise, we simply do not see the point in doing them 
now!

Could you explain the reasoning behind your one-minute delft-
ware series?

First of all, they’re part of my Personal Edition — I make them 
myself and they are very near and dear to me. 
 As an industrial designer, I’m constantly reminded of what 
we can lose in production because of the industrial processes 
involved, the automation. Objects tend to be more sterile and 
impersonal than, say, 200 years ago. On the other hand, if I 
want to reach a lot of people, I can’t spend an entire day on 

every single specimen I design. But why not spend a minute 
instead — and create something equally special? 
 This is the idea behind my one-minute sculptures and 
one-minute paintings. I start out with a prefabricated object, 
something mass-produced and available to as many people as 
possible, then turn myself into part of the production process, 
into the machine — to add that important personal touch.

How did the series evolve over time?

At some point, I tried to involve someone else, but it simply din’t 
work. Out of a hundred pieces, I could still tell which one was 
mine. In addition, I soon discovered that the larger pieces were 
far more difficult to accomplish within one minute — my hands 
are only so big! So, for a new series, I changed my approach and 
threw away all the brushes. Nowadays, I only use my hands, 
which adds a different flavour to the pieces. 

Did they turn out the way you expected? How do people react 
when they see them for the first time?

Delft blue is something the average person really loves. In their 
mind, it conjures up something that is very delicate, beauti-
ful, and crafted, yet here, it conveys a very different energy. 
The decision to spend only one minute on each piece makes 
them really intense and powerful. The finished objects thrive 
on their intense polarity — between classic and modern, fragile 
and rough, unsubtle and sophisticated. To me, this contrast is 
very extreme and very beautiful. Surprisingly enough, even 
people who have been collecting traditional delftware for years 
have shown great interest because they see them as a new 
direction. Other people find themselves overwhelmed by their 
raw power — you simply cannot see them and not be affected! 
Without an audience, there is no theatre.

[opposite]

Personal Editions, Milan (2007)
Credits: Photo by Inga Powilleit,  
styling by Tatyana Quax

Marcel Wanders

230 231

Next thing I know, people are telling me about these ceramic 
guns and bombs at the Venice Biennale — Antonio’s Italian 
majolica guns, not mine! At the time, I was obviously jealous, but 
now many artists are using gun imagery because war and ter-
rorism are part of the zeitgeist. And it’s important for ceramics 
to have conceptual artists and designers who use this medium 
as well as potters. Their input helps to break down the barriers 
between craft and fine art.

How do you finance your creations and indulgences?

I’ve always sold what I make in galleries, shops, and now on the 
internet. I don’t own much except the tools of my trade — no 
house, no car, no wife, no children. I’m certainly not rich, but 
because I don’t need another job besides my art, I’m considered 
a success in America. 

You once described yourself as ‘the oldest promising young 
artist in the Pacific Northwest’ — do we detect a hint of bitter-
sweet irony?

No, this is a joke about youth culture. I simply don’t under-
stand it! In the contemporary art world, you’re either young 
and famous, or famous and dead. The in-between years are the 

difficult ones for artists. The media treats everyone like celeb-
rities, but they prefer the young to the old. I’ve discovered my 
own fountain of youth. It’s the word ‘fuck’ — I use it sixteen 
times in every sentence.

1 2

4

3

5

6

1 ‘Porcelain War Museum Project’ (selection) (1999–2008)
 (ongoing ceramic arsenal)
  Material: Hand-painted earthenware and porcelain  

with ceramic decals
 Edition: One-offs
2 Porcelain War Museum Project – ‘Petite Versaille
 Thompson Sub Machine Gun’ (2007)
 Material: Hand-painted porcelain with ceramic decals
 Edition: Unlimited one-off
3 Disasterware ™ ‘Darkness in Delft Series’ (1994)
 Material: Hand-painted porcelain plate with gold lustre
 Edition: 1 of 12 (one-offs)
4 Disasterware ™ ‘Dresden 1945’ (Series B) (2007)
  Material: Hand-painted porcelain with ceramic decal
 Edition: 50 pieces
5 Jack Rabbit Target Torpedo (2006)
 (based on a poster design by Filastine)
 Material: Hand-painted earthenware
 Edition: One-off
6 ‘Journey Into the Bright World’ (2007)
 Material: Hand-painted porcelain
 Edition: One-off

  Producer: All pieces produced by Villa Delirium Delft Works
  Credits: Photos by Dan Walter (fig. 1, 3, 4), Stolenspace 

London (fig. 2), and Richard Nicole (fig. 5, 6)

about the book

Fragiles is an eclectic collection of unconventional contemporary work in 
porcelain, glass, and ceramics. Today, these materials are increasingly 
being used in playful ways by both established and emerging design tal-
ents who are inspired by modernism, an ironic depiction of kitsch, and an 

expanded repertoire of forms made possible by technological developments 
such as rapid prototyping. The spectrum and quality of these innovative 
projects shows a current generation of designers just how relevant and 
challenging working with these traditional fragile materials can be.

€ 44 {D} £ 40 $ 69

full color, hardcover
features

price

pages size

title

subtitle editors

category

Product Design
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about the book

about the book

title

title

This book presents inspiring work from around the world that is bringing 
nature back into our cities: from urban farming initiatives, guerilla gardening, 
and architectural visions, to furniture, products, and other everyday objects 
that use plants in a functional or aesthetic way. Some of the included pro-
jects are changing the landscapes of our cities as a whole, while others can 

make our own streets and homes greener—most importantly, all are trying 
to get people to think differently. For everyone who has an interest in a more 
responsible and environmentally-friendly lifestyle, this entertaining and 
socially relevant book makes it clear that we can design our urban future in 
a way that’s green, innovative, vibrant, and constructive.

Whether created by established architects and artists or new talents, the 
examples in Utopia Forever are important catalysts for fundamental change 
and are radically shaping our notions of life in the future. The projects and 
concepts from architecture, city planning, urbanism, and art collected 
here point beyond the restrictions of the factual to unleash the potential 

of creative  visions. This inspiring work explores how current challenges for 
architecture, mobility, and energy as well as the logistics of food consump-
tion and waste removal can be met. Text features by both architects and 
theorists give added insight.

R. Klanten, L. Feireiss

Utopia Forever

Visions of Architecture 
and Urbanism

isbn

978-3-89955-335-2

256 24 × 28 cm

editors

features

pages size

price

€ 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68

full color, flexicover

subtitle

category

Architecture

R. Klanten, S. Ehmann, K. Bolhöfer

My Green City

Back to Nature with 
Attitude and Style

isbn

978-3-89955-334-5

240 21 × 26 cm

editors

features

pages size

price

€ 38 (D) £ 35 $ 60

full color, flexicover

subtitle

category

Style, Graphic Design
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full color, flexicover

full color, flexicover

about the book

R. Klanten, L. Feireiss

240

Religious Architecture 
and Sacred Spaces

Closer to God

isbn

24 × 30 cm

978-3-89955-313-0

Closer to God is a unique collection of international examples of sacred 
spaces of all denominations that were built in the last few years. Whether 
churches, synagogues, mosques, temple complexes, or other contempla-
tive places for meditation and reflection, the architecture highlighted in this 
book ranks among the most exciting of our time. This book presents striking 

proof that contemporary religious structures are no longer bound by pre-
dominant styles. Rather, the explicitly expressive architectural language of 
sacred spaces at the start of the twenty-first century is shaped equally by 
respect for established traditions and forays into the visuality of the future.

editors

title

features

pages size

price

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

full color, hardcover

subtitle

category

Architecture

about the book

800

The Story of 
Eames Furniture

isbn

978-3-89955-230-0

Brimming with images and insightful text, this unique book is the bench-
mark reference on what is arguably the most influential and important furni-
ture brand of our time. It reveals in unparalleled detail how Charles and Ray 
Eames, as well as a talented team of designers, worked to create pieces 
that still top bestseller lists. The book describes the key role played by the 

Eames Office’s own development and perfection of production processes for 
its designs as well as the significance of its relationship with manufactur-
ers. By documenting the creation and spread of these landmark furniture 
designs, this book also tells the story of how modernism became estab-
lished in homes and offices throughout the world.

title

features

pages size

price

€ 150 (D) £ 140 $ 199

full color, hardcover, 2 volumes in slipcase
category

Product Design

by

25.5 × 29.2 cm

Marilyn Neuhart with 
John Neuhart
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R. Klanten, S. Ehmann, V. Hanschke

A Touch of Code

Interactive Installations 
and Experiences

isbn

978-3-89955-331-4

256 24 × 28 cm

about the book

Today’s designers are creating compelling atmospheres and interac-
tive experiences by merging hardware and software with architecture and 
design. This book is a collection of this innovative work produced where vir-
tual realms meet the real world and where dataflow confronts the human 
senses. It presents an international spectrum of interdisciplinary projects at 

the intersection  of laboratory, trade show, and urban space that play with 
the new frontiers of perception, interaction, and staging created by current 
technology. The work reveals how technology is fundamentally changing 
and expanding strategies for the targeted use of architecture, art, commu-
nication, and design for the future.

editors

title

features

pages size

price

€ 44 (D) £ 40 $ 68

full color, hardcover

subtitle

categories

Product Design, 
Architecture

Data Flow 2

272 24 × 30 cm

R. Klanten, N. Bourquin, S. Ehmann, T. Tissot

isbn

about the book

Data Flow 2 expands the definition of contemporary information graphics. The 
book features new possibilities for diagrams, maps, and charts and inves-
tigates the visual and intuitive presentation of processes and data. Eight 
comprehensive chapters illuminate how techniques such as simplification , 

abstraction, metaphor, and dramatization function. Data Flow 2 is a valuable 
reference offering practical advice, background, case studies, and inspira-
tion. The book is also available in French and Spanish editions.

title

subtitle editors

features

pages size

price

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

full color, hardcover

category

Graphic Design

Visualizing Information 
in Graphic Design

English edition: 978-3-89955-278-2
French edition: 978-3-89955-296-6

Spanish edition: 978-3-89955-297-3
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full color, hardcover

cyclo. id

Vol. 1
328

isbn

978-3-89955-383-3

Ryoji Ikeda, 
Carsten Nicolai

about the book

Ryoji Ikeda and Carsten Nicolai both work at the cutting-edge of contemporary 
electronic music and sound art. In 1999, the two artists initiated the joint pro-
ject cyclo., which is devoted to the visualization of sound. In their shared work, 
they generate new hybrid forms of audiovisual art and expand the possibili-
ties of digital technology. The project’s first publication is cyclo. id, a book 

and included CD-ROM that offer a multimedia and interactive documentation 
of the audiovisual material that Nicolai and Ikeda have collected, researched, 
and created since they began working together. The featured images are 
formed by the metering of sound bits that have been selected by the artists 
with meticulous care according to their acoustic and illustrative potential.

title

Graphic Design, 
Art

categories

subtitle features

pages size

price

€ 39.90 (D) £ 37.50 $ 60

b/w, hardcover, incl. CD-ROM

by

18.5 × 23 cm

TwoPoints.Net

240

Left, Right, Up, Down

isbn

24 × 30 cm

editors

title

about the book

features

pages size

price

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

full color, hardcover

subtitle

categories

Graphic Design,
Architecture

The true importance of signage and wayfinding systems only becomes evi-
dent when they do not work. This book presents the unsung heroes of func-
tional graphic design. Left, Right, Up, Down presents current approaches to 
design that provide orientation in and around buildings. The book provides 
myriad examples that combine graphic design and architecture so well that 

the result elegantly meets the specific navigational needs of the situation. 
The range of attractive, experimental, low-budget, and flexible solutions 
make it an inspirational and insightful examination of current possibilities 
for practical applied information graphics.

New Directions in Signage 
and Wayfinding

978-3-89955-312-3
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312

Moiré Index Carsten Nicolai

isbn

978-3-89955-308-6

title

features

pages size

price

€ 39.90 (D) £ 37.50 $ 60

b/w with 14 color plates,
hardcover, incl. CD-ROM

categories

by

18.5 × 23 cm

In this book, Carsten Nicolai explores the moiré effect—a phenomenon that 
can be created by the overlay of lines. Although such interference pat-
terns are mostly considered to be unwanted side effects, they are actu-
ally extremely interesting from an aesthetic perspective. This first exten-
sive visual compendium of these patterns is accompanied by a CD-ROM that 
contains not only the featured moirés as digital files, but also individual 

elements  that can be used to create an almost endless amount of new over-
lays. By analyzing and systematically unlocking these fundamental struc-
tures, which are of crucial importance to the visualization of data, Nicolai 
has again produced not only a work of art, but also a practical tool for any-
one working creatively.

Graphic Design, Art

about the book

Grid Index

978-3-89955-241-6

312

Carsten Nicolai

isbn

about the book

An essential reference for designers, visual artists, architects, researchers, 
and mathematicians, Grid Index is the first comprehensive visual lexicon of 
patterns and grid systems. Based upon years of research, artist and musi-
cian Carsten Nicolai has discovered and unlocked the code for visual sys-
tems into a systematic equation of grids and patterns. The accompanying 

CD-ROM contains all of the grids and patterns featured in the publication—
from the simplest grids made up entirely of squares to the most complex 
irregular ones with infinitely unpredictable patterns of growth—as editable 
vector graphic data files. Use it to map out the underlying grids of any image 
or form and to create recurring geometrical grids in graphic design.

by

€ 39.90 {D} £ 35 $ 60

b/w, hardcover, incl. CD-ROM

title
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pages size

price

categories

18.5 × 23 cm

Graphic Design, Art
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isbn

Book Art

Iconic Sculptures 
and Installations Made 
from Books

20 × 24 cm208

978-3-89955-366-6

about the book

subtitle

title

category

Art

For centuries books have contained and presented the written words that 
have allowed humankind to study and interpret the world. As texts have 
become readily available through different media, contemporary artists have 
been increasingly exploring the interplay between the function, structure, 
and format of books. Book Art is a stunning documentation of current art, 

installation, and design created with and from books. The fascinating range 
of examples, which is as diverse as books themselves, offers eloquent proof 
that—despite or because of digital media’s inroads as sources of text infor-
mation—the book’s legacy as a carrier of ideas and communication is being 
expanded today.

features

pages size

price

editor

€ 29.90 (D) £ 26.99 $ 45

full color, hardcover

Paul Sloman

isbn

978-3-89955-395-6

192 24 × 28 cm

Mathieu LehanneurMathieu Lehanneur

R. Klanten, S. Ehmann

In only a short period of time the French designer Mathieu Lehanneur has 
established himself as a rising star of the global design community. He creates 
breakthrough work at the nexus of design and the human body, bionic struc-
tures, geometrical forms, and both the rational and irrational sides of science. 
Lehanneur shapes aesthetic objects that provide astounding insight into 

the complexity of organic systems as well as cleverly address and comment 
on social issues. An extensive interview with the designer by the Serpentine 
Gallery’s Hans Ulrich Obrist as well as texts by the Museum of Modern Art’s 
Paola Antonelli, designer Ross Lovegrove, and others illuminate his creative 
explorations in the areas of interior design, product design, and art.

about the book

title by

features

editors

pages size

category

€ 35 {D} £ 32.50 $ 55
price

full color, hardcover

Product Design
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Lord of the Logos

Designing the Metal 
Underground

978-3-89955-282-9

240 21 × 26 cm

Christophe Szpajdel

isbn

about the book

title

features

pages size

price

subtitle

categories

€ 35 (D) £ 32.50 $ 55

full color, hardcover, 
gold embossing

by

Graphic Design, 
Typography

This book is a collection of work by Christophe Szpajdel, an artist whose 
fans in the underground black metal community worship as the Lord of 
the Logos. It includes hundreds of powerful logos, each of which captures 
the force of this musical genre anew. Through his surprising use of aes-
thetic influences such as art deco and nature, Szpajdel has brought a new 

dynamic into the gothic visuality of heavy metal. This publication, which is 
done in the style of a black prayerbook, shows not only how he has suc-
ceeded in leaving his own visual mark on this music, but how he has also 
expanded the canon of forms it uses.

Yuko Shimizu Yuko Shimizu 

160

isbn

17 × 24 cm

978-3-89955-387-1

title

about the book

The exceptional illustrator Yuko Shimizu creates her work at the intersection 
of traditional Japanese graphic prints with surreal comic art. The award-win-
ning New York-based artist draws her basic forms and figures with calligra-
phy brushes and later digitally supplements them with additional colors and 

backgrounds. This technique results in elegant and harmoniously composed 
creative visions and science-fiction fantasies, which are often erotically 
charged and combine the best of American pop and Japanese comic culture.

Art, Illustration
categories features

pages size

price

€ 19.90 (D) £ 17.50 $ 30

full color, hardcover

by
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Studio On Fire Studio On Fire

144

isbn

17 × 24 cm

978-3-89955-381-9

Iron Beasts 
Make Great Beauty

bytitle

about the book

Studio On Fire is at the forefront of the current letterpress movement—the 
rediscovery of old printing machines and techniques by young designers. 
The phenomenal detail and haptic sensuousness of their work have made 

this Minnesota-based company a seminal reference for how to effectively 
blend current and classical graphic design styles with production methods.

Graphic Design, 
Typography

categories

features

pages size

price

€ 19.90 (D) £ 17.50 $ 30

full color, hardcover
subtitle

isbn

Impressive

Printmaking, Letterpress 
and Graphic Design 

R. Klanten, H. Hellige

978-3-89955-368-0

240 24 × 30 cm

about the book

title

categories

features

subtitle editors

sizepages

price

Inspired by the challenge of hands-on tweaks and unpredictable results 
as well as the tactile qualities of different inks, papers, and binding tech-
niques, today’s creatives are rediscovering old-fashioned printing methods 
and crafts. Impressive is a topical exploration of the interplay between cur-
rent trends in graphic design and traditional handiwork such as letterpress 

printing , hand-cut linotype, chiseled woodblocks, and embossing. In addi-
tion to a rich selection of invitations, business cards, stationery, posters, 
and other material printed by hand, it offers personal insights from designers 
who are using old-fashioned techniques to create cutting-edge work.

Graphic Design, 
Typography € 35 (D) £ 32.50 $ 55

full color, softcover
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R. Klanten, S. Ehmann

978-3-89955-284-3

21 × 26 cm240

Bicycle Culture and Design

Velo

isbn

title

editors

features

pages size

price

about the book

€ 35 (D) £ 32.50 $ 50

full color, flexicover

Velo introduces a wild bunch of passionate cyclists—frame builders, urban 
planners, artists, photographers, and those who ride professionally—who 
are making an impact. They are not only shaping styles, but promoting 
cycling as a primary form of transport. The book also explores the aesthetic 
of today’s cycling culture and presents custom-made frames and art bikes 

as well as a selection of contemporary illustration and design influenced by 
the cycling movement. Geared toward anyone who has a personal or profes-
sional interest in cycling, Velo is the fast lane into a current topic that is 
both entertaining and socially relevant.

subtitle

categories

Style, Graphic Design

Naïve

R. Klanten, H. Hellige

978-3-89955-247-8

176 24 × 28 cm

Modernism and Folklore 
in Contemporary 
Graphic Design

isbn

Andrea Guinn  Poynter Institute - Poster, 2007Public Domain  Wilco, Rogue Wave - Poster, 2006 / 2007  Andrio Abero | 33rpm  Yellow Umbrella - Poster, 2006 138 139 Scotty Reifsnyder  Young at Heart: Rugged Stud - Poster, 2007Scotty Reifsnyder  Young at Heart: Kinky Cat - Poster, 2007 146 147Katharina Leuzinger  Untitled, 2008Peach Beach  The Face Tattoo - T-Shirt, 2008 74 75Pietaro Posti  Giant Girl Poster 2008 Pietari Posti  The Beginning (left) - Editorial, 2007  Nate Williams  Tin Cup Serenade (top) - Record Sleeve / Poster, 2007160 161

editors

features

pages size

price

about the book

subtitle

title

Naïve documents the extraordinary renaissance of classic modernism from 
the 1940s to 1960s in contemporary graphic design. This compilation intro-
duces a new wave of young designers who are rediscovering the stylistic 
elements reminiscent of classic graphic design such as silkscreen print-
ing, classical typography, hand lettering, woodcutting, and folk art and 

integrating  them into their work. Inspired by twentieth century American 
legends such as Saul Bass, Charley Harper, and Alexander Girard, the bur-
geoning designers showcased this in this book are creating innovative 
illustrations, poster art, editorials, book covers, record sleeves, stationery, 
and textiles.

€ 35 {D} £ 32.50 $ 50

full color, softcover

categories

Graphic Design, 
Illustration
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about the book

R. Klanten, A. Mollard, M. Hübner

Behind the 
Zines

Self-Publishing Culture

isbn

978-3-89955-336-9

240 24 × 28 cm

Turning Pages

272

R. Klanten, S. EhmannEditorial Design 
for Print Media

24 × 30 cm

isbn

978-3-89955-314-7

Behind the Zines introduces a cutting-edge selection of international zines 
and examines their role as a catalyst in the evolution of media and graphic 
design today. The book presents the broad range of existing zines that 
combine thought-provoking content with compelling design: from project-
oriented portfolios and (pseudo) scientific treatises to playrooms where 

creatives  can run riot and publications in which the printing process sig-
nificantly influences aesthetics. It not only describes the key factors that 
distinguish various zines, but—through interviews with people involved in 
their production and distribution—also sheds light on various strategies for 
this evolving media form.

editors

title

features

pages size

price

€ 39.90 (D) £ 37.50 $ 60

full color, softcover

subtitle

category

Graphic Design

about the book

Turning Pages is a perceptive survey of the state-of-the-art magazines, 
books, and newspapers that are redefining print media. It introduces rel-
evant solutions for a print landscape that has been and continues to be 
changed indelibly by economic upheaval and our shifting media preferences. 
Renowned editorial designers present their publications and comment on 

the stages of their conceptualization, design, and production. Thus, the 
book provides an overview of the editorial process as well as valuable per-
spectives on how different designers are meeting the challenges of creating 
outstanding print products for today and the years to come.

title

editors

features

pages size

price

€ 49.90 (D) £ 45 $ 78

full color, hardcover

category

Graphic Design

subtitle
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Urban Interventions

978-3-89955-291-1

288 24 × 30 cm

R. Klanten, M. HübnerPersonal Projects in 
Public Spaces

isbn

about the book

This book is a striking collection of the personal, often playful and thought-
provoking installations in urban environments that use and react to walls, 
traffic signs, trees, ads, and any and all elements of the modern city. It is 
the first book to document these very current art projects—as well as their 
interplay with fine art, architecture, performance, installation, activism and 

urbanism—in a comprehensive way. This perceptive work brings art to the 
masses and helps us rediscover our everyday surroundings. It challenges us 
to question if the cities we have are the cities we need, while adding a touch 
of magic to mundane places and situations.

title

editors

features

pages size

price

€ 44 (D) £ 40 $ 69

full color, hardcover

Art, Style

subtitle

categories

Nuevo Mundo

Latin American
Street Art 

Maximiliano Ruiz

256

isbn

21 × 26 cm

978-3-89955-337-6

title

about the book

One could argue that today’s most innovative street artists come from Latin 
America. The unique visual styles of Os Gêmeos, Bastardilla, Vitché, Saner, 
Jorge Rodríguez-Gerada, and others are not only highly respected in the 
international art scene, but their work has also been exhibited at renowned 
museums including the Tate Modern and Fondation Cartier. Nuevo Mundo is 
the first book to provide a comprehensive documentation of current street 

art in Latin America by exploring the full spectrum of vibrant regional scenes 
in their impressive diversity. The book is structured into chapters that intro-
duce work by established artists and promising new talents from Argentina, 
Brazil, Central America, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, 
Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela.

Art
category

subtitle editor

features

pages size

price

€ 35 (D) £ 32.50 $ 55

full color, hardcover
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Walls & Frames

Fine Art from 
the Streets

Maximiliano Ruiz

272

isbn

24 × 26 cm

978-3-89955-376-5

about the book

Walls & Frames is a cutting-edge collection of recent work by young artists 
who are moving from the street into galleries. These ambitious talents are 
keeping their connection to the street alive while establishing themselves 
in the art market with work in traditional formats such as painting, sculpture, 

and prints. The book shows how artists, who work with limited time and a 
small selection of tools on the street, are developing other styles, concepts, 
and techniques in the studio that are, in turn, influencing the direction of 
contemporary art.

title

Art
category

subtitle editor

features

pages size

price

€ 38 (D) £ 35 $ 60

full color, hardcover

about the book

Vhils

160

isbn

24 × 32 cm

978-3-89955-382-6

Vhils

148 149

Scratching the surface PROJECT
LOS ANgELES, USA

collaBoration with jr

Vhils is undoubtedly one of the most skilled and talented young artists on 
the urban art scene today. He creates technically masterful, contemporary 
portraits by not only adding paint and other materials onto surfaces, but 
also carving, drilling, scratching, ripping, or blasting his images out of walls. 
With nothing less than archeological meticulousness, Vhils penetrates 

through countless layers of posters, dirt, and plaster to set free the unset-
tlingly poetic images hidden in urban spaces. The monograph Vhils is the 
most extensive collection of his personal and commissioned work to date, 
much of which is published here for the first time. The introduction is written 
by Marc and Sara Schiller of Wooster Collective.

title

Art
category features

pages size

price

€ 39.90 (D) £ 37.50 $ 60

full color, hardcover

by
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isbn

978-3-89955-417-5

XOOOOX

Benjamin Wolbergs

17 × 24 cm128

XOOOOX

Brad Downey

Spontaneous 
Sculptures 160

isbn

17 × 24 cm

978-3-89955-379-6

Brad Downey

about the book

XOOOOX was the first German street artist to come to prominence on the 
international art market. Artist, director, and curator Aaron Rose, who is a 
key part of the Beautiful Losers art movement, says: “The work of XOOOOX 
has always been a standout for me. The images of these sexy fashionable 
women stenciled around the streets of Berlin always stood in such high 

contrast  to the collapsing buildings they were painted on. In a landscape 
covered with street art that always looks much the same it is very refresh-
ing to see an artist with such a singular vision.” In this first monograph, the 
documentation of XOOOOX’s work on the street is complemented by photo-
graphs of select exhibitions and of the artist at work.

title

features

pages size

price

editorcategory

€ 19.90 {D} £ 17.50 $ 30

by

full color, hardcover

Art

title

about the book

With the element of surprise firmly on his side, the American artist Brad 
Downey creates powerful interventions that visually disrupt the routine of 
our urban perceptions. Downey’s art discourages quick glances and cel-
ebrates the double take. Using elements from film, sculpture, painting, and 
drawing, he creates remarkable work ranging from the spectacular and 

headline-making to the small, delicate, and almost hidden. This book is the 
most comprehensive collection of what Brad Downey calls his Spontaneous 
Sculptures. It brings together attractive, provocative, and clever urban 
interventions by a master of the genre—many of which are documented 
here for the first time.

Art
category

subtitle features

pages size

price

€ 25 (D) £ 23 $ 40

full color, hardcover

by
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about the book

Sarah Illenberger creates vivid, often humorous images that make stories 
come to life. Whether big or small, abstract or complex, the subjects and 
problems of our times are pointedly depicted by this renowned illustrator 
and designer in concise visual forms. Meticulously created at the intersec-
tion of photography, art, and graphic design with analog handicraft and 

using everyday items, her richly detailed work opens up new perspectives 
on the seemingly familiar. Sarah Illenberger is the first monograph of the 
Berlin-based artist’s work. In addition to commissioned designs for the likes 
of Vanity Fair, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Wallpaper, and Nike, it also includes a 
selection of current personal projects.

Sarah Illenberger Sarah Illenberger

160

isbn

17 × 24 cm

978-3-89955-385-7

Graphic Design, Style
categories features

pages size

price

€ 19.90 (D) £ 17.50 $ 30

full color, hardcover

by

Rock, Paper, 
Scissors

The Work of Julien Vallée

Julien Vallée

160

isbn

978-3-89955-365-9

about the book

Julien Vallée’s incomparable visuals explore the relative roles of the com-
puter and handmade processes in design. The young Canadian works in a 
wide range of fields, including art direction, motion graphics, print design, 
and art installation as well as video and design for the television indus-
try. With his expert use of manual processes strongly supported by the 

technological  tools of today, he creates outstanding art and design that 
seamlessly bridges the gaps between these disciplines. This first mono-
graph presents Vallée’s commissioned work and personal projects. Each 
book includes a unique log-in code for accessing Vallée’s video work online.

title

Graphic Design
category

subtitle features

pages size

price

€ 35 (D) £ 32.50 $ 55

full color, hardcover, incl. free video downloads

21.6 × 28 cm

by
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